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CODES, ABBREVIATIONS, AND ACRONYMS 
ACREAGE Harvested estimate by SRS 
ALL All wheat, spring and winter wheat in aggregation 
BL Badlands 
BU/AC Bushels per acre 
CEA Center for Climatic and Environmental Assessment 
CO Colorado 
CON Percent of acreage under continuous cul'tivation practice 
CRD Crop Reporting District 
EPE Edwards Plateau East 
EPW Edwards Plateau-West 
ERROR Y(SRS) - Y(CCEA) 
ESTY Y(KSU) 
FAL Percent of acreage under fallow cultivation practice 
FAS Foreign Agriculture Service 
GP Great Plains 
H Hectare 
H0 Null hypothesis 
IRR Percent of acreage uider irrigated cultivation practice 
KS Kansas 
KSU Kansas State University 
LACIE Large Area Crop Inventory Experiment 
MN 'Minnesota 
MT Montana Ps$ T . tr. 
ND North Dakota 
xiii, 
NE Nebraska 
NID Amount of nitrogen applied under dryland conditions 
NIW Amount of nitrogen applied under irrigated conditions 
OK Oklahoma 
PROD Production 
PROD(CCEA) Production estimate by CCEA Y(CCEA) x ACREAGE 
PROD(KSU) Production estimate by KSU Y(KSU) x ACREAGE 
PROD(SRS) Production estimate by SRS 
PSI(Z) Binomial function of Z; 1 if Z < 0, 0 if Z > 0 
Q Quintal 
RMSE Root mean squared error 
RR Red River 
SD South Dakota 
SRS Statistical Reporting Service 
-STN Station 
SW Spring wheat 
TLP Texas Lower Plains 
TOP Texas-Oklahoma Panhandle 
USDA United States Department of Agriculture 
USGP United States Great Plains 
VAR Variance 
VYA Varietal yielding ability 
WAC C Weather and cultural yield component under continuous cultivation 
practice 
WAC F Weather and cul.turaThyield component under fallow cultivation 
practice 
xiv 
WAC I Weather and cultural yield component under irrigated cultivation 
practice 
WAC N Weather and cultural yield component due to applied nitrogen 
WW Winter wheat 
Y(CCEA) Crop yield as estimated by models of the CCEA 
Y(KSU) Crop yield as estimated by the Feyerherm wheat yield models of 
KSU 
YR Year or crop year 
Y(SRS) Crop yield as estimated by the SRS of the USDA from harvested 
acreage and production estimates 





This report contains a detailed listing of the data supporting the evalu­




Modelswere developed for seven countries by the National Oceanic and
 
Atmospheric Administration's Center for Climatological and Environmental
 
Assessment (CCEA). Subregions within each country were modeled individu­
ally. A research model was developed at Kansas State University (KSU)
 
based on experimental plot yields. This model was tested for the
 
U.S. Great Plains (USGP) at the Crop Reporting District (CRD) level.
 
Tables in this report contain yearly predicted yields as well as actual
 
yields and acreages for each model region. Aggregated values for the
 
KSU model up to the CCEA model regions in the United States are given.
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TABLE 1.-TEST RESULTS OF A 10-YEAR BOOTSTRAP FOR THE ARGENTINA MODELS
 
(a) Aggregation 












































(b) Buenos Aires 






































































TABLE I.- Continued. 
(c) Entre Rios 



















66 16.2 19.3 3.1 11733 13963 223365 -1719 1 
67 14.0 15.6 1.6 11278 12566 229538 -2510 1 



















71 17.7 20.7 3.0 180779 






HO: ACCEPT 7/7 
RMSE: 2.72 BU/AC 
(d) Santa Fe 
YR Y(FAS) Y(CCEA) ERROR PROD PROD(CCEA) PROD(FAS) Z PSI(Z) 
64 25.2 19.1 -6.1 51758 39206 328489 4528 0 
65 22.3 30.5 8.2 48034 65661 413734 5972 0 
66 17.3 20.3 3.0 27115 31783 223365 -1290 1 
67 21.6 15.6 -6.0 37351 27007 229538 4777 0 
68 18.1 17.4 -0.7 30717 29468 268964 -5046 1 
69 16.6 14.2 -2.4 27068 231,48 210909 -1021 1 
70 22.6 20.4 -2.2 24376 21995 257941 -2945 1 
71 18.7 25.4 6.7 180779 
72 28.3 22.8 5.5 208704 
73 25.8 24.2 -1.6 253532 
BIAS: -0.66 BU/AC HO: REJECT 4/7 







YR Y(FAS) Y(CCEA) ERROR PROD PROD(CCEA) PROD(FAS) Z PSI(Z)
 
64 16.6 14.9 -1.7 29882 26823 328489 -3578 1
 
65 27.8 26.8 -1.0 70480 67877 413734 -9247 1
 
66 15.8 15.1 -0.7 22457 21495 223365 -3938 1
 
67 21.8 14.1 -7.7 37481 24288 229538 7913 0
 
68 17.4 15.4 -2.0 31335 27668 268964 -2433 1
 
69 14.1 11.8 -2.3 27409 22781 210909 -273 1
 
70 21.5 17.6 -3.9 28662 23461 257941 -300 1
 
71 12.3 16.3 4.0 180779
 
72 16.0 19.5 3.5 208704
 
73 19.3 22.1 2.8 253532
 






YR Y(FAS) Y(CCEA) ERROR PROD PROD(CCEA) PROD(FAS)- Z PSI(Z)
 
64 15.9 24.1 8.2 22689 33657 328489 3533 0
 
65 16.2 19.1 2.9 21300 25133 413734 -3377 1
 
66 10.0 9.2 -0.& 5604 5144 223365 -1937 1
 
67 14.0 13.4 -0.6 15187 14514 229538 -3408 1
 
68 18.7 15.3 -3.4 28048 22891 268964 -391 1
 
69 10.4 12.6 2.2 17963 21679 210909 -1065 1
 
70 21.7 13.3 -8.4 35979 22035 257941 8613 0
 
71 18.7 10.5 -8.2 180779 
72 18.4 13.0 -5.4 208704 
73 17.9 16.8 -1.1 253532 
BIAS: -1.46 BU/AC Ho: REJECT 5/7













NEW SOUTH WALES 
VICTORIA 
'QJSMANIA 
Figure 2.- Map of the wheat growing areas of Australia.
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YR Y(FAS) Y(CCEA) ERROR ACREAGE PROD(FAS) PROD(CCEA) Z PSI(Z)
 
63 19.9 19.6 0.4 16209547. 322816547. 317095825.-17102405. 1
 
64 2097 19.9 0.8 17572264. 362967452. 340034239.-11728582. 1
65 14.9 14.3 0.6 17191199. 256016824, 245362679. -7446242. 1
 66 22.4 18.3 4.1 203692Q0o. 455394334. 371991033. 51204926. 0
 
67 12.3 11.2 1.1 21823269. 267765012. 243759580. 5074448. 0
68 20.2 19.5 0.7 25924573. 524803236. 505698411.-17Q98759. 1
69 16.9 17.7 -1.0 22690587. 38028978A. 402379139. -4797133. 
 1

70 18.5 19.1 -0.6 15521249. 287611193. ?96280503.-11664798. 1
 
71 17oq 17.0 0.9 17022590. 303691241. 28A603150. -6382876. 1
 
72 1?.7 12.1 0.6 1826898A. 231992269. 221680086. -6098668. 1
 
RIAS: 0.76 8U/AC SUm: 8
 
RMSF: 1948 AU/AC ACCEPT 90/90
 
(b) New South Wales
 
YR Y(FAS) Y(CCEA) ERROR ACREAGE PROD(FAS) PROD(CCEA) Z PSI(Z)
 
63 ?4.7 20.3 4.4 4963811. 122472114. 100765363, 7649000. 0
 64 26.3 21.5 4.8 5760090. 151483308. 123841935. 11063241. 0
F5 805 801 0.4 4576686, 3911650A. 37071157. -c029766. 1
 
66 2R.4 18.5 9,9 7135046. 202501000. 131998351. 49032911. 0
67 10.6 7.8 2.8 8?14905. 87323000. 64076259. 12435872. 0
 68 21.6 20.2 1.4 9961678. 215119000. 201225896. -9862002. 1
69 18.9 20.3 -1.4 862265?. 162786160. 175039836. -5337118. 1
 
70 20.2 20.5 -0.3 5475088. 110604084. 1412239304.-1,0974569, 1
71 14.8 13.4 1.4 5995438. 88544693. 8033R869. -3387735. 1
72 11.3 8.4 2.9 6469238. 72953253. 54341599. 9413971. 0
 
SIAS: 2.63 BU/AC SUM: 5
 









YP Y(FAS) Y(CCFA) EPPOR ACREAGE PRO{OWFAS) PROf(CCFA) 

1
694000. 17730945. 16Q336no. -4551539.
f3 25.c ?4.4 1.1 
 16054966. -4248064. 1
?3.0 ?.0 69804?. 17430405.64 25.0 
65 22.0 17.3 4.7 645820. 14176813. 1117?6P6. -125E202. 1 1
P.3 789327. 2498656A. 23206214. -5761297.
66 31.7 29.4 

67 ?0.0 20.8 0.1 873234. I825088?. 18163267. -4854789. 1
 24224?44. -6948011. 1
6H 2.0 ?5.9 -0.9 935299. 23346465. 
17.0 -6.5 771771. P101184. 11120107. 1094725. 0
69 l0.q 

70 6.q 2.A 4.1 350086. 2427309. 9A0241. -420914. 1
 
71 23.? 24.5 -1.3 770785. 1785536. 18884233. -4177Q75. I
 




PTAS: 0.07 RU/AC 

ACCEPT 90/90
RMSE: 3.42 11/AC 
(d) Victoria
 
YP Y(FAS) Y(CCEA) ERROP ACREAGE PROO)(FAS) PROO(CCFA) 7 PS1(7)
 
63 24.5 22.7 1.8 3109044. 76302219. 70£75?Q9. -5369064. 1 
64 ?4.? 23.7 0.5 3236039. 78165690. 76604124.-10437050. 1 
65 ]O.7 JA.6 1.1 3074103. 60591349. 5717A316. -9392566. 1 
66 ??.A 20.0 2.6 3138020. 70896266. 62760580. -4567856. 1 
F7 R.8 12.7 -3.Q 322388n. ?8317203. 40943276. 6469740. 0 
f8 ??.R 24.4 -1.r 3984084. 907277P6. 97211650. -8943294. 1 
6Q 2 .3 ?S,5 -0.? 3298254. 8354385?. 84109477.-12040214. 1 
70 19.6 26.8 -7.2 1879044. 36901274. 50358379. 6173558. 0 
4.6 257031?. 660397;. 5423358.3. 1792817. 0
71 29.7 21.1 

7? 17.1 15.0 2.1 2686963. 45904015. 40304445. -1696373. 1
 
SUM: 7
RIAS: -0.02 RU/AC 








YR Y(FAS) Y(CCEA) ERROR ACREAGE PROD(FAS) PROD(CCEA) Z PSI(Z)
 
63 11.3 15.2 -3.9 4640434. 52340000. 70534597. 9004627. 0
64 12.2 17.4 -5.2 5151267. 63071000. 89632046. 15863897. 0
65 16.6 14.Q 1.7 6149727. 102156000. 91630932. -908599. 1
 66 16.3 16.2 0.1 6346613. 1I3195oon. 102815131.-14946613. 1
 
67 16.1 13.4 2.7 6647095. 106975000. 89071073. 5938246. 0
 
68 19.4 .14.3 1.1 7295094. 112450000. 104319R44. -9044867. 1
 69 9.8 9.9 -0.1 6788177. 6670000n. 67202952.-10757079. 1
 
70 18.6 16.9 1.7 5834513. 108650000. 98603270* -2451172. 1
 
71 15.8 15.9 -0.1 5045608. 79556000, 80225-167,-10320181. 1
 
72 12.2 13.8 -1.6 6022967. 73596713. 83116945a 282075. 0
 
RIAS: -0.36 R(/AC SUM: 6
 




YR Y(FAS) Y(CCEA) ERROR ACREAGE PROD(FAS) PROD(CCEA) 7 PSI(Z)
 
63 19.3 20.8 -1.9 2802258. 53971269. 58286966. -5016385. 1
 
64 19,4 15.7 3.7 2726826. 52817049. 42811168. 216837, 0
 
65 14.6 17.6 -3.0 2744863. 39976134. 48309589. 1181018. 0
66 IS? 17a3 O. 2960275. 53815500. 51212757. -8465199. 1
67 9.4 11.0 -I6 2864199. 26898927. 31505705. -1393395. 1
 
68 22.2 21.0 1.2 3748418. 83160045. 78716778.-10326545. 1
69 18.4 19.6 -1.2 3209733. 59158592-. 62910767. -6852213. 1
 
70 14.6 17.2 -2.6 1982518. 29028442,. 34099310. -1389156. 1

71 19.6 20.8 -1.2 264'0.447. 51695890, 54921298, -5633160. 1

72 12.3 12.8 -0.5 2436620. 29945039-. 31188736. -4649060. 1
 
RIAS: -0.59 RUl/AC SUM: 8
 
RMSF: 1.99 BU/AC ACCEPT 90/90
 
Ito 
1 .. . . ,-9 
R Q 
A 1 0 
IF
 
TABLE 3.- TEST RESULTS OF A 10-YEAR JACKKNIFE FOR THE BRAZILIAN MODEL
 
OF THE RIO GRANDE DO SUL 
YR Y(FAS) Y(CCEA) ERROR PROD PRE(CEA) PROD(FAS) z PSI(Z) 
63 3.9 4.7* +0.8 85.4 103.6 115.7 +10 0 
64 11.0 8.3 -2.7 299.1 225.7 250.5 +57 0 
65 6. 7.3 0.4 224.1 237.0 256.7 -5 1 
66 6.. 8.6 1.7 237.0 296.0 333.5 +37 0 
67 8.2 7.0 -1.2 399.9 339.6 405.7 -26 1 
68 9.1 9.0 -0.1 627.1 618.7 765.0 -40 1 
69 10 0 10.4 0.4 1044.7 1090.1 1303.4 -39 1 
70 10.9 10.8 - -0.1 1727.0 1706.7 1946.0 -109 1 
71 10.8 10.6 -0.2 1944.0 1900.0 2214.4 -101 1 
72 9.3 10.5 1.2 1953.0 2200.01 2622.5 +77 0 
BIAS: +0.02 Q/H = 0.03 BU/AC HO: REJECT SUM 6 
RMSE: 1.19 Q/H = 1.17 BU/AC 
.Yield in Q/H 
Production in thousand metric tons 












TABLE 4.- TEST RESULTS OF A 9-YEAR BOOTSTRAP FOR THE
 




YR Y(FAS) Y(CCEA) ERROR PROD PROD(CCEA) PROD(FAS) Z PSI(Z)
 
67 15150.5 15603.5 16137 -669 1
 
69 16355.9 17849.4 18267 217 0
 
70 7878.6 8504.7 9024 7 0
 
68 16712.5 17140.9 17688 -803 1
 
71 13617.6 13880.9 14412 -737 1
 
72 13115.8 13962.7 14514 -160 1
 
73 16235.2 15922.8 16159 -822 1
 
74 13457.8 12656.6 13295 -116 1
 
75 16070.4 16325.4 17078 -926 1
 




YR Y(FAS) Y(CCEA) ERROR PROD PROD(CCEA) PROD(FAS) Z PSI(Z)
 
67 12.5 14.8 +2.3 2281 2700 16137 -48 1
 
68 16.0 18.5 +2.5 2795 3231 17688 -99 1
 
69 17.9 18.5 +0.6 2616 2702 18267 -411 1
 
70 16.5 18.5 +2.0 1219 1368 9024 -99 1
 
71 17.-9 17.0 -0.9 1797 1707 14412 -261 1
 
72 18.5 18.4 -0.1 2305 2288 14514 -390 1
 
73 17.8 17.4 -0.4 2582 251-7 16159 -386 1
 
74 16.9 16.4 -0.5 2297 2224 13295 -311 1
 
75 16.9 20.2 +0.3 2390 2860 17078 -24 1
 
=
BIAS: 0.98 Q/H 1.46 BU/AC HO: ACCEPT SUM 9
 






(c) Alberta 2 












16.5 17.5 1.0 
18.1 14.0 -4.1 
15.0 17.6 2.6 
19.3 20.0 0.7 
21.6 20.3 -1.3 
17.7 19.1 1.4 
20.2 20.2 0.0 
18.0 16.5 -1.5 
19.1 20.2 1.1 
-0.01 Q/H = -0.02 BU/AC 

















































(dj Alberta 3 











12.0 11.9 -0.1 
16.3 17.2 0.9 
11.9 12.9 1.0 
16.2 15.4 -0.8 
15.3 18.5 3.2 
15.9 17.8 1.9 
15.8 16.-4 0.6 
.11-4 15.3 3.9 
14.4 19.5 5.1 
























































YR Y(FAS) Y(CCEA) ERROR PROD PROD(CCEA) PROD(FAS) Z PSI(Z)
 
67 12.1 12.2 0.1 772 778 16137 -245 1
 
68 14.3 11.1 -3.2 888 688 17688 -47 1
 
69 18.8 20.1 1.3 1030 1101 18267 -246 1
 
70 16.0 14.5 -1.5 356 323 9024 -88 1
 
71 19.2 19.1 -0.1 900 897 14412 -251 1
 
72 17.3 15.2 -2.1 736 648 14514 -129 1
 
73 17.9 16.8 -1.1 910 856 16159 -209 1
 
74 15.5 14.7 -0.8 672 637 13295 -171 1
 
75 20.1 16.0 -4.1 945 753 17078 -62 1
 
BIAS: -1.28 Q/H = -1.90 BU/AC HO: ACCEPT . SUM 9 




YR Y(FAS) Y(CCEA) ERROR PROD PROD(CCEA) PROD(FAS)- z PSI(Z)
 
67 11.9 10.7 -1.2 1026 923 16137 -170 1
 
68 11.9 10.6 -1.3 1005 893 17688 -169 1
 
69 18.3 20.0 1.7 1394 1521 18267 -246 1
 
70, 12.9 17.0 4.1 411 541 9024 -26 1
 
71 18.0 18.5 0.5 1147 1179 14412 -259 1
 
72 15.4 16.4 1.0 972 1032 14514 -214 1
 
73 18.6 17.7 -0.9 1341 1279 16159 -259 1
 
74 , 12.8 12.2 -0.6 857 815- 13295 -191 1
 
75 20.1 25.3 5.2 879 1108 17078 -79 1
 
BIAS: 0.94 Q/H = 1.40 BU/AC HO: ACCEPT SUM 9
 








YR Y(FAS) Y(CCEA) ERROR PROD PROD(CCEA) PROD(FAS) z PSI(Z)
 
8.6 0.2 1403 1431 16137 -312 1
67 8.4 

68 8.5 10.4 1.9 1406 1721 17688 -75 1
 
69 14.0 18.4. 4.4 2197 2889 18267 178 0
 
70 15.2 17.2 2.0 1571 1778 9024 -76 1
 
71 	 13.8 14.8 1.0 1749 1871 14412 -245 1
 
14514 -73 1
72 - 12.4 14.7 2.3 1663 1968 

12.5 13.5 1.0 1835 1982 16159 -253 1
73 

13.0 12.6 -0.4 1831 1778 13295 -291 1
74 

16.7 -0.1 2419 2401 17078 -435 1
75 16.8 

BIAS: 1.37 Q/H = 2.04 BU/AC HO: ACCEPT SUM 8
 




YR Y(FAS) Y(CCEA) ERROR PROD PROD(CCEA) PROD(FAS) z PSI(Z)
 
10.0 8.5 -1.5 454 388 16137 -111 1
67 

68 10.0 12.8 2.8 442 566 	 17688 -100 1
 
1.5 473 540 18267 -155 1
69 10.8 12.3 

413 538 9024 -31 1
70 12.6 16.4 1.8 

427 461 14412 -148 1
71 12.3 13.3 1.0 

72 10.3 14.1 3.8 389 531 	 14514 -54 1
 
73 11.0 11.4 0.4 448 465 	 16159, -177 1
 
74 11.7 14.2 4.5 464 564 	 13295 -94 1
 
17.5 17.5 0.0 703 702 17078 -244 1
75 

BIAS: 1.59 Q/H = 2.36 BU/AC 	 HO: ACCEPT SUM 9
 








YR Y(FAS) Y(CCEA) ERROR PROD. PROD(CCEA) PROD(FAS) z PSI(Z)
 
67 13.6 12.4 -1.2 1352 1232 16137 -195 1 
68 17.0 14.8 -2.2 1677 1464 17688 -147 1 
69 19.0 20.3 1.3 1602 1711 18267 -286 1 
70 17.7 17.9 0.2 539 544 9024 -152 1 
71 20.6 20.3 '-0.3 1343 1322 14412 -288 1 
72 16.4 17.2 0.8 1091 1144 14514 -235 1 
73 19.8 18.5 -1.3 1549 1444 16159 -237 1 
74 17.8 13.6 -4.2 1184 907 13295 31 0 
75 21.2 17.6 -3.8 1553 1287 17078 -66 1 
BIAS: -1.17 Q/H = 1.74 BU/AC HO: ACCEPT SUM 8 
RMSE: 2.14 Q/H = 3.18 BU/AC 
(j) Saskatchewan 6
 
YR Y(FAS) Y(CCEA) ERROR PROD PROD(CCEA) PROD(FAS) Z PSI(Z)
 
67 11.0 10.8 -0.2 1387 1367 16137 -312 1
 
68 12.6 14.9 2.3 1504 1775 17688 -125 1
 
69 16.3 17.8 1.5 1641 1795 18267 -251 1
 
70 18.1 18.0 0.1 787 782 9024 -183 1
 
71 19.8 19.7 -0.1 1469 1463 14412 -319 1
 
72 11.9 14.9 3.0 965 1209 14514 -52 1
 
73 15.9 15.9 0.0 1463 1461 16159 -342 1
 
74 -16.8 14.0 -2.8 1466 1224 13295 -43 1
 
75 17.0 16.5 -0.5 1522 1474 17078 -307 1
 
BIAS: 0.34.Q/H =-0.51 BU/AC HO: ACCEPT SUM 9
 








YR Y(FAS) Y(CCEA) ERROR PROD PROD(CCEA) PROD(FAS) z PSI(Z)
 
67 11.8 14.2 2.4 1049 1261k 16137 -Id7 1
 
68 12.1 13.9 1.8 977 1124 17688 -168 1
 
69 15.1 17.1 2.0 1002 1137 18267 -187 1
 
70 19.9 21.5 1.6 548 592 9024 -119 1
 
71 20.8 18.7 -2.1 1077 971 14412 -159 1 
72 16.2 16.3 0.1 998 1004 14514 -264 1 
73 14.4 16.5 2.1 1031 1181 16159 - -159 1 
74 16.7 16.9 0.2 1106 1120 13295 -259 1 
75 19.3 - 19.1 -0.2 1343 1330 -17078 -324 1 
BIAS: 0.88 Q/H = 1.31 BU/AC HO: ACCEPT SUM 9
 




YR Y(FAS) Y(CCEA) 'ERROR PROD PROD(CCEA) PROD(FAS) Z PSI(Z)
 
'67 15.1 13.9 -1.2 901 827 16137 -184 1
 
68 18.7 18.5 -0.2 1072 1059 17688 -293 1
 
69 18.0 18.3 0.3 786 800 18267 -256 1
 
70 19.0 18.7 -0.3 301 295 9024 -109 1
 
71 21.6 20.7 -0.9 640 614 14412 -184 1
 
72 17.1 18.7 1.6 646 .707 14514 -166 1
 
73 21.9 17.9 -4.0 946 773 16159 -77 1
 
74 15.2 15.5 0.3 566 578 13295 -184 1
 
75 17.0 18.7 1.7 658- 722 17078 -184 1
 
BIAS: -0.30 Q/H = -0.45 BU/AC HO: ACCEPT SUM 9
 








YR Y(FAS) Y(CCEA) ERROR PROD PROD(CEA) PROD(FAS) Z PSI(Z)
 
67 19.5 17.2 -2.3 1160 1020 16137 -147 1
 
68 16.0 15.0 -1.0 905 846 17688 -215 1
 
69 18.2 -17.6 -0.6 822 793 18267 -240 1
 
70 18.7 19.7 1.0 305 322 9024 -104, 1
 
71 21.2 20.3 -0.9 639 612 14412 -183 1
 
72 12.6 14.9 2.3 531 629 14514 -116 1
 
73 19.6 17.4 -2.2 862 766 16159 -153 1
 
74 17.3 16.8 -0.5 669 652 13295 -191 1
 
75 16.5 18.9 2.4 660 756 17078 -158 1
 
BIAS: -0.20 Q/H =-0.30 BU/AC HO: ACCEPT SUM 9
 
RMSE:- 1.65 Q/H = 2.45 BU/AC 
(n) Manitoba 1
 
YR Y(FAS) Y(CCEA) ERROR PROD. PROD(CCEA) PROD(FAS) z PSI(Z)
 
67. 15.1 18.0 2.9 658 786 16137 -124 1
 
68 15.8 18.2 2.4 637 735 17688 -157 1
 
69 16.2 12.2 -4.0 464 350 18267 -65 1
 
70 12.3 12.6 0.3 247 253 9024 -101 1
 
71 15.2 19.2 4.0 535 677 14412 -79 1
 
72 17.4 17.9 0.5 613 630 14514 -197 1
 
73 15.4 16.9 1.5 618 677 16159 -175 1
 
74 13.8 13.0 -0.8 538 506 13295 -151 1
 
75 15.1 12.8 -2.3 689 586 17078 7121 1
 
BIAS: 0.50 Q/H = 0.74 BU/AC HO: ACCEPT SUM 9
 
=








YR Y(FAS) Y(CCEA) ERROR PROD PROD(CCEA) PROD(FAS) z PSI(Z)
 
617 16137 -177 1
67 16.2 17.5 1.3 571 

-0.3 667 658 17688 -232 1
68 19.9 19.6 





70 16.9 15.6 -1.3 237 219 

471 14412 -86 1
71 15.8 19.9 4.1 373 

-1.8 485 443 14514 -137 1
72 20.5 18.7 

19.6 17.7 -1.9 552 499 16159 -148 1
73 

74 17.3 14.4 -2.9 449 373 13295 -81 1
 
555 54 17978 -203 1
75 19.8 19.4 -0.4 

-0.76 BU/AC HO: ACCEPT SUM 9
BIAS: -0.51 Q/H = 





YR Y(FAS) Y(CCEA) ERROR PROD PROD(CCEA) PROD(FAS) z PSI(Z)
 
67 14.4 15.6 1.2 599 648 16137 -180 1
 
68 18.5 16.5 -2.0 750 667 17688 -160 1
 
69 18.3 20.0 1.7 544 595 18267 -182 1
 
70 16.3 15.8 -0.5 250 241 9024 -95 1
 
18.0 20.1 2.1 495 551 14412 -143 1
71 

72 19.7 17.2 -2.5 576 503 14514 -118 1
 
73 20.1 17.7 -2.4 706 '621 16159 -139 1
 
74 17.3 15.5 -1.8 541 485 13295 -124 1
 
75 19.9 20.2 0.3 622 630 17078 -224 1
 
BIAS: -0.43 Q/H = -0.64 BU/AC Ho: ACCEPT SUM 9
 






(q) Manitoba 4 
YR Y(FAS) Y(CCEA) ERROR PROD PROD(CCEA) PROD(FAS) Z PSI(Z) 
67 16.8 18.1 1.3 371 399 16137 -151 1 
68 20.0 17.9 -3.1 465 416 17688 -143 1 
69 19.1 19.8 0.7 349 363 18267 -168 1 
70 16.0 16.2 0.2 116 117 9024 -72 1 
71 16.7 20.1 3.4 262 316 14412 -97 1 
72 17.5 17.7 0.2 300 303 14514 -145 1 
73 17.3 17.3 0.0 381' 381 16159 -175 1 
74 14.8 14.1 -0.7 253 242 13295 -116 1 
75 19.3 17.4 -1.9 396 357 17078 -136 1 
BIAS: 0.12 Q/H = 0.18 BU/AC HO: ACCEPT SUM 9 
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TABLE 5.- TEST RESULTS OF A 10-YEAR JACKKNIFE FOR THE MADHYA PREDESH MODEL
 
YR Y(FAS) Y(CCEA) ERROR PROD PROD(CCEA) PROD(FAS) Z PSI(Z) 
66 5.4 5.5 0.1 1426 1453*- 10394 -248 1 
67 5.8 4.8 -1.0 1235 1031 11393 -38 1 
68 7.8 7.1 -0.7 2076 1882 16540 -201 1 
69 5.6 6.6 1.0 1711 2008 18651 -136 1 
70 6.8* 7.0 0.2 2159 2216 20093 -415 1 
71 7.4 7.6 0.2 2518 2592 23832 -482 - 1 
72 8.0 8.7 0.7 2932 3189 26410 -392 1 
73 7.9 7.0 -0.9 2589 2285. 24735 -228 1 
74 7.9 7.8 -0.1 2553 2539 21778 -512 1 
75 8.4 8.4 0.0 2433 2433 24235 -543 1 
BIAS: -0.05 Q/H = -0.07 BU/AC HO: ACCEPT SUM 10 
RMSE: 0.62 Q/H = 0.93 BU/AC 
Yield in Q/H 
Production in thousands of metric tons 
*Based on a mean acreage 
23
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TABLE 6.- TEST RESULTS OF A 10-YEAR JACKKNIFE FOR THE U.S.S.R. MODELS
 
(a) Aggregation 
Winter Spring All 
YEAR Y(FAS) Y(CCEA) ERROR Y(FAS) Y(CCEA) ERROR Y(FAS) Y(CCEA) ERROR 
58 8.9 8.5 0.3 8.9 8.5 0.3 
59 9.1 7.4 1.7 9.1 7.4 1.7 
60 9.0 7.5 1.5 9.0 7.5 1.5 
61 10.8 10.8 0.0 7.1 6.6 0.5 7.1 6.6 0.5 
62 18.6 18.6 0.0 10.0 9.5 0.5 14.8 14.6 0.2 
63 14.0 16.2 -2.2 6.1 6.0 0.1 8.5 8.9 -0.4 
64 14.5 15.7 -1.2 10.4- 11.7 -1.4 11.8 13.2 -1.3 -
65 16.1 16.9 -0.8 5.5 7.6 -2.2 8.5 10.3 -1.8 
66 20.4 '21.4 -1.0 12.0 11.3 0.7 14.4 14.2 0.2 
67 17.8 18.0 -0.1 8.9 9.6 -0.7 11.5 12.1 -0.5 
68 18.3 18.3 -0.1 12.2 12.1 0.0 13.9 13.9 0.0 
69. 18.9 19.2 -0.4 10.7 12.3 -1.6 13.5 14.7 -1.1 
70 22.8 22.1 0.7 13.5 13.2 0.2 17.4 17.0 0.4 
71 23.0 22.1 0.9 11.8 11.9 -0.1 15.4 15.2 0.2 
72 21.6 21.2 0.3 14.7 12.1 2.6 17.0 15.1 1.9 
73 24.6 22.9 1.6 12.5 11.4 1.1 18.6 17.2 1.4 
74 10.2 11.4 -1.2 12.2 8.5 3.7 11.3 9.8 . 1.6 
BIAS -.23 .42 .28 Q/H 
RMSE .98 1.49 1.09 Q/H 
-0.34 0.62 0.42 BU/AC 





(b) Baltics winter wheat
 



















64 14.5 13.2 -1.3 409 371 74399 -333 1
 
65 15.2 18.1 2.9 507 604 59686 -328 1
 
66 17.3 10.5 -6.8 327 199 100499 -188 1
 
67 18.3 18.4 0.1 434 437 77419 -408 1
 
68 16.9 18.4 1.5 444 482 93393 -436 1
 
69 18.5 23.1 4.6 505 632 79917 -376 1
 
70 20.5 23.0 2.5 524 588 99734 -477 1
 
71 23.9 25.1 1.2 689 724 98760 -563 1
 
72 25.1 24.5 -0.6 718 700 85993 -531 1
 








(c) Belorussia winter wheat
 

















64 11.3 9.8 -1.5 165 142 74399 -207 1
 
65 11.8 13.8 2.0 202 237 59686 -231 1
 
66 16.1 10.7 -5.4 235 156 100499 -201 1
 
67 15.3 15.9 0.6 335 349 77419 -354 1
 
68 13.7 14.7 1.0 491 526 93393 -461 1
 
69 17.2 16.4 -0.8 840 801 79917 -527 1
 
70 18.3 17.9 -0.4 799 783 99734 -609 1
 
71 21.0 21.8 0.8 888 922 98760 -641 1
 
72 21.4 19.7 -1.7 729 671 85993 -479 1
 












(d) Western Ukraine winter wheat
 














64 16.1 16.0 -0.1 1822 1811 74399 -810 1
 
65 21.3 23.1 1.8 2623 2848 59686 -697 1
 
66 23.4 22.6 -0.8 2305 2229 100499 -982 1
 
67 *.22.9 26.4 3.5 2829 3257 77419 -695 1
 
68 23.5 22.1 -1.4 2505 2360 93393 -905 1
 
69 23.0 22.1 -0.9 2339 2244 79917 -852 1
 
70 25.6 23.5 -2.1 2815 2588 99734 -909 1
 
71 25.7 28.2 2.5 2868 3151 98760 -964 1
 
72 26.4 28.1 1.7 2998 3188 85993 -981 1
 








(e) Central Ukraine winter wheat
 














64 18.2 13.6 -4.6 2123 1584 74399 -229 1
 
65 23.3 25.9 2.6 4515 5027 59686 -713 1
 
66 26.4 25.8 -0.6 5097 4982 100499 -1467 1
 
67 21.7 22.5 0.8 4294 4454 77419 -1153 1
 
68 21.3 19.1 -2.2 3815 3423 93393 -872 1
 
69 24.7 26.3 1.6 5006 5337 79917 -1129 1
 
70 30.7 22.3 -8.4 4211 3Q57 99734 -81 1
 
71 28.1 31.5 3.4 5474 6143 98760 -1073 1
 
72 26.0 28.4 2.4 4116 4501 85993 -1006 1
 














(f) Northeastern Ukraine winter wheat
 














64 18.1 15.3 -2.8 1740 1470 74399 -469 1
 
65 23.1 20.1 -3.0 2214 1927 59686 -471 1
 
66 26.8 25.2 -1.1 3295 3097 100499 -1049 1
 
67 20.5 21.2 0.7 1850 1909 77419 -801 1.
 
68 20.6 21.6 1.0 2094 2201 93393 -907 1
 
69 24.6 23.1 -1.5 1967 1850 79917 -743 1
 
70 29.1 24.8 -4.3 2373 2023 99734 -654 1
 
71 28.3 31.6 3.3 3349 3741 98760 -967 1
 
72 24.1 22.8 -1.3 1095 1038 85993 -611 1
 








(g) Eastern Ukraine winter wheat
 












63 19.6 11.6 -8.0 1474 871 49688 138 0
 
64 15.5 20.7 5.2 2796 3735 74399 -240 1
 
65 18.2 15.5 -2.7 2603 2223 59686 -434 1
 
66 29.2 23.6 -5.6 4087 3309 100499 -511 1
 
67 18.2 21.8 3.6 2553 .3054 77419 -586 1
 
68 21.7 21.4 -0.3 2287 2252 93393 -990 1
 
69 19.9 19.6 -0.3 2033 2001 79917 -862 1
 
70 29.0 26.8 -2.2 3476 3212 99734 -1002 1
 
71 27.5 27.7 0.2 3302 3320 98760 -1262 1
 














(h) Southern Ukraine wibter wheat
 












63 18.1 14.5 -3.6 2799 2246 49688 -194 1 
64 16.5 17.3 0.8 1912 1999 74399 -775 1 
65 20.7 20.1 -0.6 3701 3586 59686 -919 1 
66 26.8 25.6 -1.2 5458 5204 100499 -1363 1 
67 21.0 23.6 2.6 3934 4427 77419 -816 1 
68 23.2 19.5 -3.7 3539 2976 93393 -616 1 
69 23.8 23.5 -0.3 4980 4928 79917 -1351 1 
70 27.9 31.1 3.2 41,14 4591 99734 -1096 1 
71 27.5 29.7 2.2 5119 5533 98760 -1239 1 
72 21.6 24.4 2.8 2982 3375 85993 -712 1 
73 109784 
74 83913 
!BIAS: 0.22 H0 : ACCEPT SUM 10 
IRMSE: 2.43 Q/H 
2 (i) Krasnodar Kray winter wheat
 







63 26.1 27.6 1.5 3110 3291 49688 -723 .1 
64 21.6 21.2 -0.4 2815 2768 74399 -968 1 
65 25.4 25.6 0.2 3612 3648 59686 -1007 1 
66 32.2 29.5 -2.7 4585 4200 100499 -1068 1 
67 27.0 25.7 -1.3 3966 3777 77419 -1020 1 
68 30.6 30.1 -0.5 4355 4284 93393 -1343 1 
69 25.9 22.0 -3.9 2062 1750 79917 -524 1 
70 33.2 36.6 3.4 5100 5622 99734 -1152 1 
!71 32.8 37.2 4.4 4872 5519 98760 -1004 1 
72 27.1 25.3 -1.8 3252 3030 85993 -919 1 
173 109784 
74 83913 
:BIAS: -0.11 HO:" ACCEPT SUM 10 




(j) Moldavia winter wheat 





































































































HO: ACCEPT SUM 10 
RMSE: 6.37 Q/H 
(k) Caucasus winter wheat 




































































































(1) >Western.black-soil zone winter wheat
 










62 17.0 14.0 -3.0 1279 1057 70778 -390 1
 
63 11.5 7.5 -4.0 670 .435 49688 -99 1
 
64 14.3 12.3 -2.0 '907 779 74399 -410 1
 
65 15.2 15.6 0.4 925 947 .59686 -510 1
 
66 18.6 19.3 0.7 1444 1500 100499 -812 1
 
67 15.8 15.3 -0.5 1109 1071 77419 -606 l
 
68 17.8 17.8 0.0 1110 1112 93393 -719 1
 
69 13.9 20.4 6.5 104 153 79917 -198 1
 
70 20.2 24.1 3.9 951 M133 99734 -570 1
 








*BIAS: 0.09 . HO: ACCEPT SUM 10 
RMSE.: 2.98 Q/H 
(m) Easternblacksoil' zone winter wheat
 










62 21.6 18.4 r2.2 2607 2221 70778 -501 1
 
63 11.6 7 8 -3.8 602 403 49688 -117 1
 
64 12.8 16.0 3.2 1256 1570 74399 -450 1
 
65 17.6, 15.9 -1.7- 1599 1446 59686 -504 1
 
66 19.5 19.2 -0.3 2104 2072 100499 -988 1
 
67 15.6 13.6 -2.0 1608 1404 77419 -533 1
 
68, 18.9 18.6 -0.3 2054 2019 93393 -936 1
 
69 14.5 17.9 3.4 , 27 . 33 79917 -109 1
 
70 19.9' 24.8 4.9 1751 2180 99734 -614 1
 
















(n) Central region winter wheat
 














64 10.0 7.8 -2.2 908 709 74399 -315 1
 
65 8.1 12.1 4.0 744 1108 59686 -211 1
 
66 12.5 11.5 -1.0 1051 978 100499 -628 1
 
67 12.7 12.5 -0.2 1207 1184 77419 -654 1
 
68 15.3 14.0 -1.3 1564 1433 93393 -687 1
 
69 15.2 16.4 1.2 1227 1326 79917 -629 1
 
70 16.0 16.1 0.1 1726 1732 99734 -923 1
 
71 15.5 15.1 -0.4 1678 1633 98760 -853 1
 
72 18.2 15.7 -2.5 1314 1135 85993 -520 1
 








(o) Volga-Vyatsk winter wheat
 














64 9.9 8.0 -1.9 187 151 74399 -201 1
 
65 16.3 13.2 -3.1 304 247 59686 -214 1
 
66 11.1 9.2 -1.9 238 198 100499 -275 1
 
67 10.1 11.9 1.8 232 273 77419 -284 1
 
68 11.6 14.2 2.6 262 320 93393 -329 1
 
69 16.8 17.4 0.6 255 264 79917 -316 1
 
70 15.9 19.1 3.2 371 444 99734 -398 1
 
71 15.2 12.6 -2.6 472 392 98760 -360 1
 
72 15.3 13.8 -1.5 405' 365 85993 -365 1
 












(p) Upper Vol.ga*winter wheat
 















62 12.7 16.0 3.3 46 58 70778 -131 1
 
63 11.5 9.2 -2.3 84 67 49688 -112 1
 
64 7.4 9.8 2.4 88 116 74399 -180 1
 
65 10.5 12.0 1.5 115 131 59686 -182 1
 
66 14.9 11.0 -3.9 103 76 100499 -168 1
 
67 11.8 12.0 0.2 104 106 77419 -201 1
 
68 15.1 16.4 1.3 209 227 93393 -308 1
 
.69 	 19.2 19.2 0.0 133 133 79917 -231 1
 
70 17.5 20.3 2.8 257 298 99734 -344 1
 













(q) Middle Volga winter wheat
 










62 16.7 18.4 1.7 480 527 70778 -385 1
 
63 7.1 7.6 0.5 378 403 49688 -291 1
 
64 9.2 9.4 0.2 499 512 74399 -423 1
 
65 12.8 11.0 -1.8 601 517 59686 -309 1
 
66 15.5 12.7 -2.8 551 453 100499 -379 1
 
67 12.2 14.4 2.2 455 537 77419 -374 1
 
68 18.0 18.7 0.7 865 901 93393 -613 1
 
69 20.3 18.8 -1.5 97 90 79917 -183 1
 
70 19.4 24.7 5.3 953 1212 99734 -518 1
 
















(r) Lower Volga winter wheat
 










62 17.4 19.0 1.6 1482 1615 70778 -623 1
 
63 12.8 5.0 -7.8 650 256 49688 142 0
 
64 12.9 11.9 -1.0 673 623 74399 -431 1
 
65 14.2 11.3 -2.9 814 646 59686 -271 1
 
66 21.5 17.4 -4.1 662 536 100499 -393 1
 
67 12.6 13.1 0.5 721 749 77419 -510 1
 
68 17.0 17.8 0.8 740 ,775 93393 -567 1
 
69 14.9 9.6 -5.3 27 17 79917 -72 1
 
-70 18.8 24.8 6.0 1020 1347 99734 -493 1
 












(s) Transcaucasus winter wheat
 
















65 12.1 10.0 -2.1 865 717 59686 -315 1
 
66 12.1 12.4 0.3 935 959 100499 -670 1
 
67 12.5 12.4 -0.1 953 942 77419 -593 1
 
68 9.4 12.1 2.7 686 883 93393 -445 1
 
69 11.9 10.6 -1.3 785 702 79917 -447 1
 
70 14.2 13.1 -1.1 919 851 99734 -583 1
 
71 14.9 13.7 -1.2 865 797 98760 -559 1
 
72 15.2 15.0 -0.2 958 945 85993 -624 1
 
73 14.5 16.8 2.3 908 1053 109784 -615 1
 
74 14.7 15.9 1.2 898 969 83913 -567 1
 
BIAS: 0.05 HO: ACCEPT SUM 10 




(t) Southern,Kazakhstan winter wheat
 
















65 6.8 4.2 -2.6 550 337 59686 -104 1
 
66 8.8 13.1 4.3 746 1112 100499 -382 1 
67 10.8 9.3 -1.5 916 789 77419 -427 1 
68 8.8 12.3 3.5 759 1060 93393 -403 1
 
69 6.7 12.1, 5.4 551 999 79917 -184 1 
70 10.5 13.9 3.4 953 1263 99734 -484 1 
71 11.6 11.6 0.0 ,1092 1094 98760 -733 1 
72 12.5 13.8 .1.3 1307 1446 85993 -649 1 
73 11.8 14.7 .2.9 1354 1686 109784 -630 1 
74 10.7 7.8 -2.9 1-349 984 83913 -278, 1 
BIAS: 1.38 HO: ACCEPT SUM 10 
RMSE: 3.15 Q/H 
(u) Central Asia winter wheat
 

















65 7.1 5.5 -1.6 713 556 59686 -250 1 
66 7.9 8.7 0.8 849 933 100499 -601 1
 
67 8.1 7.4 --0.7 710 648 77419 -439 1
 
68 6.5 9.9 3.4 713 1084 93393 -340 1
 
69 11.4 8.7 -2.7 1116 855 79917 -323 1
 
70 9.3 9.9 0.6 965 1024 99734 -656 1
 
71 10.6 8.4 -2.2 885 698 98760 -400 1
 
72 11.0 10.8 -0.2 964 975 85993 -636 1
 
73 10.6 12.1 1.5 886 1014 109784 -618 1
 
74 10.0 9.7 -0.3 804 784 83913 -554 1
 








(v) Northwest Asia winter wheat
 











61 10.2 10.6 0.4 13 13 66483 -66. 1
 
62 9.6 8.0 -1.6 18 15 70778 -70 1
 
63 9.7 10.3 0.6 22 24 49688 -75 1
 
64 10.5 9.7 -0.8 54 50 74399 -132 1
 





67 12.2 13.1 0.9 55 59 77419 -147 1
 
68 11.0 9.5 -1.5 48 42 93393 -134 1
 
69 12.4 12.5 0.1 63 63 79917 -159 1
 
70 13.6 12.9 -0.7 84 80 99734 -196 1
 















(w) Northeastern Caucasus spring wheat
 



















63 10.4 6.3 -4.1 64 39 49688 -73 1
 
64 10.1 13.3 3.2 65 85 74399 -158 1
 
65 9.0 7.4. -1.6 522 430 59686 -266 1
 
66 13.4 13.8 0.4 825 851 100499 -628 1
 
67 8.9 10.2 1.3 264 303 77419 -303 1
 
68 8.5 8.3 -0.2 223 218 93393 -314 1
 
69 7.7 6.1 -1.6 278 219 79917 -237 1
 
70 11.9 17.3 5.4 124 145 99734 -248 1
 
71 10.1 10.3 0.2 142 148 98760 -264 1
 














(x) Western black soil zone spring wheat
 










62 12.5 9.7 -2.8 131 101 70778 -159 1
 
63 10.2 8.2 -2.0 67 54 49688 -103 1
 
64 15.5 12.3 -3.2 196 155 74399 -199 1
 
65 13.8 13.1 -0.7 303 286 59686 -275 1
 
66 14.4 13.5 -0.9 321 300 100499 -367 1
 
67 15.6 15.5 -0.1 383 381 77419 -382 1
 
68 15.9 16.7 0.8 464 489 93393 -453 1
 
69 18.0 23.1 5.1 855 1099 79917 -419 1
 
70 18.6 18.0 -0.6 702 679 99734 -559 1
 












(y) Eastern black soil zone spring wheat
 










62 12.1 11.4 -1.0 179 169 70778 -235 1
 
63 10.5 11.6 -1.1 86 95 49688 -145 1
 
64 14.1 12.7 -1.4 177 160 74399 -227 1
 
65 16.2 11.9 -4.3 608 446 59686 -203 1
 
66 12.8 13.5 0.7 513 542 100499 -493 1
 
67 14.7 14.4 -0.3 520 510 77419 -434 1
 
68 17.0 15.6 1.4 653 599 93393 -475 1
 
69 16.9 21.1 4.2 1418 1767 79917 -491 1
 
70 19.6 17.7 -1.9 1106 1001 99734 -602 1
 
















(z) Central region spring wheat
 














64 3.1 6.7 4.6 134 291 74399 -172 1
 
65 7.1 10.1 3.0 249 353 59686 -221 1
 
66 10.4 8.5 -1.9 433 356 100499 -346 1
 
67 13.3 13.3 0.0 594 550 77419 -417 1
 
68 12.1 12.4 0.3 467 479 93393 -461 1
 
69 14.1 17.6 3.5 835 1044 79917 -437 1
 
70 15.8 14.5 -1.3 751 690 99734 -526 1
 
71 14.2 15.2 1.0 867 927 98760 -617 1
 
72 10.4 12.9 2.5 631 783 85993 -428 1
 








(aa) -Volga-Vyatsk spring wheat
 














-64 8.7 7.4 -1.3 695 589 74399 -362 1
 
65 15.2 7.2 -8.0 1141 537 59686 204 0
 
66 9.1 7.1 -2.0 670 525 100499 -369 1
 
67 10.6 10.4 -0.2 728 715 77419 -513 1
 
68 12.0 12.1 0.1 718 726 93393 -574 1
 
69 15.0 15.9 0.9 1056 1120 79917 -605 1
 
70 9.3 13.6 4.3 538 788 99734 -377 1
 
71 14.2 13.3 -0.9 776 727 98760 -550 1
 
,72 15.3 11.1 -4.2 790 571 85993 -276 1
 












(bb) Upper Volga spring wheat
 










62 12.4 11.1 -1.3 1572 1411 70778 -546 1
 
63 10.7 10.1 -0.6 1378 1296 49688 -485 1
 
64 10.1 10.2 0.1 1379 1388 74399 -710 1
 
65 11.5 9.7 -1.8 1623 1365 59686 -380 1
 
66 12.2 11.1 -1.1 1746 1588 100499 -735 1
 
67 14.9 15.7 0.8 2036 2147 77419 -801 1
 
68 16.8 15.9 -0.9 2328 2209 93393 -897 1
 
69 17.7 19.0 1.3 2774 2983 79917 -883 1
 
70 14.0 16.8 2.8 1907 2289 99734 -686 1
 












(cc) Middle Volga spring wheat
 










62 8.6 10.5 1.9 2873 3510 70778 -478 1
 
63 9.0 10.9 1.9 2530 3061 49688 -341 1
 
64 11.6 10.6 -1.0 3713 3384 74399 -793 1
 
65 8.3 7.1 -1.2 2813 2406 59686 -440 1
 
66 12.3 9.3 -3.0 4785 3613 100499 -175 1
 
67 8.9 9.2 0.3 3534 3635 77419 -1085 1
 
68 11.7 13.8 2.1 4301 5061 93393 -777 1
 
69 11.9 9.4 -2.5 4820 3822 79917 -238 1
 
70 11.7 13.6 1.9 4076 4727 99734 -884 1
 
















(dd) Lower Volga spring wheat
 












63 7.0 5.5 -1.5 882 696 49688 -230 1
 
64 10.3 12.6 2.3 1394 1669 74399 -513 1
 
65 9.5 7.8 -1.7 1573 1296 59686 -345 1
 
66 9.6 11.4 1.8 1943 2299 100499 -719 1
 
67 7.7 9.6 1.9 1278 1598 77419 -466 1
 
68 8.4 10.8 2.4 1457 1866 93393 -524 1
 
69 7.9 5.7 -2.2 1475 1055 79917 -229 1
 
70 11.4 15.3 3.9 1670 2241 99734 -486 1
 
71 9.7 8.6 - -1.1 1169 1039 98760 -586 1 










(ee) Northwestern Ural-s spring wheat
 














64 9.5 7.5 -2.0 472 373 74399 -273 1
 
65 5.8 6.0 0.2 285 295 59686 -287 1
 
66 8.7 8.9 0.2 451 461 100499 -471 1
 
67 8.9 10.6 1.7 401 478 77419 -353 1
 
68 8.7 10.1 1.4 367 424 93393 -388 1
 
69 9.5 8.8 -0.7 397 368 79917 -354 1
 
70 13.0 11.0 -2.0 528 445 99734 -388 1
 
71 9.5 12.3 2.8 353 458 98760 -371 1
 
72 11.0 12.4 1.4 476 539 85993 -418 1
 












(ff) Southern Urals-spring wheat
 
YR Y(FAS) Y(CCEA) ERROR PROD PROD(CCEA) PROD(FAS) Z PSI(Z)
 
58 10.6 7.5 -3.1 4331 3064 76568 184 0
 
59 7.4 9.7 2.3 2957 3883 69101 -232 1
 
60 6.4 11.1 4.7 2752 4766 64299 +776 0
 








65 8.8 6.7 -2.1 4343 3331 59686 15 0
 
66 12.6 12.8 0.2 6359 6449 100499 -1710 1
 
67 11.9 8.9 -3.0 5795 4348 77419 150 0
 


















(gg) Northeastern Urals spring wheat
 














64 16.0 10.9 -5.1 6905 4690 74399 894 0
 
65 9.4 7.1 -2.3 3936 2968 59686 27 0
 
66 14.0 15.8. 1.8 5746 6482 100499 -1069 1
 
67 12.7 15.3 2.6 5030 6078 77419 -486 1
 
68 17.9 19.1 1.2 7064 7550 93393 -1392 1
 
69 14.2 13.9 -0.3 5768 5635 79917 -1368 1
 
70 14.9 15.0 0.1 5641 5669 99734 -1653 1
 
71 13.8 12.4 -1.4 5103 4580 98760 -981 1
 
72 17.7 17.2 -0.5 6330 6136 85993 -1430 1
 












(hh) Western Kazakhstan spring wheat
 
YR Y(FAS) Y(CCEA) ERROR PROD PROD(CCEA) 'PROD(FAS) Z PSI(Z) 
58 9.5 7.9 -1.6 1609 1336 76568 -442 1 
59 4.6 5.0 0.4 741 804 69101 -464 1 
60 2.6 7.2 4.6 399 1100 64299 106 0 




65 6.7 4.0 -2.7 1237 741 59686 26 0 
56 7.8 8.6 0.8 1446 1594 100499 -747 1 
67 7.7 1.4 -6.3 1363 243 77419 813 0 
68 7.5 14.4 6.9 1533 2937 93393 233 0 
69 79917 
70 99734 




BIAS: 0.17 HO: REJECT SUM 5 
RMSE: 3.67 Q/H 
(ii) Kustanay Oblast spring wheat 
YR Y(FAS) Y(CCEA) -ERROR PROD PROD(CCEA) PROD(FAS) Z PSI(Z) 
58 5.2 6.1 +0.9 2156 2537 76568 -605 1 
59 6.7 9.3 2.6 2563 3566 69101 -107 1 
60 6.3 8.1 1.8 2504 3226 64299 -296 1 




'65 7.1 3.9 -3.2 2854 1552 59686 621 0 
'66 7.9 13.2 5.3 3072 5146 100499 466 0 
67 8.5 9.2 0.7 3158 3425 77419 -884 1 
68 11.8 8.0 -3.8 4861 3303 93393 316 0 
69 79917 
70 99734 




BIAS:- 0.64 HO: REJECT SUM 6 




Cji) Tslinograd Oblast spring wheat
 
YR Y(FAS) Y(CCEA} ERROR PROD PROD(CCEA) PROD(FAS) Z PSI(Z)
 
58 7.8 11.6 3.8 2853 4247 76568 119 0 
59 7.1 10.4 3.3 2486 3658 69101 48 0
 
60 8.3- 7.6 -0.7 2885 2650 64299 -688 1
 








65 7.1 2.0 -5.1 2712 774 59686 1457 0
 
66 7.5. 9.5 2.0 2749 3495 100499 -579 1
 
67 6.2 5.0 -1.2 2134 1736 77419 -422 1
 


















(kk) Northern Kazakhstan spring wheat
 
YR Y(FAS) Y(CCEA) ERROR PROD PROD(CCEA) PROD(FAS) Z PSI(Z).
 
58 8.3 9.9 1.6 3354 4019 76568 -575 1
 
59 9.6 9.6 0.0 3609 3610 69101 -1116 1
 
60 9.9 10.2 0.3 3816 3932- 64299 -1027 1
 








65 9.0 3.4 -5.6 3429 1280 59686 1531 0
 
66 11.8 13.6 1.8 4240 4880 100499 -926 1
 
67 8.4 8.4 0.0 2844 2834 77419 -1037 1
 






















(11) Pavlodar Oblast spring wheat
 
YR Y(FAS) Y(CCEA) ERROR PROD PROD(CCEA) PROD(FAS) Z PSI(Z) 
58 12.1 10.8 -1.3 2459 2192 76568 -649 1
 
59 7.1 7.6 0.5 1390 1485 69101 -642 1
 
60 10.3 7.7 -2.6 2065 1541- 64299 -180 1
 








65 5.9 1.3 -4.6 970 207 59686 514 0
 
66 7.6 7.0 -0.6 1168 1074 100499 -641 1
 
67 4.6 2.0 -2.6 640 273 77419 42 0
 


















(mm) Western Siberia spring wheat
 












63 2.1 3.5 1.4 1019 1708 49688 38 0
 
64 11.5 9.9 -1.6 5419 4656 74399 -553 1
 
65 3.3 4.0 0.7 1510 1831 59686 -418 1
 
66 13.7 13.9 0.2 6232 6336 100499 -1680 1
 
67 11.0 7.1 -3.9 4809 3122 77419 588 0
 
68 13.4 11.4 -2.0 5999 5114 93393 -660 1
 
69 13.5 7.4 -6.1 6180 3389 79917 1627 0
 
70 12.8 12.5 -0.3 5693 5556 99734 -1527 1
 
71 11.1 14.6 3.5 4431 5820 98760 -306 1
 














(nn) Altay Kray spring wheat
 












63 1.5 .3.2 1.7 641 1370 49688 146 0
 
64 12.5 9.9 -2.6 5716 4544 74399 -128 1
 
65 4.8 5.3 0.5 2174 2418 59686 -605 1
 
66 10.8 12.4 1.6 4617 5311 100499 -940 1
 
67 9.9 7.1 -2.8 3846 2748 77419 - 67 0 
68 14.7 10.7 -4.0 5928 4303 93393 207 0 
69 12.4 9.0 -3.4 5059 3655 79917 196 0 
70 13.5 12.3 -1.2 5160 4689 99734 -1058 1 
71 14.5 15.5 1.0 5229 5583 98760 -1306 1 
72 12.7 20.0 7.3 4526 7119 85993 843 0 
73 109784 
74 83913 
BIAS: -0.19 Ho: REJECT SUM 5 
RMSE: 3.22 Q/H 
(oo) Southern Kazakhstan spring wheat
 












63 6.1 3.9 -2.2 1605 1026 49688 74 0
 
64 10.7 14.2 3:5 2897 3833 74339 -258 1
 
65 6.0 3.4 -2.6 1666 950 59686 184 0
 
66 12.2 10.0 -2.2 3356 2759 100499 -580 1
 
67 2.3 5.6 3.3 '592 1432 77419 95 0
 






71 9.0 8.1 -0.9 3750 3382 98760 -924 1
 
72 9.7 14.5 4.8 4052 6070 85993 403 0
 
73 8.1 9.3 1.2 2633 3019 109784 -901 1
 
74 8.6 12.4 3.8 2876 4157 83913 -40 1
 








(pp) Central Asia spring wheat
 
















65 3.7 4.4 0.7 156 188 59686 -205 1
 
66 5.2 6.1 0.9 142 167 100499 -265 1
 
67 3.9 5.0 1.1 139 178 77419 -223 1
 
68 6.4 6.9 0.5 155 167 93393 -267 1
 
69 6.1 6.6 0.5 170 184 79917 -257 1
 
70 6.7 6.0 -0.7 149 -134 99734 -243 1
 
71 5.5 5.3 -0.2 82 80 98760 -197 1
 
72 7.3 8.2 0.9 102 115 85993 -209- 1
 
73 7.1 6.6 -0.5 137 127 109784 -254 1
 
74 6.6 5.7 -0.9 71 61 83913 -150 1
 




(qq) Eastern Siberia spring wheat
 












63 11.5 9.2 -1.3 4388 3506 49688 -51 1
 
64 10.6 9.1 -1.5 3830 3303 74399 -581 1
 
65 10.4 8.9 -1.5 3485 2997 59686 -458 1
 
66 14.8 14.7 -0.1 4912 4875 100499 -1528 1
 
67 13.5 13.9 0.4 4339 4462 77419 -1191 1
 
68 11.6 14.2 2.6 3784 4619 93393 -634 1
 
69 7.0 8.5 -1.5 2339 2841 79917 -563 1
 
70 13.3 12.4 -0.9 4478 4175 99734 1140 1
 
71 14.7 13.8 -0.9 4676 4401 98760 1199 1
 














(rr) Far East spring wheat
 










62 7.9 6.5 -1.4 523 427 70778 -293 1 
63 4.4 6.2 1.8 293 413 49688 -200 1 
64 8.7 7.5 -1.2 545 469 74399 -342 1
 
65 6.8 .7.2 0.4 378 402 59686 -322 1
 
66 10.5 8.9 -1.4 594 502 100499 -410 1
 
67 10.0 11.4 1.4 572 650 77419 -424 1
 




70 10.9 9.2 -1.7 649 548 99734 -422 1 
71 11.4 9.8 -1.6 674 577 98760 -437 1
 










(ss) Northwestern region spring wheat
 










62 8.0 5.0 -3.0 121 76 70778 -119 1
 
63 7.7 5.9 -1.8 133 102 49688 -128 1
 
64 7.6 5.9 -1.7 112 87 74399 -155 1
 
65 9.3 8.6 -0.7 99 91 59686 -157 1
 
66 10.6 7.2 -3.4 116 78 100499 -160 1
 
67 9.8 10.2 0.4 100 104 77419 -197 1
 
68 5.3 10.4 5.1 41 80 93393 -154 1
 
69 -10.5 ]1-.8 1.3 77 86 79917 -176 1
 

























































YR Y(SRS) Y(CCEA) ERROR ACREAGE PROD(SRS) PROD(CCEA) Z PSI(Z)
 
6D 24.0 23.5 
66 22.5 24.9 
67- 23.5 20.5 
6o 26.0 24.8 
69 281 30.5 
70 2M.2 28.2 
71 30.8 28.1 
72 20.3 29.1 
73 30.8 36.7 
74 23.8 28.4 
0.6 35012270. 842917150. 823104121.-39841205. 1
 
-2.4 35590b10. R00021330, g8583Q575. 29256745. 0
 
1.0 39754720. 85416b030. 814111697.-20336126. 1
 
1.2 38509110. 999437770. Q5l?8066.-26350536. ]

-2.3 33884000. 953062630.103?439058. 11994856. 0
 
-0.1 31311290. 881593760. 8 i4379522.-59542908. 1
 
2.7 34663250.1066620450. Q74494065. 16716330. 0
 






RIAS: -0.9A RU/AC SUM: 5 
RMSE: 2.77 HU/AC REJECT 90/90 
(b) Montana spring wheat 
YR Y(SRS) Y(CCEA) EHROP 
6$ ?1.8 2?.H -2.0 
66 22.1 17.5 4.6 
.67 17.5 18.4 -0.' 

68 2).3 20.0 1.3 
69 27.7 25.7 2.0 
70 23.8 21.4 2.4 
71 ?2.R 20.7 ? 1
7? 26.3 2(.1 0.2 
73 20.9 22.t5 -i.9 
74 18.5 21.9 -3.4 
FI4S: 0.45 31/AC 











































3646;8600. -86o0703. 1 
c5402%0. -4599846. 



















(c) North Dakota spring wheat
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(d) Red River spring wheat
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(e) South Dakota spring wheat
 
YR Y(SNS) Y(CCEA) E&ROR ACHEAGE PROD(SRS) PROD(CCFA) z PSI(Z)
 
65 17. 18.4 -0.5 1535670. 27466510. 28256328. -9Q70128. 1
 
66 11.4 17.0 -1.6 1543260. 23701570. 26235420. -7201660. 1
 
67 24.4 23.3 1.1 1724340. 42051090. 40177122.-11525232. 1
 
68 23.6 21.o 2.6 1604130. 3764444n. 33686730. -9592150. 1
 
69 2.9 22.3 -1.5 1228300. 25580900. 27391090. -9229020. 1 
70 20.1 20.4 -0.3 1180320. 23695730. 2407852. -9835737. 1 
71 28.5 24.3 4.2 i33050. 43672900. 372L3115. -8839364. 1
 
72 24.1 24.,4 -0.8 1148b30. 27732460. 2860087.-10773025. 1
 
73 23.0 21.8 1.2 1577560. 36317220. 34390808.-13019108. 1
 
74 ]4.R 19.) -4.2 2069900. 30682900. 39328100. -4?786e4. 1
 
BIAS: 0.0? dU/AC SuM: 10
 
QMSF: 2.24 r3U/AC ACCEPT 90/90
 
(f) Montana wihter wheat
 
YR Y(SRS) Y(CCEA) ERHOR ACHEAGE PROD(SRS) HROD(CCEA) Z PSI(Z) 
65 ?8.7 27.4 1.3 2200700. 63210700. 60?99180.-13407989. I 
66 29.8 ?5.3 4.5 2024100. 60335800. 51200730. -6a07013. 1 
67 29.6 22.7 6.9 2669200. 7b990400. 60590840. 35132. 0 
68 31.3 30.) 0.5 2626000. 82U62800. 8QOB0M800.-19065453. 1 
69 25.4 30.6 -5.2 2197000. 5569500n. 67228200. -4755566. 1 
70 26.4 22.t 3.8 1451000. 38238200. 32792600. -7535226. 1 
71 29.6 3(Y.1 -0.5 1733000. 5130?500. 521633(0.-15677603. 1 
72 2lob J0.b -4.1 170000fWl. 4b5067100. 52020000. -7R87403. 1 
73 26-.3 26.6 -2.3 200d000. 52599100. 57257200.-13328285. 1 
74 29.4 27.4 ?.0 2555000. 75038400. 70007000.-15179451. 1 
BIAS: 0.67 bLu/AC SUM: 9
 




TABLE 7.- Continued. 
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YR Y(SRS) Y(CCEA) 

6b 14.4 11.5 

66 17.8 ?4.8 

67 18.8 19.5 

68 19.9 1.1 

69 21.2 24.? 

70 28.7 25.2 

71 28.4 ?2.4 

72 ?4.1 23.3 

73 24.6 30.5 

74 ?5.9 19.9 

bIAS: 0.33 PU/AC 

PMSF: 4.33 HL/AC 

YR Y(SRS) Y(CCE4) 

65 ?4.0 23.4 

66 1L.5 26.6 

67 ?0.0 20.0 

68 26.0 24.5 

69 31.0 3?.!i 

70 33.0 30., 

71 34.4 29.? 

7? 31.r 30.0 

73 37.0- 5b.0 

74 27.; 35.4 

HI AS: -e.13 HU/AC 




(i) Colorado winter wheat
 
ERROR ACREAGE PROD(SR) PROD(CCEA) Z PSI(Z)
 
2.9 1113000. 16u17300. 12799500° -49971Y9. 1
 
-7.0 2241000.- 39785900. 5r576800. 3177426. 0

-6.7 1679000. 316452110. 32740500.-10528394. -1
0.8 1733000. 34480600. 33100300.-11744257. 1

-3.0 1823000. 38695300. 44116600. -8155668. 1
3.5 1975000. 56628500. +q770000. -8)36373. 1
 
6.0 1997500. 56629500. 44744000. -5490334. 1
O. 2039000. 49141000. 475 R700.-13864247. 1

-5.9 290000. 56254000. 6q845000. -5009792. 1






(j) Kansas winter wheat .
 
ERROH ACREAGE PROD(SRS) PROD(CCEA) Z RSI(2)
 
11.6 10151000. 243624000. 237533400.-25947875. 1
 
-7.1 10260000. 200070000. 27294f000. 4456067a. 
 0
0.0 11081000. 21?1 0i0oo?1620000.-30760594. 1
1.S 9751000. 253t)6000. 238890500.-20961902. 1
 
-1.0 984i2000. 3%05319000. 31564000.-28192920. I
2.8 9061000, 299013000. 273t42200.-10928533. i
 
5.2 9085000. 312105000. 265282010. 6031031. 0
3.5 9400000. 31490000. 28?000000. -6328282. 1
 
-18.8 10400000. 3b4800000. 580320000.146871184. 0
 






TABLE 7.- Continued. 
(k) Oklahoma winter wheat 
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7, : 1 4'0. n 1 1f1,- t(7it0n1. l iI - 4'-. 1OI 
(1) Texas-Oklahoma Panhandle winter wheat 
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(m) Texas lower plains winter wheat.
 
YR Y(SRS) Y(CCtA). -<OP ACHEAt3 P90D(SP,) PkOD (CCEM) Z PSI(Z)
 
O5 17.n 'Ih.6 0.4 162000n. 27462t003. 16)O000.- 1I18(,671o 
66 1].0 1/.i j.Q 133t000. 2539090n. a_?&?8b0o. -7b1406b. 
,;7 14. II. I -e.5 1354500. 1oOj 4 nn. ?30?)00. -57?30oI . I6', Go.'1 I 3. I6531100. 32940000. d6b13300. -6501302. Iha A1j.C 17.3 4.2 1219100. 26242150. ?1090430. -602925t. 1 
70 22.7 19.L) 3.2 919500. 20199000. 17852250. -6626HO. I 
71 13.6 17.1 -3.5 437500. 594300n. 7481250. -4090697. I72 1.6 1o.6 2.6 712 oflI. 13215000. 11392 000. -6213122. 173 ?4.Q 20.1 4.8 1013300. ?5212000. ??f367330. -7607b63. 1 
74 1 1.I 17.c, -1.b 1315000. 2337500n. &45t5000.-107232b4. 1 
tIAS : 1.44 IO/AC SUm: 10o 
PMSF: 3.nk 'iu/Ac ACCEPT 90/90 
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." ', 4%'-..-+?7 2--0 . 
3?'1,$ . -7 ,¢- 1"4.- . 
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7. ', 9. '. 1 0 .? 3443'?'7 m. ;~n~?f.yf~bf7b3 
7I43) t2.& A/4 . 
-0.- 4IhS: 0 0u/'Ui C] SUMI: 
LiI *b- :./4C ;CCtPI 9I /A0 
(b) Montana spring wheat
 
yp Y (S S Y C(LA ) rp-IP( 13C , A(,h Pi'C) S -'} r'P-'I,(CC - A) PSI (-7) 
% ''.g) d.. -I. 1'll 0I0. 00a1/41).. -' 590 .b. 137 41"04}tU 
14 U20001. 14 )?t'0 ' n3. IJPY1CIl.h'[1l.67 l2.] L/). .3 
,I'I .j ('.? I. ]7'4W;(f,). .uJ1A)0(l. l3 00 .O- II MOo % I 
2 7 .'C, ?) 1J3H.' . ',f))')t)..-1011310 -.- .3 u 0 ') .3'- /{hOit, .i 170 e-A.t, e' ) , i-n{.( ' 1'5 11 o" C'. 1(31 e..~lI.. ) . ?63tl.] 
71 ?3.0 ?u. i 2.? d4t? (10. '7 O16')n. 'I4 (- 7I ,''o . --1? ?(.31o70., O o 172? ?F,. . [ ;. I ]'-s140() (10. 5 ('51 h 1 ) 1). I- j ) 14 0 OW­
73 23.1 d?.' -1.4 197,'.O;)V. 4 1 0 0fI. 4 4 1(OU(}(:f.-1341.t! )0. 1 
74 1 -J.u. ? 0/ljlf. &lA 300,1. 4 l111,3'- 1 ) . ].1l. *
75 Ab. H - .5 -t:.7 19 7-uo00. 5uf25000. : ;337%ii.- 17 134745. 
SUM: I1ii IS: ,.71 Bt-AC 
'-1-: * lb Ft,/ic ACCtPT 99/4ij 
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TABLE 8.- Continued.
 
(c) North Dakota spring wheat
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' ­
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-
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Red River spring wheat-(d) 
.) :',nv . -.-. fI(5 ,'-.) ,' .'',Cr a) / - s-T (7) 
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yr" Y( sNs) Y(CCEA)A 
6 ) 17 . R 1I11 . 3 
66 
6S 
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(e) South Dakota spring wheat
 
C-L,.p 'kCk In.F- Prrj)(SQC) 
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Lt L cPl, 
(f) Montana winter wheat
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TABLE 8.- Continued. 
(g) Badlands winter wheat 
Y'- y( S"c ) v ((.rm) r,zeWF xtCl-.-r r.- ) 
,' - 1 L'>, &. 2 . 4 - * 7 ]1 +bt ,'4-Aig l k, . / | + ) 
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(h) Nebraska winter wheat 
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(i) Colorado winter wheat
 
Yg:" Y(SRS) Y(CC_') Fh-4OF AC9F Af& pNUOa(S"- ) ' ((CCiA) Z PST( 
7 ) 
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LHfS -0.4? ,u/C SLIM: jO 
ACL(kT 90/904 5i NLI/ AC 
(j) Kansas- winter wheat
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Ck) Oklahoma winter wheat
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(1) Texas-Oklahoma Panhandle.winter wheat
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(m) Texas lower plains winter wheat
 
YR Y(SRS) Y(CCta) FPHOP ACPfGL PHtJD(SS) PHOI)(CCEA) z PSI(7) 
01. 16.8 58.t -1.7 17?801,o). ?4 l9n45. 31k"h$0OU. -b3711b8. I 
66, >. 19.1 -0.3 1434406m. t'(94',0 0. 73O7U.-f1.071803. 
67 14.4 1FA.5 -4.] 144d (1. ?Ud2Ja(fl. 4 h,-30". -37-)3U14. IAx 19.oa lb.I i.e 18482:)0. 4o7W Iof,0. 34E1340.-1 1;6 1v02. 1 
P el b. 133461,n.. Pllj 3 4 n1 . ?Ar9011)I. -)?t m1-m?. 1>.1I 2.k 
70i 22.7 ,?0., 2.7 1041200. &I5P,6k00 W. ' ('';-?4I0U. -7 Y92201 . 1 
71 13.7 11.4 -3./ 41)85100. b)CQMo n I. 7cg779o0. -411)42. 1 
72 18 .4 17. 1 J .1 79 740i1. l 63?7.(I I 379q5r0u. -7 3ti4 45. 1 
73 ?.'4i 0.1 3.1 ]fl 1JO,. lI (1)0. ?'7441b3L. -R Q37etd. 1 
7'. 1b.6 17 .7 -].I 1581+ u (I. 629b!)0Qn. ?A, )0780.-10 ,3193. 11r?(.' lB. F) I-. ?tVu2f00 . %>,?6?,).0 . A d? 11 ? 'Y0.- 1473340. 1 
H8A5: ?.1 ,i/AC SUhM: 11 





CCEA WINTER WHEAT MODEL BOUNDARIES CCEA SPRING WHEAT MODEL BOUNDARIES
 








YR Y(SRS) Y(CCEA) ERROR ACREAGE PROD(SRS) PROD(CCEA) z PSI(Z)
 
67 21.6 21.5 0.1 40504416. 875346688. 871640064.-58180368. 1
 68 26.0 24.6 1.4 39380704.1023572224. 967921#20.-16716240. 1 
69 2M.4 29.4 -1.0 34553456. 980727040.1014654208.-35410208. 1 
70 28.? 26.6 1.6 31968208. 901360896. 849247744.-11613040o 1 
71 30.8 27.9 2.9 35224112.1084247808. 983039232. 24552272. 0 
72 29.3 29.1 0.2 33992848. 995455232. 989114112.-64037552. 173 30.8 30.1 0.7 40640128.1251190784.1224696576.-61964960. 1
 
74 23.8 27.4 -3.6 46946912.1117568000.1284423680. 87843648. 0
 
75 26.fl 27.3 -0.5 49869840.1337543680.1360829952.-71278048. 1
 
76 26.4 27.1 -0.7 50157648.1323742464.1357338880.-59992160. 1
 
BIAS: 0.12 bU/AC SUM: 8
 
RMSE: 1.66 bU/AC ACCEPT 90/90
 
(b) Montana spring wheat
 
YR Y(SRS) Y(CCEA) ERROR' ACREAGE PROD(SRS) PROD(CCEA) Z t PSI(Z}
 
67 17.7 18.7 -1.0 1839000. 32503488. 34389280.-10039646.
 
68 21.5 20.0 1.5 1719500. 36910992. 34390000.-11221212.
 
69 27.4 23.8 3.6 1280000. 35100992. 30463984. -8480551.
 
70 23.6 21.2 2.4 1733500. 40962896. 36750192. -9372432.
 
71 22.9 20.8 2.1 2298000. S2604096. 47798368.-12078960.
 
72 26.4 25.6 0.8 1802800. 47642192. 46151648.-13906100.
 
73 21.1 22.6 -1.5 1873700. 39517296. 4?345600.-12892499.
 
74 18.8 21.0 -2.2 2092400. 39332592. 43940400.-10215070.
 
75 25.6 26.3 -0.7 1885,000. 48253696. 49575472.-16639552.
 
76 29.1 26.7 2.4 2176800.' 63416992. 58120544.-15187968.
 
BIAS: 0.74 AU/AC SUM: 1(
 






(c) North Dakota spring wheat
 
YP Y(SRS) Y(CCEA) ERROR ACREAGE PROD(SRS) PROP(CCEA) Z PSI(Z)
 
67 20.1 14.1 6.0 5794000. 116670496. 81695392. 12381280. 0
 
68 24.7 23.3 1.4 5745000. 141922992. 133858416.-18882064. 1
 
69 2q.5 32.1 -3.6 4972000. 141784000. 15Q601152. -8546560. 1
 
70 21.q 19.5 2.4 4691600. 102850592. 91486192.-10162016. 1
 
71 ?Q.9 28.9 1.0 6368200. 19070D400. 1o4040928.-254 8912. 1
 
72 27.9 31.0 -3.1 5201500. 145160000. 161246496.-10788816. 1
 
73 26.3 ?4.1 2.2 6067000. 159738496. 146214640.-18083328. 1
 
74 19.3 23.6 -4.5 7138000. 137492400. 1o9884304. 4678144. 0
 
75 24.0 26.7 -2.7 7017400. 168367600. 173b4544.-14553824. 1
 
76 22.7 26.3 -3.6 8025400. 181939792. 21106-7920; -5568304. 1
 
3IAS: -0.44 8U/AC SUM: 8
 
TMSE: 3.37 HU/AC ACCEPT 90/90
 
(d) Red River spring wheat,
 
YR Y(SRS) Y(CCEA) EZROR ACREAGE PROD(SRS) PROD(CCEA) Z P51(7)
 
67 30.1 30.7 -0.6 3099800. 93339200. 99163840.-18384192. 1
 
68 32.3 29.0 3.3 3107900. 100498096. 90129088.-123u6512. 1
 
69 32.5. 35.5 -3.-0 2575200. 83721888. 9]S260q6.-?454544. 1 
70 ?7.S 29.6 -2.1 2604200. 71685696. 77084288.-12q72928. 1
 
71 36.A 35.0 1.8 40]07200. 15120a?.8M. 437-52000-.-2-1175840. 1
 
72 3h,8 34.h -2.8 3618000. 115'80096. 1251827S2.-13937040. 1
 
73 33.R 35.4 -1.6 4444100. 150322288. 1 7321104.-23662624. 1
 
74 25.1 34.1 -9;O 5430800. 136392688. 185190224. 21194816. 0
 
75 3n.( 28.5 2.1' 5375500. 164377200. 153201744.-211915328. 1
 
76 30.1 30.2 -0.1 6535000. 196707088. 197356976.-3542713o. 1
 
PIAS: -1.19 BU/AC SUM: 9
 






(e) Minnesota spring wheat
 
YR Y(SRS) Y(CCEA) ERROR ACREAGE PROD(SRS) PROD(CCEA) Z PSI(Z)
 
67 32.8 31.5 1.3 511000 1675600. 1609650, -2641712. 1
 
68 35.9 32.6 3°3 77000. 2765900. 2510199. -3506108. 1
 
69 28.0 37.9 -9.9 64600, 1808600. 2448339. -2337849. 1
 
70 30,0 28.7 1.3 59600. 1790200. 1710519. -2760326. 1
 
71 31.1 32.8 -1.7 64400. 2006000. 2112319. -3190909. 1
 
72 29.2 33.0 -3.8 41800, 1220900, 1379400. -2306235. 1
 
73 38.2 34.6 3.6 80500. 3077200. 2785299. -4095010. 1
74 36.7 36.9 -0.2 247800. 9095100. 9143818. -7079155. 1
 
75 31.4 30.5 0.9 328700. 10306500. 10025350. -8019824. 1
 
76 38.2 38.5 -0.3 665700. 25444400. 2562Q440.-12790255. 1
 
BlAS: -0.54 Sd/AC SUM: 10
 
RMSE: 3.79 HU/AC ACCEPT 90/90
 
(f) South Dakota -spring wheat
 
YR Y(SRS) Y(CCEA) ERROR ACREAGE PROD(SRS) PROD(CCEA) Z P51(Z)
 
.67 24,4 22o4 2.0 1752170. 42680768. 39248592.-10233320. 1
 
68 23.5 22.1 1.4 1633770. 38358432. 36106288.-11756917. ]
69 20.8 21oO -0.2 1249000. 26002992. 26228992.-11064289. 1
 
70 20..1 19.8 0.3 1199770. 24070720. 23755424.-10098600. I
 
71 28.5 24.9 3.6 1551790. 44156696. 38639552. -9952588. 1
 
72 24.1 25.4 -1..3 1165270. 28062560, 29597840.-10281355. 1
 
73 23.1 22.3 •0.8 1600390. 36927600. 35688672,-13958031. ]

74 15.0 18.4 -3.,4 2112500. 31638000. 38869984. -6062176. 1
 
75 1].1 20.5 -2.4 2144300. 38878800. 43958144.-1104305f. ]
76 10.9 17.4 -6.5 1942900, 21081200. 33806448. 914735. 1
 
BIAS: -0.59 RU/AC SUM:
 






(g) Montana winter wheat
 
YR Y(SRS) .Y(CCEA) ERROR ACREAGE PROD(SRS) PROD(CCEA) Z PSI(Z)
 
67 29.A 26.4 3.4 2753700. 82114800. 72697648. -9537680. 1
 
o8 31.4 30.6 0.8 2706000. 84c07088. 8?803568.-18739008. 1
 
6Q 25.8 30.1 -4.9 2268000. 58491000. 69627584. -5804576. 1
 
70 ?6.R 23. 2.9 1512000. 40446992. 36136784. -9189110. 1
 
71 29.R 29.6 0.2 1794000. 53382096. 53102368.-16729376. 1
 
7? 26.7 30.z -3.5 1761000. 47097296. 53182192. -9223445. 1
 
73 26.4 27.8 -1.4 2053000. 54238496. 57073360.-15582816. 1
 
74 29.4 2.8 2.6 2614000. 768366MR. 70055168.-13936128. 1
 
75 35.0 32.3 2.7 2967000. 103752288. 95834048.-18419104. 1
 
76 31.9 30.4 1.c 3039700. 96854592. 92406848.-20867440. 1
 
AIAS: 0.4? Hlu/AC SUM: ]0
 
)MSE: 2.73 BU/AC ACCEPT 90/90
 
(h) Badlands winter wheat
 
YR Y(SRS) Y(CCEA) FROR ACREAGE PROD(SRS) PROD(CCEA) Z PSl(Z)
 
67 31.0 29.7 1.3 1531190. 4747Q520. 45476336.-12410088. 1
 
68 33.1 29.3 3.8 1480660. 48994864. 43383312.-10221108. 1
 
69 ?5.4 25.t -0.2 1272820. 32337040. 3?584176.-12343381. 1
 
70 32.R 33.3 -O.5 1165680. 38182720. 38P17120.-1?481621. 1
 
71 3A.0 30.6 7.4 IL&000. 44879120. 36111040. -6827653. 1
 
72 3641- 39.1 -3.0 1435200,. 51844400. 56116304.-11789411. 1
 
73 30.1 29.2 0.9 1435100. 43145696. 41904912.-15185895. 1
 
74 27.9 34.3 -. 4 1627100. 453362RA. 55809504. -5440780. 1
 
75 32.1 26.5 5.6 1543800. 49582992. 40910688. -9534752. 1
 
76 25.1 32.0 -6.9 1622700. 40748800. 51926400. -5242602. 1
 
RIAS: 0.20 Bo/AC SUM: 10
 






i) Nebraska winter wheat
 
YR Y(SRS) Y(CCEA) ERROR ACREAGE PRUD(SRS) PROD(CCEA) Z PSI(Z)
 
67 26.6 28.8 -2.2 2444790. 65140720. 70409920.-11613264. 1
68 32.9 33.1 -0.2 2259920. 74423248. 74803328.-19133312. 1
69 33.7 34.2 -0.5 2016580. 67908032. 68967024.-17186432. I
70 38.7 33.7 5.0 1834690. 70985904. 61829040. -8726720. '1
 
71 43.3 38.2 5.1 1709000. 73957408. 65283792.-11346864. 1
72 37.5 39.3 -1.8 1667000. 62576400. 65513072o-14708880. ]
73 38.1 40.4 -2.3 1785000. 68003360. 72113984.-16512096. 1
74 36.7 34.4 2.3 1969000. 72329392. 67733584o-15504992. 1
75 31.8 32.9 -1.1 2105000. 66879488. 69254480.-18770576. 1
76 32.5 36.4 -3.9 2006000. 65220000. 73018384.-12975184. 1
 
BIAS: 0.05 8U/AC SUM: 10
 
RMSE: 2.93 HU/AC ACCEPT 90/90
 
(j) Colorado winter wheat
 
YR Y(SRS) Y(CCEA) ERROR ACREAGE PROD(SRS) PROD(CCEA) Z PSI(Z)
 
67 18.8 18.8 0.0 1679000. 31645200. 31565168.-11686902. 1
68 19.9 19.2 0.7 1733000. 34480592. 33273584o-12075065. I
 69 21.2 23.b -2.3 1823000. 38695296. 42840496. -9627609. 1
70 28.7 25.8 2.9 1975000. 56628496. 50954960.-10299459. 1
 
71 28.4 22.6 5.8 1997500. 56629488. 45143472. -6032800. 1
72 24.1 23.5 0.6 2039000. 49140992. 47916496.-14412460. 1
73 24.6 29.6 -5.0 2290000. 56254000. 67783968. -7226784. 1
74 25.9 19.5 6.4 2495000. 64592000. 48652496. -3055760. 1
 
75 22.5 24.2 -1.7 2099000. 47300992. 50795792.-14288336. 1
 
76 21.7 20.0 1.7 1992000. 43210000. 39840000,-13538816. 1
 
BIAS: 0.91 EU/AC 
 SUM: 10
 






Ck) Kansas winter wheat 
YR Y(SPS) Y(CCEA) ERROP ACREAGE PROD(SRS) PROD(CCEA) Z PSI(Z) 
67 ?0.0 20.6 -0.6 11081000. 221620000. 22P268496.-24491152. 1 
68 26.0 24.4 1.6 9751000. 253526000. 237924336.-20413856. 1 
69 31.0 31.7 -0.7 9852000. 305318912. 31?308224.-31698128. 1 
70 33.0 30.0 3.0 9061000. 2990128f4. 271829760. -9520896. 1 
71 34.4 28.9 5.5 9085000. 312104960. ?62556432. 8420d96. 0 
72 33.r 29.6 3.9 9400000. 314899968. 278239744. -292347?. 1 
73 37.0 35.9 1.1 10400000. 384800000. 37-359872.-37616592. I 
74 27.5 32.8 . -5.3 11599500. 318999808. 360463360. 19250048. 0 
7S 29.0 31.9 -2.9 12100000. 350899968., 38598988I.-13345696. 1 
76 30.0 30.3 -0.3 11300000. 338999808. 34?389760.-43971024. I 
RIAS: 0.,? UU/AC SUM: 8 
RtASF: 3.0A SU/AC ACCEPT 90/90
 
(1) Oklahoma winter wheat
 
YR Y(SRS) Y(CCEA) ERROR ACREAGE PROD(SRS) PROD(CCEA) Z PSI(Z)
 
67 17.8 0.7 -2.9 4c50900. 809298R8. 94203616. -5943856. 1
 
68 24.7 23.5 1.2 4681b00. 115564000. 110015248.-16767120. 1
 
69 29.? 28.0- *1.2 3633500. 106212992. 101738000.-18343232. 1
 
70 27.3 29.5 -2.2 3222500. 87929488. 9506374.--L2769536. 1
 
71 20.5 22.4- -1.9 -2858u00-. 586440-0. 64019168.-12452b28. 1
 
72 23.6 22.6 ' 10 3279000. 77284992. 74105360.-16430308. 1
 
73 31.1 28.6 2.5 4241500. 131911392. 121306848.-181:17952. 1
 
74 23.0 d6.6 -3.6 5243900. 120806000. 13948768. -7296000-. 1
 
75 25.6- 22.8 2.8 5584190. 142764352. 12731g456.-15449744. 1
 
76 24.4 23.2 1.2 5523500. 134968000. 128145168.-23060992. 1
 
RIAS: -0.07 HU/AC SUM: 10
 






(m) Texas-Oklahoma Panhandle winter wheat
 
YR Y(SRS) Y(CCEA) ERROR ACREAGE PROD(SRS) PROD(CCEA) Z PSI(Z)
 
67 15.7 20.3 -4.6 2513300. 39385696. 51019952. -1493142. 1
 
68 20.8 20,5 0.3 2656000. 55156000. 54448000.-16090656. 1
 
69 25.0 23.4 1.6 2219700. 55498144. 51940960.-12937067. 1
 
70 23.2 23.0 0.2 1815100. 43544992. 43127296.-13589065. 1
 
71 21.5 18.6 2.9 1759500. 37910000. 32726672. -9150444. 1
72 22.9 20.7 2.2 1792800. 41046992. 37110944.-10355223. 1
 
73 29.8 26.1 3.7 3193500. 95252992. 83350320*-12504656. 1
 
74 13.8 17.1 -3.3 2801000. 38574992. 47897072. -5357352. 1
 
75 22.9 24.0 -1.1 4154000. 95282992. 99696000.-20826496. 1
 
76 23.9 21.0 2.9 2872000. 68768992. 60312000.-12874304. 1
 
BIAS: 0.49 8U/AC SUM-: 10
 
RMSE: 2.69 BU/AC ACCEPT 90/90
 
(n) Texas lower plains winter wheat
 
YR Y(SRS) Y(CCEA) ERROR ACREAGE PROD(SPS) PROD(CCEA) Z PS.I(Z)
 
67 14.5 18.6 -4.1 1354500. 19601392. 25193680. -3668606. 1
 
68 19.9 180b 1.1 1653000. 32940000. 31076368.-11118329. 1
 
69 2-1.5 18.6 2.9 1219100. 26242144. 22675248. -7775192. 1
 
70 22.7 20.1 2.6 915500. 20798992. 1-8401536. -7282868. 1
 
71 13.6 17.4 -3.8 437500. 5943000. 7612497. -4005774. 1
 
72 18.6 17.3 1.3 712000. 13215000. 12317591. -7211524. 1
 
73 24.9 20.2 4.7 1013300. 25212000. 20468656. -7813624. 1
74 17.1 17.7 -0.6 4395000. 23874992. 24691488.-10732067. 1
 
75 20.-i 18.6 1.5 2240000, 44920000. 41663968.-14073744. 1
 
76 18.9 17.9 1.0 2300000. 43370000. 41169984.-14740064. 4
 
BIAS: 0.65 BU/AC SUM: 10
 






(o) Texas Edwards Plateau West winter wheat
 
YR Y(SRS) Y(CCEA) ERkOR ACREAGE PRODCSRS) PROD(CCEA) Z PSI(Z)
 
67 9.4 10.1 -0.7 40000. 376800. 404000. -1256798. 1
 
68 17.8 17.1 u.7 106000. 1884000. 1812599. -3033294. 1
 
69 13.7 15.1 -1.4 75000. 1029700. 1132499. -2143919. 1
 
70 ?0.1 19.3 0.8 61300. 1231000. 11R3089. -2307124. 1
71 S.6 
 8.2 0.4 9000. 77000. 73800. -642795. 1
 
72 10.6 11.1 -0.5 31000. 328000. 344100. -1261418. 1
 
73 15.6 16.6 -1.0 75000. 1170000. 1244999. -2630042. 1
 
74 11.4 11.6 -0.4 65000. 972000. 1003000. -2299180. 1
 
75 17.Q 15.9 2.0 180000. 3221000. ?8o1999. -4281540. 1
 
76 21.? 12.6 8.6 85000. 1803000. 1070999. -2721971. 1
 
BIAS: 0.85 AU/AC SUIM: 10
 
RMSF: 2.8P BLl/AC ACCEPT 90/90
 
(p) Texas Edwards Plateau East winter wheat
 
YR Y(SRS) Y(CCEA) ERROR ACREAGE PROD(SPS) PROO(CCEA) 7 PSIM()
 
67 9.? 14.8 -5.6 20000. 184700. 296000. -767665. 1
 
68 17.6 19.7 -2.1 70500. 1242000. 1388849. -2373956. 1
 
69 19.0 19.1 -0.1 30000. 569600. 573000. -1667607. 1
 
70 21.8 19.7 2.1 56800. 1240400. 11I19S9. -2242569. 1
 
71 10.6 13.7 -3.1 5000. 5-3000. 68500. -520447. 1
 
72 16.3 15.3 1.0 46500. 756700. 711450. -1895152. 1
 
73 18.4 19.7 -1.3 88100. 1621000. 1735569. -3069427. 1
 
74 13.5 16.7 -3.2 96000. 1297000. 1603199. -2385498. 1
 
75 18.9 16.3 2.6 14000. 2757000. 23797q8. -3916101. 1
 
76 17.1 15.2 1.9 71u00. 1211000. 107Q199. -2698894. 1
 
RIAS: -0.78 HU/AC SUM: 10
 




TABLE 10.- TEST RESULTS OF A 10-YEAR BOOTSTRAP FOR THE USGP PHASE III
 




YR Y(SRS) Y(CCEA) ERROR ACREAGE PROD(SPS) PROD(CCEA) Z PSI(Z)
 
67 21.6 22.5 -0.9 40504450. 875348310. 910461713.-26773714. 1
 
68 26.0 24.6 1.4 39380750.1023574270. 967923507.-16715927. 1
 
69 28.4 29.4 -1.0 34553500. 980728480.1.014656108,-35409866. 1
 
70 28.2 26.6 1.6 31968240. 901362160. 849249333.-11613469. 1
 
71 30.8 27.9 2.9 35224190.1084249610. 983041231. 24551943. 0
 
7? 29.3 29.1 0.2 33992870. 995456560. 989115868.-64038077. 1
 
73 30.8 30.6 0.2 40640190.1251191870.1244907990.-82175372. 1
 
74 23.8 28.4 -4.b 46947000.1117570200.1331244360.134661958. 0
 
*75 26.8 27.3 -0.5 498698Q0.1337544960.1360R31762.-71277613. 1

76 26.4 27.1 -0.7 50157700.1323743900.1358072840.-59259740. 1
 
FlMS: -0.13, HU/AC SUM: 8
 
RMSF: 1.90 t3U/AC ACCEPT 90/90
 
(b) Montana spring wheat
 
YR Y(SRS) Y(CCEA) ENROR ACREAGE PROD(SRS) PROO(CCEA) z PSI(Z)
 
67 17.7 16.7 -1.0 1839000. 32503500. 34389300.-10039652. 1
 
68 21.5 20.0 1.5 1719500. 36911000. 34390000.-11221221.. 1
 
69 27.4 23.8 3.6 1280000. 35101000. 30464000. -8480573. 1
 
70 21.0 21.2 2.4 1733500. 409b2900. 36750200. -9372448. 1
 
71 22.9 20.8 2.1 2298000. 52604100. 47798400.-12079017. 1
 
72 26.4 25.6 0.8 1-802800. 47642200. 46151680.-13906136& 1
 
73 21.1 23.1 -2.0 1873700, 39517300. 43282470.-1195564-1. 1
 
74 18.R 2L°9 -3.1 2092400. 39332600. 45823560. -833-1937. 1
 
75 25.6 26.3 -0.7 1885000.- 48253700,. 49575500,.-16639545. 1
 
76 29.1 26.7 2.4 2176800. 63417000. 5SIl?0560.-15188004, 1
 
RIAS. 0.60 BU/AC SUM: 10 






(c) North Dakota spring wheat 
YN Y(SkS) Y(CCEA) ERPOR ACREAGE PROD(SRS) PHOD(CCEA) Z PSI(Z) 
b7 ?0.1 20.8 -0.7 5794000. 116670500. id0515200.-1874 9
15 5
. 1 
69 24.7 23.j 1.4 5745000. 141923000. 13385P900.-18882190. 1 
69 ?.; 32.1 -3.6 4972000. 141784000. 15060@200. -8546560. 1 
70 21.9 19.5 e.& 4691600. 10?850600. 91486?00.-10162051. 1 
71 29.9 ?8.14 1.0 o368200. 190700400. 18440980.-25489012. 1 
72 27.Q 31.0 -3.1 5201500. 145160000. 161246500.-10768641. 1 
73 26.3 24.4 1.9 6067000. 159738500. 148034800.-19903506. 1 
7' 19.q 24.h -5.5 7138000. 137492400. 177022400. i16198. 0 
75 24.0 26.7 -2.7 7017400. 168367t00. 187364480.-14553814. 1 




'lAS: -1.24 81I/AC 
CPMSF: 2.94 KU/AC ACCEPT 90/90
 
(d) Red River spring wheat
 
YR Y(SRS) Y(CCLA) ENHOR ACNEAGE PHOD(SPS) PXCD(CCEA) Z PSI(Z)
 
67 30.3 30.7 -0.6 3099800. 93339200. 95163860.-18384201. 1
 
68 32.3 29.! 3.3 3107900. 100498106. 901?9100.-1230 6 5 5 7 . 1
 
69 3?. 3b.L -3.0 2578200. 83721900. 91526100.-12454580. 1
 
70 27.5 29.6 -2.1 2604200. 71bS5700. 77n843?0.-12572Q19. 1
 
71 36.P 3b.o 1.8 4107200. 15120230(0. 143752000.-21175666. 1
 
72 31.8 34.6 -2.8 3618 u0-0. 1151-801-00. 12516?800.-13937029. 1
 
73 3.0 36.? -2.4 4444100. 150322300. 16087E420.-20107353. 1
 
74 ?5.1 35.6 -10.5 5430800. 136392700. 193336480. 29341032. 0.
 
75 30.6 2.5 -2.1 5375500. 164377200. 153201750.-21975375. 1
 
76 30.1 30.2 -0,.1 6535060. 106707l00. 197357000.-35427178. 1
 
HIAS: -1.4? HIJ/AC SUM: 9
 
P--,F 3.4 HU/AC ACCEPT 90/90 
74
 
OR1GINhlL pAGS IB 
OF pOOR QUALITY TABLE 1O.- Continued., 
(e) Minnesota spring wheat
 
YR Y(SHS) Y(CCEA) ERROR ACREAGE PROD(SRS) PROD(CCEA) Z PSI(Z)i
 
67 32.8 31.5 1.3 51100. 1675600. 1609650. -2641715. 1
 
68 35.9 32.6 3.3 77000. 2765900. 2510200. -3506114. 1.
 
69 2P.0 37.9 -9.9 64600. 1808600. 2448340. -2337851. 1
 
70 30.0 28.7 1.3 99600. 1790200. 1710520. -2760329. 1'
 
71 31.1 32.8 -1.7 6440'0. 2006000. 2112320. -3190912. 1
 
7? 29.? 33.0 -3.8 41800. 1220900. 1379400. -2306237. 1
 
73 38.2 34,6 3.6 80500. 3077200. 2785300. -4095014. 1
 
74 36.7 36.,9 -0.2 247800. 9095100. 9143820. -7079162. 1 
75 31o4 30o5 0.9 328700. 10306500. 10025350. -9019826. 1 
76 38.2 39.6 -1.4 665700.. 25444400. - 26361720.-12057981. 1 
RIAS: -0665 bU/AC SUM: 10 
RMSE: 3.81 U/AC ACCEPT 90/90
 
(f) South Dakota spring wheat
 
YR Y.(SRS) Y(CCEA) ERROR ACREAGE PROD(SRS) PROD(CCEA) Z PSI(Z)
 
67 24.4 - 22-.4 2.0 1752170. 42680770. 39248608.-10233350. 1 
68 23.5 22.1 1.4 1633770. 38358440. 36106317.-11756953-o 1 
69 20.8 21.0 -0.2 1249000. 26003000. 26229000.-11064300. I 
70 20.1 19.8 0.3 119q77-0. 24070730. 23755446.-10098622,. 1 
71 ?8.5 24.9 3.6 1551790. '44156660. 38639571. -9952618. 1 
72 24.1 25.4 -1.3 1165270. 28062560°. 29597858.-10281346, 1 
73 23.1 23.0 0.1 1600390. 36927600. 36808970.-15078335. 1 
74 1%,0 19.6 -4.6 2112500. 31638000. 41405000. -3527171. 1 
75 18.1 2.0.5 -2.4 2144300. 38878800. 43958150.-11043060. 1 
76 10.9 17.4 -6.5 1942900. 21,081200. 33806460. 914740. 0 
RIAS: -0.78 HU/AC SUM: 9
 






--- - --- -- -- -- -- 
-- -- -----
- - -  
TABLE 10.- Continued.
 
(g) Montana winter wheat
 
YR Y(SiS) Y(CCEA) ERROR ACREAGE PROD(SRS) PROD(CCEA) Z PSI(Z)
 
67 ?9.q 26o4 3.4 2753700. 82114800. 72697680. -,537737. 1
 
68 3J.4 30.t Q.k 2706000. A4907100. 92803600.-18739059. 1
 
6Q 25.q 30.7 -4.9 2268000. %6498000. 60627600. -5804583. 1
 
70 ?6.8 23.9 2.9 1512000. 40447000. 361.36600. -9189129. 1
 
71 ?o. 29.6 0.2 1794000. 53382100. 53102400.-16729419. 1
 
72 26.7 30.2 -3.5 1761000. 47097300. 53182200. -9223455. 1
 
73 26.4 28.2 -1.8 2053000. 54238500. 57894600.-14761589. 1
 
74 ?9.4 27.6 1.P 2614000. 76836700. 7?146400.-16027379. 1
 
75 35.0 32.3 2.7 2q67000. 103752300. Q5834100.-18419170. 1
 
76 31.9 30.4 1.5 3039700. 96854600. 92406880.-208674b6. 1
 
HIAS: 0.30 HU/AC SUM: 10
 
QMSF: ?.69 MU/AC ACCEPT 90/90
 
(h) Badlands winter wheat
 
Y4 Y(SNS) Y(CCEA) ERROR ACREAGE HkND(SRS) PPOO(CCEA) Z PSI(Z)
 
67 31.0 29.7 1.3 1531190. 47479520. 45476343.-12410108. i 
6p 33.1 29.3 3.8 14806A0. 4899470. 49383338.-10?21144. I 
h9 2.4 25.t -0.? 1272820. 32337040. 32584192.-12343374. 1 
70 32.A 33.3 -0.5 1165680. 38182720. 38817144,-1248bt07. 1
 
71 3A.0 40.f 7.4 1180100. 4487130. 36111060. -6827678. 1
 
7? 36.1 39.1 -3.0 1435200. 51d44400. 56116320.-11789407. 1

73 3h.1 2Y.5 0.6 1435100. 43145710. 42335450.-1561643?. I
 
74 ?7.Q 35.1 -7.2 1627100. 45336300. 57111210. -4139106. 1
 
75 32.l 2b.b ;.6 1543800. 49583000. 40910700. -9534765. 1
 
76 ?5.l 32.0 -6.9 1622700. 40748800. 51926400. -5242612. I
 
-
-tr 0 RPtI- A SUM: 10 











YR Y(SRS) Y(CCEA) ERROR ACREAGE PROD(SRS) PROC(CCEA) Z PSI(7)h
 
67 26.6 28.8 -2.2 2444790. 65140720. 70409952.-11613242, 4
 
68 32.9 33.1 -0.2 2259920. 74423260. 74803352,-19133327. 1
 
69 33.7 34.2 -0.5 2016580. 67908040. 68967030.-17186444. .1
 
70 38.7 33.7 5.0 1834690, 709859104 61829053. -8726749. 1"
 
71 43.3 38.2 5.1 1709000. 73957420. 65283800.-11346877. 1
 
72 37.5 39.3 -1.8 1667000. 62S76400. 655131()0.-14708874* 1
 
73 38.1 41.1 -3.-0 1785000. 68003360. 73363500.-15262606. 1
 
74 36.7 35.8 0.9 1969000. 7,2329400o 70490200.-18261639. 1
 
75 31.8 32.9 -1.1 2105000. 66879500.- 69254500.-18770602, 1
 
76 32.5 36.4 -3.9 2006000. 65220000. 73018400.-12975199. 1
 
SUM: 10
fIAS: --0.16 HU/AC 

ACCEPT 90,/90,
RMSE: 2.92 BU/AC 

(j) Colorado winter wheat
 
YR Y(SRS) Y(CCEA) ERROR ACREAGE PROD(SRS) PROD(CCEA) Z PSI(Z)
 
0.0 1679000. 31645200. 31565200.-11686945. 1
67 18.8 18.8 

68 1,9.- 19.2 0.7 1733000. 3448060n. 33273600.-12075091. 1 
69 21.2 23.5 -2.3 1823000. 38695300. 42840500. -9627619. 1 
70 ?8.7 25.L 2.9 1975000. 56628500. 5095;000.-102Q9502. 1 
71 28.4 22.6 5.8 1997500. 56629500. 45143500. -6032840. 1 
72 24.1 23.5 0.6 2039000. 49141000. 47916500.-14412466. 1 
73 ?4.6 30.0 -5.4 2290000. 56254000. 68700000. -6310768. -1 
74 25.9 20.0 .5.9 2495000. 64592000. .4Q900000. -4303299. 1 
75 22.5 24.2 , -1.7' 2099000. 47-301000. 50795800.-14288351. 1 
76 21.7 20.0 1.7 199?000. 43210000. 39840000.-13538827. 1 
SUM: 10
HIAf: 0.82 bU/AC 

ACCEPT 90/90






(k) Kansas winter wheat
 
VK Y(SRS) Y(CCEA) ERROR ACREAGE PROD(SPS) PHOD(CCEA) Z PSI(Z)
 
67 20.0 P0.6 -0.6 11081000. 221620000. 228268600.-24491009. 1
 
68 26.0 e4.4 1.6 9751000. 253526000. 237924400.-20413969. I
 
W 31.0 31.7 -0.7 9852000. 305319000. 312308400.-31698099. 1 
70 33.0 30.0 3.0 9061000. 299013000. 27183n000. -9521055. 1 
71 34.4 28.9 b.5 Q0 8 50 0 0. 312105000. 262556500. 8420807. 0
 7? 33.5 29.6 3.Q 9400000. 314900000. 278240000. -2023741. 1
 
73 .17.0 36.b O.P 10400000. 3P480000. 38?720000.-46976758. 1
 
74. 27.q 34.5 -7.0 11599500. 319000000. 400182750. 38969178. 0
 
7; 29.0 31.9 -2.9 12100000. 350900000. 3859q000o0-13345661. 1
 
7H 30.0 30.3 -0.3 11300000. 339000000. .3423c0000.-43071035. 1
 
HIAS: 0.26 bU/AC SUM: 8
 
RMSE: 3.3Q 8tJ/AC ACCEPT 90/90 
(1) Oklahoma winter wheat,
 
YP Y(SkS) Y(CCfL) FPHuR ACREAGE PROD(SPS) PRO)(CCEA) Z PSI(Z) 
67 17.A e0.T -2.q 4550900. 80929900. 94203630. -5543d73. 1 
6M 24.7 23.5 1.? 4681500. 115564000. 1100152S0.-18767148. 1 
t9 29.? 26.0 1.2 3633500. 106 13000. 101738000.-183432b3. 1 
70 27.3 ?9.b -2.2 3222500. 87929500. Qc063750-.--2769564. 1 
71 ?0.r 22.4 -1.9 2858000. 5864-4000. 64019200.-I?452519. 1 
72 23.6 22-( 1.0 3279000. 7728500n. 74105400.-16430423. 1 
73 31.1 28.t, 2.5 4241500. 1319114n0. 121306(00.-1811801A. 1 
74 23.n P6.6 -3.6 5243900. 120806000. 130487740. -7295979. 1 
75 e5.6 ??.d 2.A 554190. 142764360. 127319532.-15449834. 1 
76 ?4.4 -23.2 1.? 5523500. 134968000. 1?8145200.-23061063. 1 
PIAS: -. 7t2U1L&( SUM: 10
 






(m) Texas-Oklahoma Panhandle winter wheat
 
YR Y(SRS) Y(CCEA) ERROR ACREAGE PROD(SRS) PROD(CCEA) Z PSIC?)
 
67 15.7 20.3 -4.6 2513300. 39385700. bi019990. -1493121. 1 
68 20.8 20.5 0.3 2656000. 55156000. 54448000.-16090690. 1 
69 25.0 23.4 1.6 2219700. 55498150. 51940980.-12937096. 1 
70 23.2 23.0 0.2 1875100. 43545000. 43127300,-13589075. 1
71 21.5 18.6 2.9 1759500. 37910000. 32726700. -9150485. 1 
72 22.9 20.7 2.2 1792800. 41047000. 37110960.-10355243. 1 
73 29.A 26.1 3.7 3193500. 95253000. 83350350.-12504701. 1 
74 13.8 17.1 -3.3 2801000. 38575000. 47897100. -5357348a 1
 
75 22.9 24.0 -1.1 4154000. 95283000. 99696000.-20826530. 1

76 ?3.9 21.0 2.9 2872000. 68769000. 60312000.-12874318. 1
 
BIAS: 0.49 BU/AC SUM: 10
 
RMSE: 2.69 BU/AC ACCEPT 90/90
 
(n) Texas lower plains winter wheat
 
YR Y(SRS) Y(CCEA) ERROR ACREAGE PROD(SRS) PPOD(CCEA) Z PSI(Z}
 
67 14.5 18.6 -4.1 1354500. 19601400. 25193700. -3668603. 1
68 19. 18.8 1.1 1653000. 32940000. 31076400.-11118377. 1
 
69 21.5 18.6 2.9 1219100. 26242150. 22675260. -7775209. 1
 
70 22.7 20.1 2.6 915500. 20799000. 1401550. -7282882. 1
 
71 13.6 17.4 -3.8 437500. 5943000. 7612500. -4005774. 1
 
72 18.6 17.3 1.3 712000. 13215000. 12317600. -7211540. 1
 
73 24.9 20.2 4.7 1013300. 25212000. ?0468660. -7813633. 1
 
74 17.1 i.7 -0.6 1395000. 23875000. 24691500.-10732076. 1
 
75 20.1 18.6 1.5 2240000. 44920000. 41664000.-14073795. 1

76 18.Q 17.9 1.0 2300000. 43370000. 41170000.-14740103. 1
 
BIAS: 0.65 BEJ/AC SUM: 1!o
 






(o) Texas Edwards Plateau West winter wheat
 
Y9 Y(SRS) Y(CCEA) FFROR ACREAGE PROD(SR5) PHOD(CCEA) 7 PSI(7) 
67 9.4 1u.1 -u.7 40000. 376800. 404000. -1256801. 1 
O 17.8 17.1 0.7 106000. 1884000. 1812600. -3033299. 1 
69 11.7 15.1 -1.4 75000. IU29700. 1132500. -2143921. 1 
70 O.1 19.3 0.H 61300. 1231000. 1183090. -230719. 1 
71 Mf.6 A.? 0.4 9000. 77000. 73800. -642795. 1 
72 ]0.f 11.1 -.. 31000. 32R000. 344100. -1261419. 1 
73 l5.A 16.6 -1.0 75000. 1170000. 1245000. -2630043. 1 
74 11.4 11.9 -0.4 85000. 972000. 1003000. -22991t2. 1 
75 17.9 15.9 2.0 180000. 3221000. 2862000. -4281544. 1 
76 21.? 12.6 6.6 85000. 1603000. 1071000. -2721975. 1 
qIAI: 0.85 Hu/AC SUM: 10
 
qISF: 2.88 bU/AC ACCEPT 90/90
 
(p) Texas Edwards East winter wheat
 
YR Y(SRS) Y(CCEA) fRHOR ACREAGE PROD(SPS) PHOO(CCFA) Z PSI(Z)
 
67 9.2 14.8 -5.6 20000. 184700. 296000. -7876b&. 1
 
6A 17.6 19.7 -2.1 70500. 1242000. 1389850. -2373958. 1
 
6'4 19.O 19.1 -0.1 30000. b6960n. 573000. -1667609. 1
 
70 21.8 19.1 2.1 5tSO0. 1240400. 1114960. -2242513. 1
 
71 11.6 13.7 -3.1 5000. 53000. 68600. -520447. ]

72 16.3 15.3 1.6 46500. 756700. 711450. -1895155. 1
 
73 1A.4 19.7 -1.3 88100. 1621000. 1735570. -3069428. 1
 
74 13.c 16.7 -3.2 96000. 1297000. 1603200. -2385501. 1
 
75 IP, 16.3 2.6 146000. 27S7000. 2379800. -3916107, 1
 
76 17.1 15.2 1.9 71000. 1211000. 107q200. -?r98897. 1
 
f-1S: -(.7 HI/AC SUM: 10
 





TABLE ll.- TEST RESULTS OF A 10-YEAR BOOTSTRAP OF BASELINE FEYERHERM
 




YR Y(SRS) Y(KSU ) ERROR ACREAGE PROD(SRS) PROD(KSU ) 7 PSI(Zt
 
67 21.6 21.9 -0.3 404444qO. 874786R10.'R767l6.-48&46J13. I
 
68 26.0 26.4 -0.4 39204250.10?0448270.1035673468.-569?0484. I
 
69 28.4 27.2 1.2 34448500. 9791291P0o. 936]12294.-?6?07537. 1
 
'70 28.2 25.4 2.8 31850140. 898890760. R0P13146. 27207724. 0
 
71 30.A 26.7 4.0 35210190.1084119610. 941r,46347. 65926018. 0
 
72 29.3 29.2 0.2 33915370. 994371860. 98944697.-64R74917. 1
 
73 3Q*R 29.3 1.5 40477090.1248400870.1186503236,-26364295. 1
 
74 23.8 26.6 -2.7 46766000.1119301200.]243420300. 49?67317. 0
 
75 26.0 27.0 -0.1 49543890.1331566960.1337884967.-87823763. I
 
76 26.4 27.7 -1.3 50001700.1320729900,1384108790.-?9996700. 1
 
RIAS: 0.50 RU/AC SUM: 7
 
RMSE: 1.94 SU/AC REJECT 90/90
 
(b) Montana spring wheat aggregation
 
YR Y(SRS) Y(KSU ERROR ACREAGE PROD(SRS) PROD(KSU ) Z PSI(7)
 
67 17.7. 20.0 -2.3 1839000. 32503500. 36780000. -7645127. 1
 
68 21.5 24.2 -2.7 1719500. 16911000. 4lAll90. -9n20321. 1
 
69 27.4 23.5 3.9 1280000. 35101000. 30080000. -R08B873. 1
 
70 23.6 20.2 3.4 1733500, 4096200. 35016700. -7620311. 1
 
71 22.9 22.3 0.6 2298000. 5604100.- 51?45400.-15525005. 1
 
7? 26.4 29.3 -?.9 I102800. '47642200. 5?822040.-10206425. 1
 
73 21.1 23.4 -2.3 1873700. 39517300. 43844580.-11375987. 1 
74- 18.8 20.9 -2.1 2092400. 39332600. 43731160.-10409282. 1
 
75 25.6 22.9 2.7 1885000. 48253700. 43166500.-12833962. 1
 
76 29.1 28.7 0.4 2176800. 63417000. 62474160.-10518271. I
 
RIAS: -0.13 BLI/AC SUM: 10
 






(c) North Dakota spring wheat aggregation
 
YR Y(SRS) Y(KS ) ERROP ACREAGF PROD(SPS) PLn(KSU ) 7 PSI 
67 20.1 18.4 1.8 579400n. 1166705nn. lOA02ooo.-]11463u7.

6A 24.7 28.8 -4.1 5745000. 141923000. 16c 456000. -3W2%11. 1
69 2R., ?7.5 l.n 4972000. 141784000. l3673no0.-12qs2'6. I 
70 21.Q 23.0 -1.1 41c91600. 10?85;06on. 107QOAoO.-1644071Q. ]71 29.9 25.5 4.4 h36820n. i0700400. 16234Q100. -33%04. 172 27.9 30.f -2.7 5201300. 14c16n000. P;tQoo .- I?R479', 1 
71 ?6.3 25.2 1.1 6067000. lq 73kqO0. 1 P&84fO.-47PI834. 1 
74 IQ. ]4A 0.9 7138000. 13749'4on. 4313392,O.-?J94?454. 17c ?a.n 22.c 1.1 7017400. 168367600. b064R140,-25O69;. 1
76 2?,7 26.? -3.; M025400. 1819398nn. ;21fl26r440. -6331260. ] 
PIAS: -0.10 HMU/AC SqlM: 10 
QMSF: 2.59 610/4C ACCEPT 90/90
 
(d) Red River spring wheat aggregation
 
YR Y(SRS) Y(KSU ) FNRIO ACREAGF PpUn(SP-) PPfIl)(KSII } 7 PS(7
 
67 3n.] 25.1 q.0 3099800. 9333Y?00. 77tA04930. -466]b,8. 1
6P 32. 31.9 0.4 31070O. In4OQ0oo.. qo14?r)Iu.-2]P8Aic. 16Q 32.5 32.3 0.2 278200. 83721900. M,4710.-19796l . 1o
70 27.g .29.1 -1.6 2604200. 716AI70n. 7eTA7SP.-135R3b,-. Y 
71 30 , 32.7 4. 410720O. .15-20?300. 134305440.-117 790. 17? 31.,Q 4.-2 -2.4 3616000. 1191O100. 1?373600.-15371133. ]
73 33.S 29.6 4.2 44410. 1%03?230n0 131&436o.-118%0316. 1 
74 2.i 27.? -2.1 5430800. 1363027no. 1477177b0.-l?4Q653. I7% 30.6 30.2 0.4 5375500. 1643772nn. 16 234ni00.-31039b6O.
76 30.1 29.7 0.4 6535000. 196707100. 1940Aqrno.-3341 P3ki.
 
MJth: 0.87 HO/AC SIP: i 





(e) Minnesota,spring wheat aggregation
 
YR Y(SRS) Y(KSU ERROR ACREAGE PROD(SRS) PROO(KSU ) Z PSI(Z)Y
 
67 32.8 30.6 2.2 5110n. 167560n, 1563660. -2594857, 1 
68 35.9 28.2 7.7 77000. 27659.00. 2171400. -3161565. 1 
69 28.0 33.2 -5.? 64'00. 1808600. 21447?O, -263Q042. 1 
70 30.0 27.1 2.9 59600. 1790200. 1615.160. -2661073. 1 
71 31.1 27.e 3.5 64400. 2006000. 1777440. -3068474. 1 
72 29.2 34.8 -5.6 41800. 1220900. 1454640. -2229654. 1 
71 38.2 30.c 7.7 80500. 3077200. 2455250. -3760069. 1 
74 36.7 28.7 8.0 247800. 9095100. 7111860. -5137402. 1 
75 31.4 32.8- -1.4 328700. 10306500. 10781360. -7807545. 1 
76 3K.-2 33.0 5.2 665700. 25444400. 21Q68100. -9484221. 1 
AIAS: 2.51 BU/AC SUM: 10
 
RMSE: 5.45 81/AC ACCEPT 9n/90
 
(f) SouthDakota spring wheat aggregation
 
YR Y(SRS) Y(KSU ) ERROR ACREAGE PROD(SRS) PROO(KSU ) 7 PSI(Z) 
67 24,4 18.7 5.7 1752170. 42b80Y770. 3?765579. -374i938. 1 
68 23.c 20.4 3.1 1633770. 38358440. 33328908, -805H136. 1 
69 20.8 22.3 -1.5 1?49000. 26003000. 278i2700. -9431390. 1 
70 20.1 16.8 3.3 1199770. 24070730. 20196136. -6485025. 1 
71 28,5 18.3 10.2 1551790. 44156660. 28397757. 2O0123. 0 
72 24.1 - 25.1 -1..0 1165270. 2O062560. 29248277.-10624487. 1 
73 23.1 21.4 1.3 1600390. 3692760n. 34248346.-12500751. 1"
 
74 15.0 17.3 -2.3 2112500. 3163800n. 36546250. -837?419. .1
 
75 18.1 19,3 -1.2 2144300. 3887880fl. 41384990.-1358015',1. 1 
76 10.,Q 19.7 -8.8 1942900. 210812no. 38275130. 5396864. 0 
RI4A: 0.90 BU/AC SUM: 8 






(g) Montana winter wheat aggregation
 
YP Y(S;R) Y(KSL ) ERROR ACREACE PPO0(qPS) PPDP(%U ) 7 PSI(7)
 
67 29.8 29.? 0.6 2753700. #-S4?I4Of. 8049qq40,-1724R017. 1
 
6R 31.4 30.1 ].3 270F000. 84907100. 814SOf0O.-17354?OP. 1
 
69 ?5. 27.4 -1.6 ??APUfO. 540HWn0O. At43i?0.-13?7517o. 1
 
70 ?6.R 28.F -1.8 1512f000. 40447fl. 43?432eP0.-106M 4h09. 1
 
71 ;->Q . 9.0 0.8 1794000. ',338?100. SPrO2OA.-156c1QC). 1
 
7? 26.7 29.2 -?24 1761000. 470P7310. 1
l4?1?"0.-1097911?. 

73 ?6.4 27.5 -1.1 2053000. 5423h500. 564,7)00.-1617Hi36. 1
 
74 29.4 ?A.4 3.0 2f1400O0. 76R367n00. O00t()0.-12Rho37.
75 35.0 30.R 4.P 2967000. 103752300. '13"43tOf.-13Q0f74c. 1 
76 31.q 33.3 -1.4 3039700. QARS4M00. O1??211f).-29Q1R6f. I 
BIAS! 0.14 f4U/AC in0: 
QMSF: 2.10 8U/AC ACCFPT 90/90
 
(h) Badlands winter wheat aggregation
 
YR Y(SRS) Y(KSI; ) FRROR ACRFAfi PPOi(SRS) Pq0D(KS ) 7 PSI(7) 
67 33.0 2A.A P.. 153119g. 4747qSn. 4409k?7?.-210274I3. 1 
68 33.1 27.3 5.P 1480660. 4R994870. 4042201r. -723569.
 
A9 ?;.4 23.( 1.k I72P0. 32337040. 30f3fl5R.-10)27f.

70 3?.8 26.2 6.6 11656$0. 381R7720. 305,4016, -'4L6i34. i 
,72 39.0 30.1 7.9 11RO0nO. 44.791f0. 3%F210. -b?36b93. 1 
7? 36.1 33.,. ;.6 1435200. 51844400. 4RA720').-1?P87374. 1 
73 3n.1 30.e -0.1 1435100. 4314.71Q. 4q34nO0,-16?l4051. 1 
74 27. .4.8 -6.9 162710n. 4533hA30. 54b?30eO. -461)073. 1 
75 3'.1 30.? 1. 1543800. 49583000. 4661??O.-1S2OhI)U2.

76 ?5.1 27.3 -2.? 1622700. 40749OO. 44? O710.-1?R5O'c°R. I
 
HIAS: 1.S6 RUj/AC Rfl."TF 






i) Nebraska winter wheat aggregation
 
YR Y(SRS) Y(KSU ) ,ERROR ACREAGE PROD(SRS) PROO(KSU ) Z PSI(Z)
 
67 26.6 23.5 3.1 2444790. 65140720. 57452565. -9188903. 1
 
68 32.9 29.6 3.3 2259920. 74423260. 66893632.-11953971. 1­
69 337..7 31.4 2.3 2016580. 67Q08040. 63320612.-13643129. 1
70 38.7 29.4 9.3 1834690. 70985910. 53939886, -813048. 1
 
71 43.3 35.7 7.6 1709000. 73957420. 61011300. -7073177. 1
 
72 37.5 34.5 3.0 1667000. 625T6400. 57511500.-12571058. 1
 
73 38.1- 38.5 -0.4 1785000. 68003360.. 6.7225(0.-19880592. 1
 
74 36.7 40.0 -3.3 1969000. 7?329400. 7P760000.-13649823. 1
 
75 31.8 34.7 -2.9 2105000. 66879500. 73043500.-14934295. ]

76 32-.5 32.5 O O 2006000. 65220000. 6q195hfl0.-20724936. 1
 
RIAS: 2.21 eI/AC SUM: 10
 
RMSE: 4.46 RU/AC ACCEPT 90/90
 
(j) Colorado winterwheat aggregation,
 
YR Y(SRS) Y(KSU 3 ERROR ACREAGE PRODXSRS) PROD.(KSU 3 Z PSI(Z)
 
67 18.8 24.9 -6.-1 1679000. 31645200. 41807100. -1601270. 1
 
6A 19.9 18.5 1.4 1733000. 34480.600. 32060560.-10841693. 1
 
69 21.2 20.1 1.1 I23000. 3R695300. 3.642300.-11708585. T
 
70 28.7 18.3 10.4 1975000. 56628500. 36142500. 4534911. 0
 
71 28.4 21.6 6.8 1997500. 5662Q500 . 43146000. -4034290. 1
72 24.1 20.4 3.7 2039000. 49141000. 415Q5600. -8083045. 1
 
73 24.6 26.3 -1.7 229000.0. 56254000, 60?27000.-14762836. I
 
74 25.9 25.9- -0.-0 249500n. 64592000. 64620500.-18947506. 1
 
75 22.5 21.9 0.6 2099000° 47301000. 45968100.-16410466. 1
 
76 21.7 22.4 -0.7 1992000. -43210000. 446?0800.-15478766. 1
 
RTASm. 1.55 3U/AC, SUM: Q 




- T.: , -. 
TABLE ll.- Continued.
 
(k) Kansas winter wheat aggregation
 
Yp Y(SRS) Y(KSU ) ENkNOR ACREAGE PROO(SPC) PPOr)n(KL ) 7 PSI(Z) 
67 20.0 20.5 -0.5 11081000. 22162nono. ?I7160500.-258Q?(0. 1 
6P 26.n ?6.1 -O.R 9751000. 253526000. ?613?2qOn.-2Pl5QT3]. 1 
60 31.n 29.1 1.9 9852000. 30131000. 2RAAQ3200.-20030142. 1 
70 33.0 ?7.Q 5.1 9061000. 299013000. ?bP01900. 9157398. .l
 
71 34.4 P8.9 15.5 9085000. 31210O500. ? 423,?72.
 
7P 33. ?9.7 3.R 9400000. 314900000. 27Q]HO100. -3842169. 1
 
73 37.0 34.1 ?.9 10400000. 384d00OO. 3%464n00.-188 +2012. 1
 
74 27.; 33.7 -6.? 11Q95nO. 319000000. aqnQ03]n. 2 Q73?4b3. 0 
75 2Q.0 30.5 -1.5 12100000. 350900000. 3 6 Q050O00.-30177301. 1 
76 30.0 30.M -0. 11300000. 33900000. 34f)o4f000.-38?67087. 1 
RIAS: 0.Q3 80/AC SUM: 7
 
RMSF 3.53 31I/AC wHJFCT 90/O0 
(1) Oklahoma winter wheat aggregation
 
YR Y(SRS) Y(KSlI ) FPNOR ACREAGF PPOI(SQS) rppfl)(KS1i ) Z PSI (Z) 
F7 17.P ?1.4 -3.A 455900n. 1h092 0 0o0. c4738$Q20. -23?207. 1 
.
6p 24.7 25.2 -0.5 4681500. l1556400. ]17973f0fl.-21 939 I 
Q ?9.? ?R.4 0.0, 3633500. 106213000. 10319140(.-IQ77P050. ] 
70 27.3 ?7. 0 0.3 32225n0. A79p950n. M700(7500.-185450 . ] 
71 2n. r 23.3 -?..A 25M000. 5t9644000. h,'41400. -9P79?%,. 1 
7? 23.6 27.1 -3.E 3279000. 7728500. $PPA0g)900. -$023437. 1 
73 31'.1 ?8.1 3.0 4241500. 13191140n. llQIh6l%--1b5212. 
74 ?3.0 25.6 -2.6 52439nO. 1?0806000. 134?438,40.-12L513494. I 
7c ?;.6 26.3 -0.7 -5584190. 142764360. ]4fA417.-?672 5708. I 
7F 24.4 27.0 -2.6 5523S0o. ]34Q6POOn. 140134bOO.-15683323. 1
 
RLIM: 10QIAS: -I.?? J C 
ACCEPT Qn/QO






(m) Texas-Oklahoma'Panhandle winter wheat aggregation
 
YR Y(SRS) Y(KSU ) FRROR ACREAGE PROD(SRS) PROD(KSU ) 7 PSI(Z)
 
67 I;.7 24.7 -9.0 2513300. 39385700. 6207R'10. 9569610. 0
 
68 ?0.8 21.7 -0.9 2656000. 55156000. %7635200.-14293819. I
 
.6q 25.0 21.2 3.8 2219700. 55498150. 47057640. -8040302. 1
 
70 23.2 22.5 0.7 1875100. 43545000. 42189750.-12632310. I
 
71 21.5 19.5 2.0 1759500. 37910000. 34310250.-10733175. 1
 
72 22.9 23.3 -0.4 1792800. 41047000. 41772240.-13558255. 1
 
73 29.8 29.6 0.2 3193500.. 95253000. 94527600.-23654713. 1
 
74 13.8 20.9 -7.1 2801000. 38575000. 58540900. 5301361. 0
 
75 22.9 23.1 -0.? 4154000. 95283000. 95957400.-24508664. 1
 
76 23.9 22.7 1.2 2872000. 68769000, 65194400.-17732420. 1
 
RIAS: -0.96 BLJ/AC SUM: A 
RMSE: 3.93 EU/AC ACCEPT 90/90
 
(n) Texas lower plains winter wheat aggregation
 
YR Y(SRS) Y(KSU ) ERROR ACREAGE PROD(SRS) PROO(KS ) 7 PST(Z) 
67 14.5 16.5 -2.0 1354500. 19601400. ?2349250. -6510082. 1
 
68 1Q.9 21.9 -2.0 1653000. 32940000. 36200700. -9701438. 1
 
69 21.5 22.1 -0.6 1219100. 26242150. 2694?11l.-1063?888. 1
 
70 22.7 23.8 -1.1 915500. 20799000. 21788900. -8677152. 1
 
71 13.6 18.9 -5.3 437500. 5943000. P268750. -3349184. 1
 
72 18.6 19.8 -1.2 712000. 13215000. 14097600. -7221921. 1
 
73 24.9 24.1 0.8 1013300. 25212000. 24420530.-11751490. 1
 
74 17.1 17.4 -0.3 1395000. 23875000. 24273000.-1113P847. 1
 
75 20.1 22.6 -2.5 2240000. 44920000. 50624000.-11587025. 1
 
76 18.9 17.1 1.8 2300000. 43370000. 39330000.-12890807. 1
 
2IAS: -1.25 8U/AC SUM: 10
 








WC04 05 C06 
SE09 





C06 SW07 SCO8 
SE09 




TABLE 12.- COMPARISON OF FEYERHERM SPRING WHEAT MODEL
 




YR SRS ESTY ERROR ACREAGE PRODUCTION
 
5 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
6 0o 0.0 000 0.0 0.0
57 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
58 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
59 ,0o0 0.0 0.0 0o0 0°0
60 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
61 0.0 0o0 0.0 0o0 0.0
62 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
63 20.8 17.9 2.9 9701880o0 201927088.0
64 21.6 18.9 2.710642080,0 230158768.0
 65 24.1 21.8 2.310855080.0 262102448.0
66 21.9 19.5 2.510408430,0 228 65728.0
67 22.9 20.3 2.512529670.0 286655232,0
68 26.1 27.8 -1.712271270o0 320060416.0
69 28.4 27e6 0,810134400.0 288167680.0
 
70 23.5, 23.4 0,11027-9070.0 241087696.0

71 30.6 26.3 4.314378190.0 440278016.0
 
72, 28.5 31.0 -2.511819270.0 336961536.0
73 27.7 26.0 1.71406569oo 389581568.0
74 20.8 21.5 -0.717021472.0 353949440.0
 
75 25.7 25.0 0.716750900.0 430182400.0
 

































































































































































































































































































































































47. 0.048. 0.0 
0.99 0.01 


































48. 0.0 0.91 0.09 
48. 0 0 0.90 0.10 
48. 0.07 0.89 0.04 





























































































































































































































































































































































NI W CON FAL IRR 'WAC C 30. 0.0 0.99 0.01 12.9 
31. 0.0 0.99 0.01 14.7 
32. 0.0 0.99 0.01 14.0 
33. 0.0 0.99 0.01 23.7 
34. 0.0 0.99 0.01 11.8 
35. 0.0 0.99 0.01 12.6 
36, 0.0 0.qQ 0.01 9.7 
37. 0.0 0.99 0.01 20.0 38. 0.0 0.99 0.01 175 
39. 0.0 0.99 0.01 16.0 
40. 0.0 0.9q 0.01 12.9 
41. 0.0 0.99 0.01 12.2 
42. 0.0 0.99 0.01 19.8 
43. 0.0 0.99 0.01 20.5 
#4. 0.0 0.99 0.01 24.9 
45. 0.0 0.99 0.01 10.3 
46. 0.0 0.99 0.01 15.4 
47. 0.0 0.99 0.01 31.3 
48. 0.0 0.99 0.01 19.548. 0.0 0.99 0.01 14.9 
48. 0.0 0.99 0.01 20.7 
4 . 0.08 0.91 0.01 26.7 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































STN YR VYA 
550 0.98 
56. 0.98 













NI W CON 
30. 0.0 
31. 0.0 

























































































































































42, 0.0 0.97 0.03 
43. 0.0 0.9S 0:02 
44. 0.0 0.97 0.03 
45. 0.0 0.98 0.02 
46. 0.0 0.98 0 02 
47. 0.0 0.95 0.05 
48. 0.0 0.97 0.03 
48. 0.0 0.98 0.02 
48. 0.0 0.95 0.05 
48. 0.32 0.60 0.08 










































































































































































16.1 15.4 14.4 
12.8 16.9 12,8
23.3 21.5 18.6 











































































































f) North Dakota aggregation to SRS yields
 
ND 
YR SRS ESTY ERROR ACREAGE PRODUCTION 





nO 000 0.0 0.0 
0.0 
5960 .00o 0 0000ni0 0,0060 0.0000 0.0090 
6162 000.0 0.0000 0000.0 0,00.0 0,000.0 
63 21 1 16.2 4.9 4161000.0 87749456.0 
64 22 2 19.0 3.2 4605100.0 102229936.0 
65 24LH 21.3 3.1 4955000.0 120760944.0 
66 22r5 20.0 2.5 4793000.0 107862464.0 
67 20W1 18.3 1.8 5794000.0 116670448.0 
68 2417 28.8 -4.1' 5745000.0 141922960.0 


























75 24.0 22.9 1.1 7'017400..0 168367552.0 
76 22.7 26.2 -3.5 8025400.0 181939744.0 
M167-1976 
E N ERROR -0.10 
RNmSE 2.53 
TABLE 12.- Continued. 
































































































NI W CON FAL IRR 
0. 0.19 0.81 0.0 
0. 0.22 0.78 0.0 
0. 0.13 0.87 0.0 
0. 0.08 0.92 0.0 
0. 0.08 0.92 0.0 
D. 0.08 0.92 0.0 
0. 0.04 0.96 0.0 
0. 0.04 0.96 0.0 
0. 0.02 0.98 0.0 
0. 0.03 0.97 0.0 
0. 0.04 0.96 0.0 
0. 0.04 0.96 0.0 
0. 0.07 0.93 0.0 
0. 0.07 0.93 0.0 
0. 0.04 0.96 0.0 
0. 0.03 0,97 0.0 
0o 0.05 0.95 0.0 
0. 0.04 0.96 0.0 
0. 0.05 0.95 0.0 
0. 0.12 0.88 0.0 
0. 0.12 0.R8 0.0 
0. 0.12 0.88 0.0 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































60. 1.10 61. 1.1 
62. 1.i63. 1.10 
64. .10 
65. 1.10 66. 1.11 
67. 1.12 
































NI W CON FAL IRR 
0. 0.57 0.43 0.0 
0, 0.56 0.440.0 
0. 0.43 0.57 0.0 
0. 0.25 0.75 0.0 
0. 0.22 0.78 0.0 
0. 0.26 0.74 0.00. 0.20 0.80 0.0 
0.1 0.18 0.82 0.00. 0.13 0.87 0.0 
0. 0.13 0.87 0.0 
0.12 0.88 0.00. 0.15 0.85 0.0 
0. 0.19 0.81 0.0 
0. 0.20 0.80 0.00. 0.12 0.88 0.0 
0. 0.07 0.93 0.0 
0. 0.14 0.86 0.0 
0. 0.13 0.87 0.0 
0. 0.10 0 0Q0.0 
0. 0:22 0.78 0.0 
0. 0.22 0.78 0.0 
0. 0.22 0.78 0.0 


























































































































































































































































ERROR INTER 0.0 0.0 
0 0.0 



























































































































































































NI W CON FAL IRR 
0. 0.42 0.58 0.0 
0. 0.51 0.49 0.0 
0. 0.42 0.58 0.0 
0. 0.39 0.61 0.0 
0. 0.41 0.59 0.0 
0. 0.39 0.61 0.0 
0. 0.31 0.69 0.0 
0. 0.27 0.73 0.0 
0. 0.19 0.81 0.0 
0, 0.20 0.80 0,0 
0. 0.18 0.82 0.0 
0. 0.19 0.81 0.0 
0. 0.21 0.79 0.0 
0. 0.22 0.78 0.0 
0. 0.15 0.85 0.0 
0. 0.08 0.92 0.0 
0. 0.11 0.89 0.0 
0. 0.11 0.89 0.0 
0. 0.09.0.91 0.0 
04 0.19 0.81 0.0 
0. 0.22 0,78 0.0 
0. 0.22 0.78 0.0 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































NI W CON FAL IRR 
0. 0.66 0.34 0.0 
0. 0.65 0.35 0.0 
0. 0.54 0.46 0.0 
0. 0.45 0.55 0.0 
0. 0.42 0.58 0.0 




























































0. 0.36 0.64 0.0 


























0. 0.25 0.75 0.0 















ND C 05 





0. 0.25 0.75 0.0 















NO C 05 68. 1.13 4. 0. 0.33 0.67 0.0 28.1 30.8 43.5 0.09 SW 794000.0 23057200.0 
NO' C 05 69. 1.13 7. 0. 0.20 0.80 0.0 26.7 30.9 43.3 0.09 SW 675000.0 20766992.0 
ND C 05 70. 1.15 8. 0. 0.14 0.86 0.0 17.6 20.1 34.1' 0.09 SW 654400.0 15485100.0 
NO C 05 71. 1.15 8. 0. 0.23 0.77 0.0 21.7 25.3 35.6 0.09 SW 957100.0 32016992.0 
ND C 05 72. 1.15 9. 0. 0.25 0.75 0.0 30.1 29.6 39.5 0.09 SW 863500.0 23317200.0 
NO C 09 73. 1.15 12. 0. 0.21 0.79 0.0 13.2 17.6 32.0 0.09 SW 980500.0 21815296.0 









0. 0.42 0.58 0.0 















NDC 99. 0.50 0. 0. 0.0 0.0 0.n. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
co 
NOC 





















57 21.9 16.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 547000.0 8970800.0 












0.Q 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 547000.0 547000.0 6837500.0 1170580n.0 
61 12.8 10.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 578000.0 6197500.0 
62 17.4 29.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 520000.0 15106000.0 
63 21.3 19.4 18.1 42.60 1.3 7.46 0.500 543000.0 10522000.0 












I.Q 9.28 9.63 0.500 O.'300 611000.0 £a0'.3. 0 14410500.0 1277,;750,0 
67 14.3 20.2 17.2 41.39 3.0 10.11 0.500 76?000.0 1540o5500.0 
68 34.2 29.0 28.4 55.38 0.6 11.33 0.500 794000.0 23057200.0 










































75 23.9 25.5 24.7 9.00 0.8 12.78 0.500 1161300.0 2959339?.0 
76 26.7 21.8 26.2 9.04 -44' 12.83 0.500 1326200.0 28944592.0 
1967-1976 















































































NI W CON FAL IRR 
0: 0.43 0.57 0.0 
0. 0,35 0.66 0.0 
0. 0.29 0.71 0.0 
0. 038 0.62 0,00. 0.41 0.59 0.0 
0. 0.36 0.64 0.0 0. 0.3? 0.68 0.0 
0. 0.28 0.72 0.0 
0. 0.14 0.86 0.0 
0. 0.18 0,82 0.0 
0. 0.14 0.86 0.n 
0. 0.14 0,86 0.0 
0. 0,15 0.85 0.0 
0. n.16 0.84 0.0 
0. 0.07 0o93 0.0 
0. 0.04 0.96 0.0 
0. 0.06 0.94 0.0 
0, 004 0.96 0.0 
0. 0.04 0.96 0.0 0. 0.13 0.87 0.0 
0. 0.13 0.87 0.0 
0. 0.13 0.87 0.0 














































































































































































































































































































































































































NI W CON FAL IRR 



























0. 0.78 0.22 0.0 
0. 0.73 0.27 0.0 






























0. 0.69 0.31 0.0 























0. 0.59 0.41 0.0 




























0. 0.49 0.51 0.0 
0. 0.49 0.51 0.0 






















NO SC08 67. 1.11- 4. 0. 0.54 0.46 0.0 12.1 14.6 35.5 0.09 Sw 598100.0 10315500.0 
ND SCOR 68. 1.11 4. 0. 0.55 0.45 0.0 24.4 26.6 41.9 0.09 SW 570000.0 13061700.0 
NO SCn8 69. 1.10 7. 0. 0.39 0.61 0.0 25.0 28.1 40.9 0.f9 SW 452500.0 10453000.0 









0. 0.32 0.68 0.0 

























0.23 0.77 0.0 















NO SCOR 75. 1.17 10. 0. 0.42 0.58 0.0 20.0 18.2 27.0 0.09 SW 669900.0 14172100.0 
ND SC08 76. 1.17 10: 0. 0.42 0.58 0.0 19.9 24.9 31.4 0.09 SW 757100.0 12474500.0 
NDSC 99. 0.50 0. 0. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
NDSC 
YR WAC SRS ESTY VAR ERROR INTER SLOPE ACREAGE PRODUCTION 
55 26.1 13.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 346933.0 4787680.0 
56 1A.5 13.4 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 346933.0 4648907.0 
57 17.9 16.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 346933.0 5550933.0 
58 31.1 14.3 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 346933.0 4961147.0 
59 17.9 7.8 0.0 0.0 01.0 0.0 0.0 346933.0 2706080.0 
60 15.8 14.4 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 346933.0 4995840.0 
61 11.0 5.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 271700.0 1562000.0 










































68 2.6 22.9 22.7 6?.67 0h2 8.45 0.500 570000.0 13061700.0 
69 30.3 23.1 23.8 51.47 -07 8.71 0.500 452500.0 10453000.0 
70 20.8 16.5 20.1 21.40 -3,6 9.6R 0.500 408900.0 6728300.0 
71 26.7 26.5 21.4 4.37 5.2 8.01 0.500 572200.0 15178900.0 
72 37.6 23.8 27.7 13.68 -3.9 8.88 0.500 441000.0 10494300.0 
73 23.4 19.7 20.5 7.87 -0' 8.78 0.500 506000.0 994300n.0 
74 9.3 12.8 13.3 12.90 -0S 8.65 0.500 646400.0 8254000.0 
75 23.2 21.2 19.9 7.04 112 8.32 0.500 669900.0 14172100.0 






















NI W CON FAL IRR 
0. 0.85 0.15 0.0 










































0. 0.80 0.20 0.0 
0. 0.76 0.24 0.0 
0. 0.77 0,23 0.0 
0. 0.77 0.23 0.0 













































0. n.56 0,44 0.0 























0. 0,98 0.42 0.0 















ND SE09 67. 1.13 9. 0. 0.61 0.39 0.0 16.6 19.7 36.6 0.09 Sw 624500.0 13448500.0 

















0 0,53 0.47 0.0 
0. 0.37 0.63 0.0 
0. 0,44 0.56 0.0 









































0. 0.46 0.54, 0.0 
0. 0.72 0,28 0.0 






























0. 0.78 0.22 















































































61 16.7 14.6 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 540000.0 7905000.0 
62 18.9 22.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 431000.0 9865000.0 




















































70 24.3 21.2 21:6 9.07 -0.4 9.49 0.500 460300.0 9771900.0 
71 28.0 32.0 22.9 6.33 9.1 8.95 0.500 72P500.0 2333059?.0 
72 35.2 25.8 28.3 16.06 -2.5 10.69 0.500 609500.0 15714100.0 





















76 22.3 17.6 22.4 11.91 -4.8 11.23 0.500 1305400.0 23004688.0 
1967E4976 




(n) Red River aggregation to SRS yields
 
PP 


















6859 0100 0 0.00.0 0.00°0 0.00.0 0.0040 




















































































































































































NI W CON FAL 'IRR 
0. 0.66 0.34 0.0 
0. 0.59 0.41 0,.0 
0. 0.46 0.54 0.0 
0. 0.37 0.63 0.0 
0. 0.30'0,70 0.0 
0. 0o2q 0.71 0.0 
0. 0.23 0.77 0.0 
0. 0.25 0.75 0.0 
0. 0.10 0.90 0.0 
0 0.12 0.88 0.0 
0: 0.18 0,82 0.0 
0. 0.21 0.79 0.0 
0. 0.25 0.75 0.0 
0: 0.28 0,72 0.0 
0 0.?0 0.80 0.0 
0. 0.17 0.83 0.0 
0. 0.?2 0.78 0.0 
0. 0.26 0.74 0.0 
0. 0.21 0.79 0.0 
0. 0.38 0.62 0.0 
0. 0.43 0.57 0.0 
0. 0.43 0.57 0.0 









































































































































































































































































































































































(p) Red River in CRD EC06 to SRS yields
 
STATE CR0 STN YR VYA NI 0 NI W CON FAL IRR WAC C WAC F WAC I WAC N CROP ACREAGE PRODUCTION 
NO EC06 55. 1.10 5. 0. 0.61 0.39 0.0 20.3 23.7 32.8 0.09 Sw 501667.0 7926333.0 
NO EC06 56, 1.10 5. 0. 0.52 0.48 0.0 21.8 24.0 33.0 0.09 SW 501667.0 10685500.0 
NDNO EC06ECO6 57. 1.1058. 1.10 5.5. 0. 0.46 0.54 0.00. 0.39 0.61 0.0 19.630.9 23.932.3 33.340.1 0.090.09 SWSW 501667.0501667,0 12441333.015702167.0 
ND ECn6 59. 1.10 5. 0. 0.43 0.57 0.0 17.7 21.6 28.5 0.09 SW 501667.0 11337667.0 
ND EC06 60. 1.10 5. 0. 0.41 0.59 0.0 20.8 22.5 29.3 0.09 SW 501667.0 13093500.0 









n. 0.29 0.71 0,0















NO EC06 64. 1.09 7. 0. n.28 0.72 0.0 16.5 19.6 32.2 0.09 SW 560000.0 14410500.0 



























NO EC06 68. 1.13 11. 0. 0.35 0.65 0.0 29.2 32.0 39.5 0.09 SW 680000.0 22E94000.0 
NO ECO6 69. 1.15 17. o. N.25 0.75 0.0 27.7 30.6 39.7 n.O SW 618000.0 20044992.0 
ND EC06 70: 1:15 19. 0. 0.24 0.76 0.0 21.9 23.1 34.5 0.09 SW 626000.0 16727200.0 





















































NO EC06 76. 1.19 25. 0. 0.66 0.34 0.0 18.6 20.5 30.9 0.09 SW 1400900.0 40162288.0 
NOEC 99. 0.50 0. 0. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
NOEC 





















57 24.6 24.8 n.0 0.0 0'.0 0.0 0.0 501667.0 12441333.0 
58 35.4 31.3 0.0 0.0 01.0 0.0 0.0 501667.0 15702167.0 
59 2?.4 22.6 0.0 0.0 0lh0 0.0 0.0 501667.0 11337667.0 
60 24.5 26.1 0.0 0.0 0t 0 .O 0.0 501667.0 13093500.0 
61 21.3 23.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 573500.0 1333220n.0 
62 20.9 28.7 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0.0 440000.0 12613000.0 
63 24.5 23.5 24.0 21.23 -015 11.79 0.500 491500.0 11561250.0 
64 P1.1 25.7 23.3 9.91 214 12.74 0.500 560000.0 14410500.0 





















68 36.2 33.7 32.7 25.98 0.9 14.66 0.500 680000.0 22884000.0 
6Q 36.1 32.4 3?.9 12.50 -0.5 14.87 0.500 618000.0 20044992.0 





















73 25.2 30.0 27.7 8.43 2.3 15.06 0.500 1014000.0 30439488.0 
74 20.5 23.3 25.8 10.38 -2.4 15.53 0.500 1233100.0 28788496.0 
75 25.3 28.8 28.1 8.84 0.? 15.45 0.500 1112300.0 32015088.0 












































NI W CON FAL 
0. 1,00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 















































































64. 1.11 65. 1.12 
11. 
12. 12. 
0. 1.00 0.0 















































0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 

































































0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1,00 0.0 







































































































































































































































































































































































NI W CON FAL 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0o 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
o 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0, 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0O 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0,0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0, 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1o00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NI W CON FAL 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 0 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.00. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1,00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
n. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0, 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NI W CON FAL 'IRR 
0. 1.00 0.0 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 0.0 
0, 1.00 0.0 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 O.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 0.0 
0o;1.00 0.0 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 000 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































NI W CON FAL 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0: 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 
a. 1.00 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































(w) South Dakota aggregation to SRS yields
 
SD 















































































































75 18.1 19.3 -1.2 2144300.0 38878768.0 
76 1099 19.7 -8.9 194290090 21081168.0 
1967-1976 
MEAN ERRORRMSE 0.894.96 
TABLE 12.- Continued.
 
(x) South Dakota in CRD NWO1 to SRS yields
 
STATE CRD STN YR VYA NI D NI W CON FAL 'IRR WAC C WAC' F WAC I WAC N CROP ACREAGE PRODUCTION 









0. 0.50 0.50 0.0 
























0. 0.,0 0.50 0.0 

























0. 0.40 0.60 0.0 















SO NWO1 63. 1.14 0. 0. 0.40 0.60 0.0 12.2 16.7 28.1 0.09 Sw 243630.0 4005800.0 
SO NwOl 64. 1.14 1. 0. 0.40 0.60 0.0 15.5 18.2 30.5 0.09 SW 273470.0 3627320.0 
SO NWO1 65. 1.14 2. 0. 0.40 0.60 0.0 15.4 19.0 27.9 0.09 SW 285520.0 5194550.0 









0. n.32 0.68 0.0 
























0. 0.19 0.81 0.0 















SO NWOL 72. 1.14 9. 0. 0.26 0.74 0.0 26.9 28.0 38.2 0.09 SW 200960.0 9108800.0 
SO NWO1 739 1.14 9. 0. 0.23 0.77 0.0 15.0 18.6 30.0 0.09 SW 235700.0 5491300.0 
SO NWO1 74. 1.14 10. 0. 0.38 0.62 0.0 6.1 8.9 24.1 0.09 SW 306200.0 4178200.0 
SD NW01 75. 1.14 6. 0. 0.53 0.47 0.0 13.8 14.4 26.0 0.09 SW 292900.0 5121300.0 
So Nwn 76. 1.14 6. 0. 0.55 0.45 0.f 19.3 23.0 33.2 0.09 SW 345700.0 5989300.0 
SDNW 99. 0.50 0. o. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
SDNW 
YR WAC SRS ESTY VAR ERROR INTER SLOPE ACREAGE PRODUCTION 
55 21.3 9.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 225017.0 2182662.0 
56 1?.0 7.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 201380.0 152426n.0 
57 17.5 17.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 219990.0 3850480.0 
98 30.0 19.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 253680.0 4893090.0 
59 15.7 8.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 278500.0 2268300.0 





















63 17.0 16.4 12.1 29.76 4.3 3.61 0.500 243630.0 4005800.0 
64 19.6 13.3 14.5 24.04 -1.3 4.72 0.500 273470.0 3627320.0 
65 20.2 18.2 IS.1 22.46 3.1 4.96 0.500 285520.0 5194550.0 
66 10.5 15.1 10.1 29.31 4.9 4.88 0.500 277100.0 4171100.0 
67 24.7 22.2 17.9 4?.68 4.3 5.57 0.500 3071h70.0 6836900.0 
68 23.9 F1.5 18.7 26.91 2.8 6.76 0.500 269740.0 5810900.0 
69 25.8 22.4 20.5 24.83 1.9 7.60 0.500 226800.0 5081700.0 
70 15.0 18.2 16.3 8.82 1.9 8.82 0.500 223170.0 4071810.0 
71 19.3 25.7 18.3 6.11 7.4 8.62 0.500 ?95370.0 7583950.0 
72 32.5 25.4 25.9 25.51 -0.5 9.63 0.500 200960.0 5108800.0 
73 21.2 23.3 20.9 6.78 2.4 10.35 0.500 235700.0 5491300.0 
74 10.0 13.6 19.9 9.08 -2.3 10.92 0.500 306200.0 4178200.0 
75 16.7 17.5 19.1 7.52 -1.6 10.78 0.500 292500.0 5121300.0 









(y) South Dakota in CRD NC02 to SRSyields
 




























































































0. 0.70 0.30 0.0 
0. 0.70 0.30 0.0 
0. 0.70 0.30 0.0 
0. 0.70 0.30 0.0 
0. 0.70 0.30 0.0 
0. 0.70 0.30 0.0 
0. 0.70 0.30 0.0 
0. 0.70 0.30 0.0 
0. 0.70 0.30 0.0 
0. 0.70 0.30 0.0 
0. 0.70 0.30 0.0 
0. 0.70 0.30 0.0 
0. o069 0.31 0.0 
0. 0.78 0.22 0.0 
0. 0.65 0.35 0.0 
0. n.52 0.48 0.0 
0. 0.55 0.45 0.0 
O 0.57 0.43 0.0 
0. 0,57 0.43 0.0 
0. 0.79 0.21 0.0 
0. 0.82 0.18 0.0 
0. 0.86 0.14 0.0 


























































































































































































































































































6A 28.0 23.5 21.4 22.19 2.1 7.46 0.500 A07900.0 18989600.0 
69 30.5 19.5 23.1 20.58 -3.5 7.79 0.900 593500.0 11597300.0 
70 18.3 20.3 16.8 13.83 3.4 7.68 0.500 575000.0 11654800.0 
71 20.6 28.8 18.0 13.62 10.8 7.72 0.500 683300.0 19684688.0 































76 16.2 7.4 18.0 21.31 O0 9.94 0.500 772300.0 5730600,0 








































































































NI W CON FAL IRR 
0. 10.80 0.20 0.0 
0. 0.80 0.20 0.0 
0. 0.80 0.20 0.0 
0. 0.80 0.20 0.0 
0. 0.80 0.20 0.0 
0. 0.80 0.20 0.0 
0. 0.80 0.20 0.0 
0. 0.80 0.20 0.0 
0. 0.80 0.20 0.0 
Oh O80 0.20 0.0 
0. 0.80 0.20 0.0 
0. 0.80 0.20 0.0 
0. 0.74 0.26 0.0 
0. 0.87 0.13 0.0 
0. 0.76 0.24 0.0 
0. 0.66 0.34 0.0 
0. 0.70 0.30 0.0 
0. 0.82 0.IR 0.0 
0. 0.75 0.25 0.0 
0. 0.90 0.10 0.0 
0. 0.88 0.12 0.0 
0. 0.95 0.05 0.0 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































(aa) South Dakota in CRD CO to SRS yields
 
STATE CRD 
SD C 05 
SD C 05 
SO C 05 
SD C 05 
SO C 0 
So C 05 
SD C 05 
SD C 05 
SD C 05 
So C 05 
SD C 05 
so. C 05 
SO C 05 
50 C 05 
SO C 05 
SD C 05 
SD C 05 
SO C 05 
So C 05 
-SD C 05 
SD C 05 
SO C 05 
SDC 
















































NI W CON FAL IRR 
0. 0.90 0,10 0.0 
0. 0090 0.10 0.0 
0. 0.90 0.10 0.0 
0. 0.90 0.10 0.0 
0 0.90 0.10 0.0 
0. 0.80 0.20 0.0 
0. 0.80 0.20 0.0 
o. n.80 0.20 0.0 
0. 0.80 0.20 0.0 
0. 0.80 0.20 0.0 
0. 0.80 0.20 0,0
0. 0.80 0.20 0.0 
0. 0.73 0.27 0.0 
0. 0.84 0.16 0:0 
0. 0.72 0.28 0.0 
0. n66 0.34 n.0 
0. 0.63 0.37 0.0 
0. 0.64 0.36 0.0 
0. 0.67 0.33 0.0 
0. 0.82 0.18 0.0 
0. 0.84 0.16 0.0 
0. 0.91 0.09 0.0 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































NI W CON FAL IRR 
0. 0.80 0.20 0.0 
0. 0.80 0.20 0.0 
0. 0.80 0.?0 0.0 
0. 0.80 0.20 0.0 
080 0.20 0.0 
0:080 0.20 0.0 
0. osO 0.20 0.0 
0. 0.80 0.20 0.0 
0. 0.80 0.20 0.0 
0. 0.80 0.20 0.0 
0. 0.80 0.20 0.0 
0. 0.80 0.20 0.0 
0. 0,81 0.19 0.0 
o. 0.76 0.24 0.0 
0. 0.79 0.21 0.0 
0. 0.84 0.16 0.0 
0. O.R4 0.16 0.0 
0. 0.86 0.14 0.0 
0. 0.75 0.25 0.0 
0. 0.95 0.05 0.0 
0. 0.97 0.03 0.0 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NI D NI W CON FAL IRR 
0. - 0. 0.85 0.15 0.0 
0. 0. 0.85 0.15 0.0 
o0. . 0.85 0.15 0.0 
0. 0. 0.85 0.15 0.0 
0 0. 0.85 0.15 0.0 
0. 0. 0.85 0.15 0.0 
0. 0. 0.85 0.15 0.0 
0. 0. 0.85 0.15 0.0 
0. 0. 0.85 0.15 0.0 
1. 0. 0.85 0.15 0.0 
2. 0. 0.85 0.15 0.0 
2. 0. 0,85 0.15 0.0 
4. 0. 0.85 0.15 0.0 
4. 0. 0.91 0.09 0.0 
8. 0. 0.85 0.15 0.0 
6. 0. 0.91 0,09 0.0 
8. 0. 0.83 0.17 0.0 
9. 0. 0.85 0.15 0.0 
9. 0. 0.2 0.18 0.0 
10. 0. 0.92 0.08 0.0 
6. 0. 0.94 0.06 0.0 
6. 0. 0.97 0.03 0.0 
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TABLE 13.- COMPARISON OF FEYERHERM WINTER WHEAT MODEL
 
(a) Aggregation to SRS yields
 
57L C€ fI/1 fl (1 ( 1* ' .D 
A I i' *.1 .0 0,oI ,r O, 
I, 
') f )9*, 1,*t l 44 , ,* L. 1 4.L, 
- -A, 3. 1 A . -. ( 22-'1r '.K: ")1 c =7:,4., 
)y" ,ti7,5c 1 27,7 , 1' P>1 * 1 4 - b :Th!P,] : t,?LI- f '7 C , 
7-, 27P 4 *(. ... 4 .)/'( .-*: ' ,,' , 
Pi, P .' .t- -
TABLE 13.- Continued.
 
(b) Montana aggregation to SRS yields
 
4-., I,. , I . ' }' 

- . P . .-, 'I -, 
.4 
I / P' - .. " ' t ' 
,,If - -A . It 
TABLE 13.- Continued.
 
c) Montana in CRD NC02 to SRS yields
 
I WAC N CROP ACREAGE PRODUCTIONSTATE COD sTHt YR VY NT 0 NI v CON FAI )H 45C C "<C p WAC 
MT Own? CUT 55. 0.O8 0. 30. 1.01 ). Q 0, . ?.h 3L .4 37.b 0.18 WW 851567.0 25Q7276R.O 
"T NCnC lcr %6. 0.99 0 . 31. 0.n f. W4 0.1 ?.-. 31." 35.7 0.1A WW 851567.0 20778?24.0 
0.1P Ww 851567.0 197b6336.0F-T 'cCn, C1T 57. 0. 09 0. 3?. 4)' .9 0 . 1 ?A.I 0. ' 37.4 Rt];67. 0 e47H1076.0IT riC0? CUT 'iR. 1.00 P. 33. 0.0 0.0Q 0.(1 p27.1 .. 37.4 0.)A W'4 
"T rich? C"T 59. 1.0? 0I. n4.) 0 . 4-1 0.0l ?4. 4 -1.3 31.7 ().IQ ww 851'67.0 23Q29006.0 T NCO? CUT 60. 1.1 4 0. 3 5 . o?3- '. -. 1 31.4 3,.5 n.18 WW 902500.0 23734:92.0 
*'T ,irOA CIII 61. 1.04 )i. 1,,. ., 3.0q (.111 1I 23..7 3,.5 0.17 'W 9hH600 .0 205b9509b.0 
'T NCn Cll 0" if. 0.b 3,.Q WW 13464100.0.1? 1I. 5 I. .o) q , ?'.? 34 .0 o.p1) 6H3600.)0p
'AT 1,ICI)? C'IT 63. 1 0. 4"A. 0..0 11.'44) 0. ol ?'.? 3,P.9 3e.? (. 14W 757400.0 15711200.0)
"T Cn? CUT 64. 1 .0 3P. .Q. 00 0 1.01 P61. 3n., 3m.? 0.1 toW 77P600.02?RI1b00.0 
'T N'C C rIIT 6I. .n ? . 0. 0.0 n.gQ .01 . P7.7 -4.1 3b.1 .1 Ww lP45200.0 39548800.0 
AT A"Cr)L CUT 61,. 1.0r, . 41. h.0 O. o . 1 ?4.b 3 .q 36.7 0.17 WI'W 1040400.0 3446731).0 
,AfI '?Cn2 CI 6t. In4 4?. A.0 n.94 n. 1)1 2.8 14.9 37.3 140 WW 1369400.0 3716b92.0.. 

MT NiCO? CHT 6A. 1.0' 3. 413. 0.o 0(. Q' o.1)1 ?6.2 35.3 3H.1 n.I Ww 1380000.0 4P64b0b8.0 
VT mCp? C1T 6w. 1.10 3. 44. 0. 0 o0.44 11.11 ?-.? 3P.a 36.6 0.14 wW 1140000.0 P576000.0 35. (. 1 p ww 'q;oon.o 16i41696.oMT IICo? CT 70. 1.10 3. 4';. ).0 ).q,) 1.1 2".0 33.5 
MT NC? (lIT 71. 1.)1 %1. 46. 0 . ) O.)' 0.01 P3. ")]7 37.4 n.l 4w h25000.0 2501P592.0 
"T ;tOC? CIIT 7?. 1.In 7. 47. n.0 (I.QQ 0.01 P2.6 30.0 27.7 n.'4 Wu" A?8000.0 10470096.f 
MT tiCfnl C,,T 73. .1 . 4c. n() 0.0Q fl.01. ?3.9 2Q.? 38.4 0.& WVW 109000. 0 26857696.0 
MT 'nC0? C11T 74. .10n(: 5. o .0 1.00 0. ?4 .4 3f1.? 36.5 (I.1 WW 13?P00.0 36312400.0 
-AT Air p (ili 7 -. I . kI A. 0,) 1. o006.0 32.4 3h.5 38.3 0. 2 WW 1610000.0 60993392.0 
WW 1633600.0 54678496.0T l:C,)P CuT 7 . 1.12 . 0. 0o .() 0.10 30.2 -I.R 3H.3 0.18 
I W4C. 0.7' 0. n. n.na n.e n.n 0.0 0.0 o.0 0.0 0.0 
Yp WAC SPS ESIY V88 EPRC IfiTFP ,LOPF ACPFA{, PWUfIICT ION
 
1;; 14.8 30.5 0.() 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 8';1567.0 2 T9727&6.0
 
,;6 31.3 ?4.4 .1 0.0 0.1, 0.0 0.0o SA7. n ?(t7i??k.0 0 
.51-; .0;7 'A0 .4 23.? f, . n 0.0 0.o 0., 0ff) . 0 Ij7,6) 3 
r; ' 33. 29.1 r,.' (I .0 .n 0. 1 0.)) A ,r I.0 ?478C 7A.0 .
 
ro 33.1 PP.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.9 .n H51 . - ,3q000.
 
26. i' o3,4W31. 1 ?.0 3 f0. 0 . 01.I)k00.0 4 ?,.O 
P4 4 ?1. 0.0 n. (I*o n.h 0.0 'J~b 11:.(I ?0'0O 0 06.0 S 
62 Ic4 t°.7 0.0) 0.1 0.. 0.) F36.(I -.() ,V14t'flo.0 
63 34.7 P.7 ? 7.' 17.)4 -M.S I . n.750 757a'10. 0 1"1/11?011.0 r A4. 1?.p ? PO.4 ?4 .? ]'1 .;>?p r, ) 11.{lOr, A 71 ( 7 0',~f) 0. () ;);, 01 ArI (I
 
A )'46 ~h7 31.H 20.1 Pg 1 3 7 0 o 1P11;10 ) .0 3-8M00
-. n.7i,6 6 .0r, 1 . P I. 1 7°/. , 1 .1 1 , 7 V . 7%A 1 1),, ')-,i(l, "141,671-;'.
,7 '4;1 .6 PR 1 3 i. 3 -"r. f -?). n I.JS ,). 7,;( 136.Q4(1,.( 0 7 1 %
 
6P I Q. P 30l Q A0 P2 31 .7 (4 1 . 7 ') o -i,% 0. 11,0 1 "Iq c l) .1 0 4?nr, 0814 .
A:) 16 A 2%.)1P.4 ?A 47 -3.4 1 .1i4  7ni 140000 .0 ?8 7H 00.0
 
70 3Q6 331.h 2..4 334. ;) 2.7 1.14 n1.ISo7 q on() ?b451) 1)
4l-
7? 14.5 21.5 ?p.i .P.I -4.A P.IQ 1. 71o SM'N00 14470(00(,o. 0 
71 13.6 24.6 2A.4 ?'". (1 -1." I.'? 4P.7,0 ] (0'(1010.6 ?b,% 7M96. 0)
74 14.p 27. 1 '4. 1 1P.*t, 1.I '). 4 0. 750 13;1fN 0l. o 3 '1 P o1 .0 
7'; 41.4 37.Q 31.1 R.g'i (A 0.08 0.750 161 01)0w.0n ArI'4330..n
 




MF ANI EQIW1II - *. '
 




(d) Montana in CRD NE03 to SRS yields
 
N CPOP ACREAGE PPODUCTION 
FAL t¢N '0C IAC F NAC I WAC WW 229000-0 4923500.0T CANI N C0t 6.- 34.7 0.1A?1.1 ?p146000.00.0 22900.0 ( c
17.? 4763200.0;TKI Y. O.CPO N.0t).N130. ?7.1 1.17 vlw ??P'000.0 OOMT NF3 IT I hOn 0.0 10.0 , *.17 ""a .?2'401 .O O3
. 0. n 36 0.17 V W ?9Q.h3IWl.Oo.0q ?.7 ?".2 3454 3L0C'IT %. 1.00 0.0 24.6 w 173200.0 
vTIT NF1n3 )..A lo°1.* . n. 1.00. 19.5 i,,.s ?1.41' 3 34.33.? 0.17- ylW ?-90 .  40?b400.0 SO?2S7$.O'. o jNO 1(),{ 92. ?Q. w'. 23400. 0tF03 C1 O ni 1.00 0. 4.3 0.17COT %1",60. l~h 0K'T t, n3 I)  0. n.0 0 1.00 0.11 0.21) W0 274700.0Ml' FO3N .. WI.b t" l .0* 0. ? .' 34.1l w I. 1 .00 3?."VT .1. 'fl. 1.0? 1. 0.0tg~0 0.C'ITiT S2. .3,FF0
M.T ,T 
1r4h1 0.O 2 7A0".36.7 713.Sjfl{'24.0 304' ?49. o0.O 94Q' 0o.0nW.n 1.00 0.20 Mw2 . 1.00 0., 3t''. "SB°]' .1$ +  2175 
.00 
AO. 1.06 2 24,4 ?".1 .4 4 . 471t,00 . 0'tit I.l'T MQA.20 QI n. . )n. u.n Yc.1 0.1 P W p22700°.0j1.1nf+S I.* n. 1 Ph." 3 .0")T 140:r, 3 ('ITC'T 63. ,00. ]qTt,*T tO{ I* 
* 4 1. * . ?-t rWO' 3:' ci 64a m7.b9/).03?f)foo.0 6 200 0Mw 244000 02n.6 3.1i) "1. 0.21 I'2o 
n. 0.0 ?b.1
n. 1.001.n) 3 ? 2 ino
7(" 1.10 ?,3. C'. 0.0 WW 31700(3.0MT[ I'%n-4 CIT hi. 3 7%, ? ° 0.19IT tIF-' fl  36.0 N.0~ ).0') 0.01 "3'. MT tF0 LI'T 6 . w 71 300(3 . 0 0 o ,4W 33100I0.0 
. 1 3.?r2.6) 3 r9 33.1 0.19 1 ,731600.OA.n. n 23.6 3.3 3 6o0.Oa) .23 wC)"1 74 .14 n.1 1.00 0.0 34. IP9T 10 CLIT 74. l.' . 0. 0.0 1.(I0 0.0 7.. 3? 37541)0.4 103235000.ItTNFn 5. T p.17 WANFn Ciii 74. ].]I 3 o .A 36.? 0 .00. 0 .O 14 7 0 0 
M.T irtf Cut 76.6. .1' '" I n .1) .0 , o1°0 . 0 no O. f . n 0?I TI 9 2 0.0 0P 710.IH g1 or )
.'Z.744 0 C2l0.H10 0. D6 0 
I.P3A 619.?3421"ow040.0?6710.I ? 81 0. 110.0n. 0. 61 hp Ajs.11 0. (I3 I. n1 ?7&0?0'. ' 9O40. UI)IICT4 1IONb017. 1(0(100Ai ACPF AuE. P 4 
L+<[y VAM4 ENR'0.9 IrNTFR St (YEF I) 4/200W'AC 505 F.0 .I.)l.q 0.0yR 12.0 ??'1)o0O44 17.2 0.0 (11034(0.

. 
0}.A o 0, w 
S 7 25.1 20.9 6. *II 2 i q4.7(3S.100.6 31617. 
9" ?tipI- s")T o '. 0.0 V ?.06 .0 2- 0 lo . n 0.0 o.q 0.) ?9R 3(In" U 0.o j? $?Qi. 0.O 2. * ) -.
J7.3 * . 0 76 160r IT q ?-,-2.0, 'A b49 7300.. 0 22 ? .1 T . I I (). 1 . P Th{(. *0 1007 '000.01n4 I7. - n7 I 
. .11o'.T N6 ;n..449H*1'e6 -3.11 0.75n p ?~ 447i 31 31 A0 n,.3 0 ,, 1 0 972070h000.0 
64 N( I2. u, 4 0. 0 3 02".1 36.367 .7 -?.0? 075L) 100
.11 n.P-\ .5 } " W7AQ I I3*120.?7.1 0 04?4A'"0.
r t.. n.31 0.7 7 "v I CO27." 741 
k IT~ LOF C2AF P~~ ITI~IAC ~ 0.R V3 
h')I.N~g?Vn}.AMYonOO
o.7 -o.(jl i).ThI - 7400740. 
. T40. ft72.17 %0 1.R7 2.? ].3) (17p 0 365P00(.7N 7."7 O(35(003674 34o4 ?w•4 Z7.[ ThPi 1..il 0.7501.n!w I7. ?r:3 0.3 o 07540o 0 






(e) Montana in CRD C05 to SRS yields
 
STATE cPnMT C 08 
'AT C 08 
t' C nc 
4T C 1: 
NIT C 05 
NT C n5 
rAT C "q
NAT C n5 
'T r n4T C n5 
MT C A 
"f C 91, 
'T C Am 
g"T C A',MT C Am 
mT C n5 
4I1 C A' 
41 C A V 
"T C O4
'IA C 05 
'AT C 0 


























m . 0n.9. 
S6. 0.99 
57. 0.Q9 










hm. 1.07 69. 1.n.1 
7A. 1.07 
* 71. 1.0-Q 
7?. 1.10 



























NI w CON FAL IVP,)30. no. Ofl 0.01 
0. 0.0 1 .0w 0.0 
0. .01 1.O 0.0 
0). 0.0 1.00 0.0 
0. 0 1.0 n i00 
0. 0.0 1.00 0.0 
0. n.n 1.00) 0.1 
37. 0.0 .,4 n.( 
0. '.) 1.00 0.0 
3Q. 0.0 f.Q'4 0.0I 
4 0. n. 0.') 0.01 
41. 0.0 n.9 0.411 
0. A.0 1.00 0.0 
. 0.0 1 A0 0.0A. 0.0 1.00on. 
A. 0. 1.00 0.0 
0. n.0 1.00 0.0 
0. 0.0 1.0)0.0) 
A. 0.0 1) .n 0.0 0. 0.0 1.00 0.0 
A0. 0.0 1.AQ 0.0 
A. 0.0 1.0') 0.0 









































































































































































YR W C SRS 
S5 32.6 25.6 
' 30.A 17.1 
m7 31.f, 26.7 
9P 3,? 2P7 
9Q 1?.A 26.3 
0 .1 3. 4 ?;>. , 
f,1 3. 21A 
A; 1(-Q pm.  
$3 3. 7 ;).H64 IA3.? 3A°3 
68 36.4PI?'.4 
0,M 33.1 P4. 4 
67 40.4 30.4 
6P 40.7 3?. 
A 6. 1 21. 1 
70 q7.7 23.0 
71 17.7 30.0 
7? 31.1 24.7 
73 3A0 ?4.7 
74 36.2 33.5 
78 41.4 33.2 
















































































































359b-33.0 920(6613. 0 
35q9-33.0 6149730.0 
3R0 433. 0 9602P21A. 0 
359-'33.0 103?1477.0 
3C(),h330 94t 3,7.0 
40]1-1,0.:0 916580)0.0A 
3q6-40 A H43P1 00.n 
?Q0P0pj0 A 732)70,0.0 
3P700o,0 1 113ncon.0 
17-1-400 . 0 113?A'nn.0 
402f),. 0.n1. 11l41?Q flq
3;Q00. 0 11 40. n 
4R 14110. 0 14b13 4 00.0 
471"A0.0 154?700.n 
1640 01).0 3 00, 
29W70O. 0 6823300.0 
3C,1100.fA 9-)R(y 0.0 )PAO) 0.k 716440A0.0312 10(. 0 1w?600 . 
413 0o .I 1313&600.0 
44.8(1 ,. 1416'WI)0.0 
490100.0 14410k0.0 
1(467-1971 
MEAN ERR9.O' -0 93kIr.'RF 3.16 
~TABLE 13.- Continued.
 
























CQD 13TI1 yk VYA 
qCnA -i TL 55. n,.c)R
;Cn" HT t. 56. (190
Scn,; "IL 1,7. O~qq
9;ClO rITL 5 -1. l.nOC.nR ,ill clt,. 1.1)?
c;ChWA TL (I(I. 1.(14
1,C n; TL 61(. .1. 
';C (v6 H 1 . . °095 
%cf 4 11-;IL (3. 1. fl 
qc;(r) Icl w 6 . 1.n4 
scng TLt. h5 I,°?)9C, A4 Al 66 . I.,n4)
1:01 H 411. A7. I A7 
t4T q[OH 6A. h71,C 0 ATL }
SC'f A H 11. 7 n . 1 7 
'C6( i 'f I 71 . I.0 1 
I C(" A '-4T 7?. 1 . am SC nk IiTt. 73. 1.1)9
qCq(IA , T L 74. 1 . n-
q;cr. Rrl 71 . I . tI. i. 
CCnq RkT 1 7t) . |I.P 










































' t F&I b}H 
n .,) n. 70 ) j 
0.n 0}.cl7 . (:- 
n.0 0 .C47 0.0 1 
n .0 0.17 0 . )'11).o n)i.Q7 0. (,3( .(1 0 .Qh 6 .1 14 
o1.( 0 1.q 0.04 
fl.o 0. 9) 0.04 
n . r (I . 9f 0.04 
n.n O.n , rt.n 
n.0 0(. " 0.04 
. N0.1) ,-.)7 0 .(03 
1 . 0 4 0.qO e, 
1 . IO . ca .02 0 .0 0.Q806 .i~I)e
n°.1 0 . 40(.111
O).n 0. 91A 1). 12 
0 .n'1 0.o~Q .O( 
r .0 0.141 (). 03 (.0 0°. 0 ).0()? 
0.0 o . C),- 1). if 
0.O)o.07 0.02' 
0.(.  1 . 0. i°O 










?o . ? 


























































0 . .130.170.17 
n. 17 




0 . I Q 
O ] 
n . I 
0.119 
0.11, 
n . IW p
0 . 1,k





























225933.0?2c5033.0?45 0 00 .0 
246600 .0 
201:,2on 0 
4 130 0.:0 
219W50 0 . 
?4 3?V0f .0 
23090n.0)
310 6n 0).0,
7 0 0 0 
?;30I)n 0. 
?0 3 n f) .0 
2190 ) 00. 0 
p(1 00 0.0 
2 7000.O 
















'l ~ O . 
q5 71 U )N*O.
rHt, I )OoO.










1; c "11.7 
94, 11.1 
c;7 13.ci 
c;o IS. 7 
9,9 1p.3
AO 9 
0; ) ? .? 
6? '47 .f-4'A 'A7. Q 
A4 1;). 4 








7"1 1 ci.h1, 
74, 3c; . 4 
76 41 .4 
SPS ESTY 
? 0.1 n.0 
19.7 1).N0 
?P.1 n . 
?7.4 n .(
PP. I n.0 
lSp. (I if 
15oLO. n 
?°;) . I )
'A1 4 P 'i 
PP.2? ? . 1 
?61,.n ?. -.' 
?( .P ",?I . 6 
34.? } 3(1 .43? . j 3A .) 
211. 1 1.4,
?4.9 3 .O 
?P .6 3;). 4 
'A41.6 31 .,1 
4.7 -'An,. " 




VAR E tIROP 
0.0 0.0 





Dn ) ( . (
0.'0 0 .n f 
I=,. 11 5.1 
19.h6 4 'j
] 7 . ,7 -0.-'1 
]7 .4 A . 
?r,.4 ? 3 0; 3 .'A I ; : 
7.0,4 -'A.q
A. -1 -7.n 
1',.7 -4 -3.:,k 
19 l ,:.A 
I P. 11 . 
17.4,7 ,,. 
17.+5. -1.1 
-1. 7 1 
















? . IP 
I . v)















n . Tqn 
0. 71106.7rl) 
n. I.11,n













PP66 t, . 0 
2{ (I. 0
;)/1 'I{).n)
?}) 4,0 0.(11 
?4 3 ' O o 11.0 
; , ,,. 1 
3 1 01,0) . 0 ) P7 7m(}0. 0) 
P03,00.0°( 
1 i (lI If .OIf (1)) 0n(1.o()
?27T1(1(°. (1]
?0q0 O,,) 
3 0 '*>I). (0 




0 1 Qon,74 .(I
4403127.0 
4462400.0 
"j4AI O (In O. A 
" 0 1? (1n1• 07".kl hffp • n 
t ,c I rip . 
%6 ?? (1 . 
,O % 4 f)n . (I 
(t 0-. 0 . 0)11(11) 4110 . 0I 
L3Li7 n 0 0 . n 
L01 ]) (10 
ec ) 0. n ( ,3A41)n.o0
6141400. Q3Q41" A. ,) 
340,o 1nn. n 
TABLE 13.- Continued.
 


























ff~fl STN YR VYYA 
SF09 ,-IC 1,5. 0.QH 
cq{nQ w.Lc 56. 0.49 
SFoA4 mt cC;=i. o.Q,9
SE (I) -'I.c 5,1 . l ,n,6 
S~nP) "I.C L,9. ].IRi
SFn9 "I C W) . }.04 
)Fno9 41 C ,%1. 1 .n4 
SFAI, r-11C 6p. 1].115
1;F0nq v'LC 63. "05 
SFn09 trCA4. I .n 
ct-n04 At C 6,5. 1. OF, 
SFI)9 ,MIC 6i . 1.19 
;P qn9 ,IIC 67. 1.]1 
S f) m+tC 6A..I . 04 
SF9 11C" f,9. 1 .11 
qF09 JAI- C 7,1. 1].1t 
c,Fq19 AlC 71. I]f) 
S£ :11C 72. 1.1n 
-F 01-) 'Al C 7-4. 1.11 
Zn9A,1 NIC 74 . 1.1I) 
c<F I,t{C, 71;. 1.10 
";PnQ "11C 7,-. 1.12 

































3 7. n.0 
3 . 0.n 
19 . A.0 
40O. no 
41. n.0 
4; . 0.0 
n . I .O() 
44. )°. n (). .~ 6 














40. t" o.Il 





0.Q ? D.01 
1.Oln }0.0 
.qQ 0.01 
l.1 . 11N 
I .0n 0 .t0 
1.00} 0.0 
1.0110 004 
1.00 0.: 1) 
.C) 0.,-)































































































































IC593 0. 0 
I P3tio00.o0 
137,1n0 .0 
4 3t0O). 0 






101 00 0 





















5L)4 14 00. 0 
394174100.0 
7:9 57 00 .0 
36910(00 
W340600.0 






















































0 .( 0 0.n 
An.t 0.0 
,).n 0.0 
.0 O n n.n 
It.o1 .0 
? .P 5n. Ip 
1 ct.I 'A?.7n 
21 An 37.714 
14,.8 ?4.2Q 
?. , 2 7 .5 L,9 
?;.C, 41 .07 
P1.7 7 .7 o 




0 . 0 .0 
0.b n.( 
rlo ,.. 00 .n0 (.0
3.4 -1.47 
11.1 -- 'A 
-3. P -2.73 
4.q -4.1S 
. -4-.I2p
7 . = -,-3. ;f 3 
3.7 - I.7;> 
n.n jao;)3 .n0 
n.o0 140;1 33. 0 
1.0 140".33.0 
.n 14f);3 1.0 
P.( 14,)2P 3 .0 
0.0 1c 'o I Iv. 0 
h.O 1?3 .00. 01).o 1"'17 ,,0).n 
n .710 1431 n 0. ( 
.7-i 117T111(). 0 
0.790 14;Pgn 0. 0 
0. 1;(% 14';;(0.( . 
. fco( 17- 4oo.0)
n./5790H,)








?e Ip rOn. 0 
41 ~n 
"', 1- Ono.0( ) 
2t,4"AfoI. 
iot-J]nn .( 



















































I 0o .0 
14 1110n. n19 0 nj. ) 
IPntO .n 
17W4100. 0 
p0)n n0 .O0 
1,0]1000. 0 
4h)'1 .FfO.n4 3-QQo 1).n11' 









(h) Badlands aggregation to SRS yields
 
Y -PS rESTY FYPIP ACt4 ACIF P0OfIC FION 
c; 0 .o (,nA n.n 0. 
c q.0.0 o. '). f l r0) 
07I.0) 0 .( 0.0 0.0 0.0 
oflp 0.0 0.0 (11. 0 
c; 1)j 01 .1 (1 . it 0.6 
r 0( 0 , fl 0.0 rio( 
Al 0I.0 0.0 (, 0.0 
A I ,0 2q4. 7 944P10. 0 1 774Au-A4), n 
6c 1 
7 11)35?3N 0 1 ('1) .0l 
A 1., ?.? 2 1.H71]00ff.0(' {L4 .'123.M 47Z&h, 
A7* -11 n ,-d, . llT 12  O0. 3 5 4 7 4 ..fl 
76 'Al. 3P.'1 7. 1440.rC S44 4H.) 
fL q?. PP ) *6(I 0.6 . 0%, .'7 * 70 4 







(i) Badlands in CRD WC04 to SRS yields
 
S:TATFT COD STN 
c Df) ,wCn,, PTF 
CD WCA 4 ? F 
,;n, 'cn,+ PTE 
';0 .C () PTE 
S rI ('n4, PIF 
rOr ,) t. -rn ~& 
cr, 11C04 elfF 
S11 4C A4 PTF 
:;ri wrn!. PTF 
'fl WC(n 4 PTF 
r () ,Cn4 PTF 
Sri WC04" PlF 
,r) '.,*CA. PTF 
0;,w n4 PTF 
cf) w(r,-4 wrF 
rn vrn4 PTg 
q: {r,m  04 P P 
F11II 'C~tn4 F 
,r0 %jCnP PTF 
cn V,Cn4 PTF 
S;F rire4 PIF 







'-,4. 1. 5 
n n-. fo 
1 . on. 
6. . On' 
61 .On.9. 
64.* 1.Ofl,6". 1.07 
6F, . f '1.0 4 
67. 1 .I 1 
6,1 . 1 -.13 
6Q, 1.1I ) 
711. ].1"i
71. 1]. I#f 
7 e). 1 .17 
73. 1 . 1H 
74*. 1.1o, 
75 . I .I 

























W (ON F'AL P'-' 
O0. 1 O.r0.p,C n). 
O. nr.l',0. P. n 
)..11) 0.A5 (0 
(1. n.I I )O.,,? 0.A 
0. 11.l1n 0.90 0.1 ( (I I , it- 4 - , 0.11 
0 ~ l: ) " "-. if 
ri. n.jp (I.,ok n. 0 
')n.oc; °1.5 (.0 
n I.(I, f) . q4 0:.0 
0. 0.(14. 0.96 Ao0 
n. 1 0. f)0 n.u0 
. I O n.q) o .O(I 
n ).o N0.q? 1).0(I'? 
n . rin'l.Q.7 v . 
n,. 0.03 io.Q7 0°fn 
n.0l II.Q- 1.) 
n . 0o.] # O.P4 0.11 (1. (1.14 0.8, 1). (
0.0. ;G.O n.0 
1). A. Iqc P.Hk .0 
n. n.;)? I). 7f ,) . 0 
n° . h. A ~ 0.0 





1().94 ?(. 1 
PR. t 3f-..S 
17.3 P7.A 
P. . 31 .2 
P'6,7 IP.H 
?,. 1 31 .4 
?1 .4 "11l.0 
I.I - 0.0 








?'A.0 21 . ,
17.h , 24..9 
°0.0 
IeAC I WAC j
3t,. 6h .IA 
PA 3 f.IR 
36, O.p.'n
3S.P 0.19 




1 .0 ).IpP 
34.; n.Im 
3 °4 ,) .]IA 
3 .1 (.Is 




33 .P 0.21O 
"3,.8 o p 0 
35.5 n. I r 
35.0 0.19 
3,.P ().IQ



























































3 ' 4 0 0. 0 







i54 AO 0 .O0 
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(j) Badlands in CRD C05 to SRS yields 
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TABLE 13.- Continued.
 
(k) Badlands inCRD SW07 to SRS yields
 
wPC 	 C VAC F #AC I WAC N CROP ACREAGE PPODUCTIONSTATF Crn STN YR "YA N 0) NI W CON FAL UHN 
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TABLE 13.- Continued.
 
(1) Badlands in CRD SC08 to SRS yields
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(m) Badlands in CRD NW1 to SRS yields
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TABLE 13.- Continued.
 
(n) Nebraska aggregation to SRS yields
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(o) Nebraska in CRD CS to SRS yields
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(p) Nebraska inCRD EC6 to SRS yields
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TABLE 13.- Continued.
 
(q) Nebraska InCRD SW07 to SRS yields
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(r) Nebraska in CRD SCOB to SRS yields
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(s) Nebraska in CRD SE09 to SRS yields
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TABLE 13.- Continued.
 
(t) Colorado aggregation to SRS yields
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TABLE 13.- Continued.
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TABLE 13.- Conti nued.
 
(v) Colorado in CRD EC6 to SRS yields
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1)6"l *i)O )O I P?? 14 L)P1 0P 
?-j 1(11] A .O ' 
3611 hQu . 0 
3qt,6?(O0O, 










CO SE 9 
CO 9F 9 
C') SK 9 
CO SF 9 
r") I;F c 

























NI W CON FAL 1(',<vAC C 
44. A.0 0.06 0.1:4 I,.h 
4q. A.n 0.01.!) u rnot1 1.. 
46. 0.0 0.S, 1.1 ?2.7 
47. n.0 0.0 .04 20.8 
4A. 1).0 (1.9- ().)7 16.0 
40. A.01 ).o3 0.0)? 17.0 
30. n.0 0.l 0. v 16.9SF bl. n,) .~.~~0.1 11.0 
































































































51 '4 LtJ 
5F 4 LAJ 
SF 9 LbJ 
SF 9 L AJ 
5F 9 LA. 
qF 9 LAJ5F q L.J 
SF , LA-J 



















)7. 0.n 0.7- 0.Y 
,Q. (1. (.A: 1b. 
5C. Do. O. n,.18 
1,0. 0.0 O.Q? 0.OtI 
6n. n.n O.A 0.1? 
ho. 0.0 ohq1 0.: ),60. 0.0 Osi 0.12 
0.0N.N A4 0.16 
60. 0.0 O.7 0.13 








































































WAC SRS ESTY VAP FUNOQ jINTFI rIOPF 
10.0 0.00 N.( O.n0.0 0.0. 9.0 
21.6 9.? 0.0 00.0 P.0?QQ0k 
PA .5 1.4 n.0 n.0 0. 0 0.0 n.0( 
.0.5 ..00 0 0 0.0 (.0 n.0 (2.6 ? . o 06( ) A" . 0 .0 ".. 
P?.~ 1 36 n 0 0.0 . .0 (S .0 P?.7 10.9 (.1) n.1 .ri 0.0 0.) 
?0. 1". .0 0.0n 0.04.,l§ 0.0 ]- ' 11. 1.. 1 ", ' -11.7 -(1.40 n . 7Y) 
17.5 l4.7 14.Q 94 oA 10 70?'I.s4AO.0r 7.5 21.3 21 .7 17.74 -0.4 1.1n r0.7901 16 7 Ij4. Q 41; 'NIa ,tv n.  n 





4 12 7 (9 1 .)0 
43j4.037 'ri,(i. ) 
no01.0 j01 0 
2(i.0870000JP6 (, 1.0 
1v. 
pp)UHCTIO tIH e'7. C 
?77 )77. 1 
li3ROON M"34 "7 ,5. n 4 1 P .07 0 
(a#O*C13pu (10. (I 












v9~ ~~ ~I.2?. - .A 
23.1 ?4.*, 
??k"AC0
~ ~0 ' 
?4 . l 
-4.? . 7c3.7 nf.4.4
~~~~Ain.,. .q
.~-.2 










































", C, 1 
n .'w) 
3 . 917 
TABLE 13.- Continued.
 
Cx) Kansas aggregation to SRS yields
 
Sw93c ~ FQP'I) 
1) -.0 P*57 ,i( 1,fi n* 
14 .oPO 

5C (I1q( *' n0.6 
An 010 0,0 , (I 
41 nJO 9.0 V10 
i n 

. ('.0S P1 .0g p pp(w n'"I.n 
e 1I72.0 ?& ,.2 1 .7 
A'q P4.P ?r1.7 --l}o 
7, 1. ' "-..7 I 
7'1 37,' -s.. 2$o 
7C RO, 0.. -1.0 







n . () 
qon 
%0"f~n 
1 27p-po n('q 
07r1 ) Cl.(I 
1 monIf 

3.4 , 1 '*'h;.} 
li,l.Plo n.oI 


















ep(nnC 1 ,o.k 
~l44q77,. 







(yj Kansas In CRD)NW1 to SRS yields
 
STATE CQIj STN YR VYA 
c) NT 0 NI WI CON FAL ' h J.AC C PACr F q/,C T WAC N CPnP ACQEAGE PPO{DUCTION KS NW I H!.(" 55. 0.9 O. 0. 4l11, O1.k 0.,1) 10 1.3 ?403 33./ 0.17 W 934ocn,0 IRB376992.0 
KS MW I HI-(" 5 f ,• D( ) O 0. (}1 3 ). I, D. 0, B. 4.? 30.1 (1.17 WW 8160 (.0 133e60t00 
KS NW IHtr, 97. 0.99 0. 0: q.13 ).P 7 O.o 26.h 2(4.q 34.;9 0.16 ww 60Q000 0 14123000.0 
KS N,W I "LC 9 . ()1q 0. A . )4 )O.R", 0.11 ?4.15 30.? 34.7 n.1F, ww 11,67 000.0 3573B200C.0 
1"; NW I P4LC 54, 1.030: , o).0 IP oU.Ak 0.11 114:'C, 3° 8 3?.'"1 n.17 wqw 103400n.0o 2?(4699,1o0
'
 K9% Plw I ilr, ' . l.n3 0., 40o. . 1? O. 7 (1.)0 1 '/.1 'A).4. 34.2 0 .1h ww 1017rnn O 39?4?0()0.
,
KS Nw I HIX f, I. 1.4 0. n.A.11 0..0: 0.") P61.'7 -A.7 34.3 0.17 -w 04004.0 216h 6c) .U 
K; P:., I HI4 r, 6P .1. 4 (1 .4 n(.4 v .) 0.J ??.7 ?6, 3?. f) 0.17 1,114 921000(.0 24 ;").4492. 0 
,
KI P'4 I 41C f, . 1.04 {. 4?. (),,rn7 0O9q 1))| 2 1,i )h.9 31o. n;.17 ww 90 0 0 0. 0 1 I L)?()ON . 
N 5 NO." 1 'L f I,.}05 1 44. 0.11 Oe0 rl 0.1) P0o . 76.41-1.(7 , . 3?. Ft . .4w q?6(}{l]1}.(0 ]IP5P40{} .111 7 

KS I ",LC " I.07 44. 0 . O' 1).()3 -1)1 ? H.9 34.4 0.17 ww 106,qM()0. 5. P i~ 2467t,600.0
KS NJ 1 .1 C 67. 1.09 6. -.  n 111 (.s: )..) 1 1 33.0 WW P520 0 o),(00l ,} ;1;1, ;c. 0 A.17 1? ?R774000.0 
1.C . 1,1 19.o5KS N4,.1 6, . . ')?. 1). ().al 0.)tji ? ,o 33.9 n.11 W-4 9470011 . { ]9M 36000.0 
Kq N4 I Ir, . 1.12 10. t,4. na° 11.{)9 . 11 P4. 1 3n.? 4 ww 106c;111.0 30 9T (0000.116 3 34. n.17 

WS W4 1 H1 C 70. 1 .14 1P. ,A . n°.A' ) . Q4' 0 'I1 ?P.° ?q .C 34.1A 0 17 w ] 1449000.0 3P0S22c;.

Kc; Nw I H. f- 71]. I,.I ): 1 . qp . A.() 0.94 0 .{(iI P 7. ) 3?. ;, 3'4.f6 (. 7 1,-W 10NP it01. 0 3F67;100f). 0 
KS N'A I -HIr 7?. 1.19 ]5. ho. .116 I).C14 0.1)1 ?3.1 ; .19. 33.0 (1.17 Ww 1.04700nN.0 341969-)?..
V5 11 1, HLC 7.). 1.1t, 17. ,t) r 0.0 ?,1o. 34.,. 'if).°7 0.1h, w 1174(100.0) . 0 .1? C .14' 49794000.o0 
)KS bN I "l-C 74. 1 .17 1 [,. or.. 0. ItIF .e: 0.-)l ?7. > " . 31,.3 0.17 11W 12171(}0.0 3Qhjb07') .0
"
KS NWV1I LC 7r,. .I f 19 0gt . ").1) 0. 1.1)1 ? F,. 33.0 ww n°4 , h) ??.7 t) 0.17 I]1t,11 375N4?H8o0 
KS OW I Lr 7h. 1.16l IL). tO(. 6.04a 0.9r 0.[11 ?0 .1 P6.9 34.8 A.117 WW 1133000.0) 34112096.0 
KNNN Q.4 I.g75 . . (l.A 0l[l.0 l i l).l ft°I 0.9r (1.0] (1.00tl' 0i 

KNNW 
r)5 23.2 19.7 6 .nr 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.N( 91400011. 0 IM376 .O92 " 
r 6 1-t.? in.? I).0 0.0 n.0 PI ;,n( °.0 t3?1 (1N. ((7 ?a°.? 2. ? (1.0 0o0 por 60() 0 14 I?30N(Ao. 
0.0 n.0 n 0 1 
0,,0 0n0 . .0 

,;a ?Q. 7 36 .,0 n . .0 0.r) ).()0 .0 n.n I I ,7n 10.0 '3}57'APn(00. 0

CQ ?I.q rl.n P . ). N I . 0 0
?1 .9 0.6 n.O ]1014000, .', % 

6n ") . 0.0( 0.0 ') ,n .() ".
1. W b 0.0 0.0 (I ft)1). . ()
A1 1 '.7 ?3. 1 0.0 ().O0 . 1)1 01.0( n.( :44 00)t). 1) ? I I )IP?. 0 
Op,)
61 ;,1. 7 ?1.1 2?_ 2 7 t 1-r,4 -4.1 4°40 1) {'( W 'Cnou( .0 , , '[ ) ' 
S ?7. 3 Pk%.'i An n.n 1).n 0 . 0 1 11' Ij01.0 ?Pdc,4 e,?. ,) 
,
(- 7,4 Nt.°1 ?4:7 -4° 4o } 0 QA . D) fl()(). IAr( 'J3o"4 ( :°7q 2 ){w } III 0 
6q ?". 2 1 .6 P3 .,0 4?.?] -5.4 4.€(IF n. 7';() 1(17f001 0 "NI (1H
AP, '".7 ,P1.5 44 .79 )q ( ),h"O0. 0] N°P3. 1 -4.4 AQ .7) A 3?"76006.0 
7A, 3,%.1 "1.0 ;2'7 4;1. 6 3.7 n I9 I t)A ,, 2: (. 7t,,) W(rpo )?U2;­
2A.7 '.?';
6B PP.NI 9 A 3 .70R -P.4 1.,o7 0.;750 147h I0:0 3"49h o o.0 
7n 3. 33.1 27., 1 1.67 6.1 n.% .]n. 714,0 '4 )V) . 0 37- ,. n% 
76 34.8q 33.6 1r).3 1 P. 14 .-4 4.?4 (1.7SO ]1 '430 0f). } 3H I I; O(fm. I) 
19W67- 1976 
p'IC:Y 4 .16 
'TABLE 13.- Continued.
 















































































6 . 1.n 
66. 1.09 (7. 1.11 
p. 1.15 
6,. 1.14 







I 0 NI W CON FAL Ikr0. 0. n.p O.2.i i.0i0. 0. 0.76 n.?. .) 
0. n. n.,8 0.3? '.0 
0. 0. 0.6? 0.33; 0.03. 0. 0.66 0. 
5. 0. 0.67 (i.3A 1.0 
6. 0. 0.11 0.01 0.0 
6. n. f0.5 0).45 0.0 
10. (. 0.S1 1.4 (. 0 
1. 0. n. 0.4- 0.0 
14. 0. '1.-' 0.44 0.0 
II. 0. 0.9)4 0.46 0.0 
1,-t. 0 .61. (10.9 0.1 
20;. 0. 0.64 0.3 e, 0. 0 
PP. 0. 0.S7 0.41 0.1) 
. 0. .S1 0.44 n.f? . o. '.45 0.;? 0.op
27. 0. 0.4A 0 .5;' ?.0 
V3. 0. 45i (.5i , N.o 
33. 0. 0.6 0.3" 0.0 
33. 0. 0.t , 0.3L, 0."i 
33. 0...b 0.3 0.0 






































































































































































59 32.?AfN 3 .7 
IA3.b 
6? 33.3 




67 ?9. 8?AR 42.4 
69) 44.7 







14.3 0.0 0.0 
13.0 0.0 N(.0
16..) n.o 0. 0 
?P.6 n.N 0.0 
po.6 00 . 0.021.2 P.6 0.0 
P4.Q 0.0 0.0 
p3.? n.0 .0 
? .4 ?3.3 0.7 
. 9 dl.14 eO°4Q 
2?.6 ?2.I 1.I 
21.0 R,. I.4 
I.' 1 . ? 11.1936.3 P- ° 17.I8 
3A.5 -1.9 !.4 
33 .6f,234.- 33.6 11. 57 
34 .% 31.7 16.c7 
43.3 3(. , ?p.5
2,. 37.o ?,.?,)
?.Q 3?.? ? .?2 






































































I " o0 
123pf00. 0 
1O5 f0O.I 
1 12"; (i, 04 






12) h1600 . 11I fl(,,0). 
1 2t'a . 
1 131 0G.0 
P 64'h),. 0 
14? 7100.0 






?1, 35?10on. 0 
?7 ,(Ir.n. o 
30772.0 . N 
14aQQ?.o 0 
?"h P.o 
"100o 4 ?f10. 0 





3 - 7-I0cti. 04 3P1? ;4P?.0 
31- 3 oQQ .f 
4I1I140-,?.0 
364' '7 2?. 0 
42 1 5 .o 
517F,n oit)o 1) 
167-1 ,7(.





(aa) Kansas in CRD NE3 to SRS yields
 
. 
STATF. CPO STM 
KS NF 3 TOiP 
VS NF I TOP 
W S NF 3 TOP 
TKP 
K'; N'E 'A TOP 
K S h P" 3 Tr-P 
KS NF 3 TOP 
wS NE 3 TIP 
Kc; NF 3 TnP 
VS NF 'i T 0P 
KS OF 'I TOP. 
K-S Nt 3 TOO 
K" NF'A."" OP 
Kl KF I TOP 
KS 6F 1. T(,P
11c Mgi 1 IP 
KS NF -4 TIP 
KS NP " 3 TOP 
K=S ,OwI TOP 
KS NE 3 TIP 
KS NF I3 Tr)P 





















7; . 1.]? 
7-. 1 .09 



























NI W CON FAt irH 
. 1.00 0.0 0.(1 
n. I°OO 0.0 0.0 
n. 1.no o.0 o1.0 
0 . ]no0 0.0 6 .{ 
n. 1.1)n a.o f).) 
(). I.0(06 ). )0 . 1)e 
0. 1 .011 0. 0.0 
n.3 1,. no 0.0ri ).) 
0). 1 .00 {).0 0.0 
0. 1 .00 0.()0 0.0 
0. ].00 O.n 0.0 
.0] 0 0.0 0.0 
1..')( U.0{) 0 
0. 1.00 0.0 0.0 
O).1 .00 0.A . 0° 
0. 1 .)) 0.0 0.0 
n. I.on 0 0.{) .O 
o. I~n 0.0. 0:0 
n . 1 .00 0.{) 0 .r) 
r.. I.no r,.) 0 .0 
.0€0 0. P 0.0 
. 00 (1.0 {). .1 




























































?4.5 , n.lI,t 
14.1 .17 





31.1 0. 16 
L7.7 0.|1 


































3r00)0 . 0 
230{){0 .0 




































Y0 vjAC 5t:,5 
55 PP.8 32.-3 
"6 24.9 25.-, 
r7 1q..2 pr.1
=0 If,. 7 3?.3 
90) 91 0).3?4. 















ERROW IN'TEP 91-OPF 
0.0 0.0 ()o.n 
0.0 0.0 '1.0 
(1.0 ().0( n.N()}0 6).0 0.0 
(.0q  )0.0 
) 0.0) o.n 
ACWF AhE 
")'44500. 0 
3r 700. P 
'I ,,) 03431100 . 0 
00.0-,  
34cf l)( . 
PP [OW CT ION 
31!300000~.n1z0 
9070'300.0 
z472000.01 10"111.P ¢ •0 
1)f-1q 3h 0 0' 





















































25 . 'i 
30I. ?u 
I I . q 
11 . ? 




















.24 n .71C, 
1).H7 1). (L,6 
1 .t1; (. 7S,) 
" .]14 ). 750) 
P..q- 1. 71;o) 
3.0, 1) 3. 7F,0 
4.(1(- n. 7 0 
'3.k 0 .7rn 
4.U4 A) 'O 
-A?I .7L).
?:h4 ().7;n{ 
3AGoo . 014 100 .0 
p;n 0 o .7':nf))0. ~.V0 {)S? 1 -, )•00 . ) KIP (11.0 
"37'Woo. f- 0 {l ' J .() 
35, 1,I0. 0 1 "*{)O " {)) 0V. 0 
?(- 400 )(1 814c-00n. {A 
?'A11r:(0 .() 7 7 0-,'0,.0). 
)(.,0" 0 } (P i, h 
?1h 00{.0 Ot-47 0t(1n. N 
24 1U 0 0. n 83(.3000. 
r 0.VA 1414 11.) 
3ck)?0 .0 1232v] 00.0 































CPD STrM Y,, VYA NI D) NI 'A CON FIL lTHF -,AC C 
WC 4 HI-" 55:. 1.02 0. 0. n.1 (1.70 (1.oIt .n 
WC 4 HIC 56. . 12 O. 0. 0.2b 0.74 o.0 A.v 
A~C 4 HtCr 7. 1.02 0. 46t nP =, 0.60 n.(:,3 P3.,C 
WC 4 HLC 5. .0,2 o. 47° :1O. P 0.;',Pu ?4.4 Nj( 1i05. lnP O .0 I: .>U . .4 
WS(g 4 "1cr 9 1,. o n~?. 4R. n. I; O.P> n.) ­ . 
tC 4 "LC 1%,. I.04 0 . nj . n.11 I,.At) n .13 ?o1.5 
I, C 4 r )3. 1.,).; n. 5,>. n .I I.k4 it.114 6.7 
WCf 4 HL.C 64, . I(10, b. 51. n.10 O.k6% 0.04 13.4 
WC 4 Htr 6 1,. l jn7 2. 54 . .1.1l i. 16 0o.vt i 1 4. 11 
WC 4 MI.C tf, . Ia4 4. bc). o.lI t.h5 0.03 ?1.3 
WC 4 "1IC 67. l. A ". . bD . 1 .l Al.3 (1.0i1 ]7.6 
WC 4 4 C( hk. 1.12 7. 97: . 111o0 . O .6-, 1")°0 
tC 4 j (" 6v. 1.1? (4 ';A. 0.10 O.Ah (1.114 P3.1 
4C 4 HLC 70. 1.1? 1]. 110. 0.O A n. 1 1.0;4 24. 
417 4 HI r 71. 1.14 13. Oft. n.0" O.C O n. 11. P 4.4 
4'C 4 HI C 7P. I .1Ic 14. 6n. n.07 O.PO (I).i~14 ? .? 
VTC 4+ -"1 71 . 1.16 lo. , 0. 1).n 0 3 .fr-4 -o0( 
WC 4 HI C 74. ].16 1 1. to. (1. 509.pq N.u )L) .01) 
,,C 4 m~l C 7 . 1.16l 1P. "n. 11.04 ). 7W f. (" ?(1.7 
WC 4 HLC 7t,. 1.1b IA. On. 0.61 ().(4? 1).5 I 1 .q 
K!.1-C V,. .7 5, n . ).(1o0 .0 .0) o. 0 
AC F wAC I 
',.) 33.0 
Ih.2 3n.7 
Pc;. 4 34.A 
" 3. 33.J1 
?;.? -i.3311 
P4°:7 3,).3
P'>. h 33.7 
PO .9 31.4 
1Q . ? 33.4 
Pt,. 4 34.4 
?6). 9 3P.7 
P3. 4 4.4 
P14 h 3>. ? 
?(4.6 31.7 
3(.4 3")- .5 
?6.6 33.R 
'A?P 3f,.7 
41 9 34.4 
?t'. 1 33°.? 
P!,.1 3;. 0 
















































11 itn 0.O 14QhO00.O 
113401)(.0 3'2?3ho00 .0 
lt7 o~ 2360 41?o-?,,00. uwl?(nno 4 a a 
C4Lnn,10,0 (1:.0 
7P o00a0. 0 1 ? -2( 00 . 
A,19000.0' 14 q 00'0,. 0 
1 09 3 0 0n .O 2o ,;56 0 0,0. 0
1OP3000.0O- ltlt, OO0.0 .I) 
I110 7000'0 -2_?1;6992.°0 
5040(N o 7 A500 o.0 
I10 PO O.)0 3 J4 t9 0 .0 
10480 11N.t373?P 000. 0 
109? U(0-O 3-44AF99.. 0 
1]1l060 1). 0- 3?770'992..o­
12 7S 0O'f. 6, 441JP49,)7°0
13 O40 60".Q 4 15 118J88.U 
IPP40 0 N. 0 387722118.10 
11 t'10 0n.0 3qO50192.0 
. 0 0 .0 
K M,,,W 
YQ w.AC IqkS EqTY 
r,5 P4.5 14.6 t.No 
c;A 14.6l 100? n.n1 
7 PC).pP I .9 n .o 
1 'An.;? 2m.4 110 
r) 2 .3 ??.?) 11.0 
An 31.7 -41).'A r, . 
Al AI A"41. 4 0:1n~) 
A9P .7 P7. . No 
63 24.0 16.,3 ?n. 1 
64 2?.? 10.4 114.h( 
A r) PI A 1 .q 14.? 
r,r '?.)I IP. 7 ? .7 
A7 PP :1 ?11.4 ? .I 
6A4 Pp .=-I I ..3 2;1.oQ 
69 "33.Q 3n .4 A .24o 
7qn -1.3 3r,..A ?1,. n 
71 37.3 3(..7 ?7.0 
7p. 11.7 ;.':, .  
7"1 Ll.3 34°. 11 A 
74 4q .T3 '1o., I. 1 
79, '44. 30.) 2-4.3 
76 3.3.4 2P.7 27.8I 
1QA,7-1,o7k

























ER.: iPINThE SLOpp ACp A ,F PIP1OO|WTTDI N 
o, 0.1 n.0 PQS 0 1n.N0 1 A)N ohN1.O0 (2:I o.1 6.0 7030o . 0 AI?TnO0 . 
0. 0.0 O.nI is n10I.o0. 1401,00 C,. 0} 
(1.0 0.11 n. ) 11-14,1)(1. 0 0 ('0. O 
O.o0o 0.U o .0( ]OfTrN70 . ?3 4(09?. 
U.n (h.t(1 1.Nn 112 jj : 4 14 44001) .04 
O.V .(] n.A ]0'7 o 2 agP 
. I O1 ie0 1 ( I IM[I . 0 2 14A~lifn .n 
-3.1, ~ u n.k1)7cn -711 0,),).0 ]?HPPnO 0 
.o P° 'A (1, o PFR opl(1).1 14 590 0n 11. 
0I.7 P.411 n. 1~n IO ( .0 11~O ?()f,,(ItIOn°( 
= -.. 0.7c IOwlhilo.O) .% n 
-2.7 1.Z9 0.751,1) 110 1100.O6 P ,46 O .No 
-9.6 1 .Ln 11.7c() 0 % 4(0)6.1; I ,O . 
A. 11 -1.14 n .760 ]10 OO .,r) °u0 0 
q . :(I4q 1)7rl) 1114-;o .n 'A 3P60Q . ( 
I6., (I 41, (10.N ,)- iU • " 4 . 
4. 11.#'j I . ,: Il~ ,o~ ;/, S ( 
'., q /n:IP 7 f ],o 7' ,~.fv).n 44194 92°o 
I)it O. - .7qr ](I' 40 11.o(1 1,] 111 4. 
1].7 2.P. r.751 Ip D (1.0 .3,17 o8. 
l.A P. M16 .7- fj 1 (II0. 0 q ' :. 
'TABLE 13.- Continued.
 
(cc) Kansas in CRD C5 to SRS yields
 
STi!TF. .CRO STN YP VYA 
KS C 5 SAL b5. 1.n1 
K'e C 9 S&,L 56. 1.11 
K, C 1-, SAL 9,7. .nn 
KS C 9 SAL 9 1 1. 0 
K'; C 1i ,'t liq. 1.O 
KI; r, 5 ; A. 60J. 1 . n) 
KS C q At|. 6]. 1.(4
KS C 1) 16At ?. 1.3 
KS C 5 c;ALt 63. 1.,14 
KS C =" SAL 64., 1.4 
KS C 1) ';,'L 6 =,, . .0 
KS C 5 SAL. 6,) . n6 
KS C 5. SAL 67. 1 f7 
K'; C 1; SIL bw . I . 
Kcq C c ct.L .%91.I 1I0 
KS C r, r [t 7v.. 1 13 
KS C 5 SAL 71. 1.1 
KS C r, SAL 7,J. 1.1 
KS C 5 *31L 79. 13 
KS C 5 SAL 74,.  1.1 
KS C r" SAI. 71;. I 5 
KS C n SAL 7r,. 1.17 
Ki~jr "+9. 0.75 
NT D N1T W CONF FAL Irm 
I. ti. n}.R9 (.1c;, 0.n 
Q. ). n.90o (i.?) {i.(
]. 0. n.76 0.?4 P1.6 
3. n. (.Ali: 0.35 1]1.0
L' n.on.74 (1.2A 0.0i 
7. 0. 1).l7q .P?t 1.O(1. 
8. n. 0.7;1 (1.Y ).0
1 (. 0° O.h 1 .wi .(H 
12. 0. fl. " 0h.34 0].(
14. n).0.t': . 'A.z, i0.0(4.4
16. f). .f6, 0.31, 1).06. 
17. (1. q.-.4 (I.3f 0.0 
1r,. n. n.71 0. P.i 0.6. 
71. 0. n.7p 0.P"i 0.6 
P3. ). n.o'6 n.14 0. 
;)r,. 0. 0l.90 0.41 0::! 
PA6. 1). 0.4A 0.4 0 .N 0
2p. n. n.rO 0.41 0.0 
3f). 0. 1).b .41 0.n 
"42. 0. ., 4 0.31, 0}.0 
42-;p. 0. 0.7? 0 .9A o.nf 
37. n. n.72 o.?1i 0.0 
















































































0.17 61W ().16 ww 
(1.17 WW 
o. 17 ww 
().17 ww 
0. 15 w 















16< 00{'. 0 
14r,7000.0 
15- 0 0 00. 0 








] 4 )n 1)().O0
1 "45 0 00. 0 
1759.00.0 


















4r ,4992. 1 
434279Q?.o 
4373H001)°0 
4P?6 ? n0 n. ()
604(04992.0
406318B00.0 




Yp w aC SOS 
q'5 24.2 13.11(, 
S 6 2 .9; 1q.6 
c;7 'A1.4 10.0
c;A "4.7 ?co,. i 
Q' A]" .0 I".A 
E.qTY VAR 
( 0.0 
9.o N (.0 
1N .0 N(.00.0 0 () 
0I.0 0.D 
E.RROP INr-TE P 
0. n0.0 () 
0}.it 0.0 








15631) ) .0 
161 4ofP. 0 











































? .1 ;).in 
? t.4 P3 .7 
P4.0 2. .14 
IP1 .0 1?1. 1 
17 . 17.7 
?7.o1 ?-. 9 
2c, .0) 3A.6 
-4f,- ?A . 1 
9 -4.1 Z'£..4 
33 .9 3-t.3 




















0. 0 1.0 ().nA 
O.r"1 1.0 ft.f 
2.0{ -1 .)4 -1. Iq
? . -? .( 0/ ). 7%) 0
2 2. -1.] r.S ";,G 
-(,. -I. Ip;) .7z 
-0. P -2.3 0]. 7'O 
0.3 -1 .97 n.7,(
-1 :6 - I.T7 n1l.7,n 
°w?. -I ,14 a .7* m 
).1 -1.-,7 1).7q
3.6 - I. oA 0 .o7c;) 
5.1 -(). '1 n.0;:,0 
**.* -o.31 0.71,0 
-0.7 - i's.ef. 0.71,0
0 .; -0.74 (1 . 71;fl 
l,;"I'tnn9. 0 
14 71U 0 ..(1
1 I i-t f)lOttI.i0
15 it)i. 0 
1 ,47,lno .Of) 
1%- ,; , I f I 
]7 111101.1 I' . (1 
]77' 0110. 1)
I ",,100 .0i ° i 
1 4fj,,lil'jj,.0 
])03;) 7C I)o.it 
6 "') 0 0 . 
'4 (111.It ) 7tLovt0(.l ") 
1 901301). ()
1-10 100°.0 
4,144 tt1)),i .oI 
3,t7t rH (1.0 
.tr,4 -4'P.F) 
-4'7?92 4Y ,'.(I
04Ct4()f 1. T 
P t " o .n 
U3 '(o7 "; 
4H..-400NO .0 
+D a ';19 , 0 
44 '- W)p . 
43 7-4e fia o. 0 
40?b? n0n. 0 
-(041141 )?. 0 
4 06-4k 11() 0. 
t-60Iw)~ h .°0 




I K 67-1 7A 




(dd) Kansas in CRD EC6 to SRS yields
 
STbTE CQl 
KS EC 6 
KS FC 6 
KS PC h 
•S EC h 
KS FC A 
KR FC C, 
xS FC 
KS; C h 
WS Fi 6 
KS PC 6
'<S FC A 
K),PC
K FC 
KS FC 6KS FC 6 
KS PC A5 FC 
KS F1 
' Fr ,KS FC A 
KS Ft 6 
KS FC A 
K,FC 
STN YR VYA NTD 
Tr' P 51,. 1.o 14. 
TIP 56. 1.n 16. 
TOP 57. 1.0) 1k. 
TriP 5. 1.01 e0.TOP c4. 1.n1 21. 
yu 60. 1.') 23. 
T,10 61. 25,T,)P 6?. .Iq3 27. 
TflP A-. .n, ?Z.Tr P( 64. I.07 n. 
f'IA h5o .i7 3?. 
T''0 66. .07 344. 
TOP 67. 1.IS 1i. 
f.1k A,. 1.16 IA.T;1 w4. 1.0 1 
Tp 7(t. 1.11 4l.T1OP- 71, . * 4. 
T"P 7?. 1.1 45.PwW 
TIP- 71. 1.0, 47.T(P 74. 3.6h 4r . 
T)P 71). 1.10 46. 
TOP 76. I.I? 44. 
9'0. II. 
NI W CON FAI ' I R1 
1. 1.n") 0.0 0.11 
0. 1.0 n. n 0."f 
0. 1.00 0.0 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 0.vi 
.hOn 0.0 0." 
n. 1.00) 0,0 On 
o.30. 1.n0 0.0 11.V 
n.. 00 0.0 0.0 
A. 1.00 0. 0 0.0 
o. 1.00 0.0 0.0 
n. 1.00 0.0 0.0 
. 1.1 u.f 0. 
n. 1.00 0.0 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.) 0.0
n'I0. 1.') (1.0 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.6 0.)
n. 1*00 1.0 0.) 
o. 1.90 0.0 0.0 
1. 1.00 1.0 0.11 
n. 1.n 0.0 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 0.00. 1.00 0.0 0.0 


















































































































































































SPS Eq.TY30.L n . n 
32.5 f.n 
2 .1 0.0 









?A.? I.31.1 31.1 
v). 3 ' .1 
36.1 3R.5 
1 .I 34,7?" .1 3,,:.) 
3n0. 1 .Q















16.f, 11'.c 9 
A.n il 
20. 4 A 
11.151 ;. 1 
It.05 
10.7? 
FRt INI.EH 11 OPF ACP .t0 0.0 0.n 47;)n0."
0 ..0n o 431 0.0 
0." N. () 41)(?0n I). 
0. 0.0 11.0 n4n00.N8:.0D l.0 0.0 4 PPOiU. D0.0' 0.0 0.0 41,'0f.0 
0. ) 0.0 0.0 41400.0 
1). q 0.01. ul'I)'i 01000.)
-4.? 2.67 n.71,0f} it)()O. 0 
6.1 1.38 0 7-;P 4 5 1t0I.(1
-1.1 0.90 0.7";0 3n06,011110.0
-0.7 n.84 0.7 076?'Oh.f101,0
1.7 0.:31 0).7ii 44'110t).0
2. 0.77 0.79 I(l10 0
-1 .8 1.0r 0.790 ;?4I'o.11. 0 0.7f1 0.750 ?700u.0 
5.C 1 . u7 0. 74fl 24 01)(1.41
.6 P. oQ 0.75N ?4no00i. 0 
f).4 1.47 '1. 75' 2(79(0.0
-".h I .7p 0].7 ' n '141 10 1). 0 
-0.'( 1 ..710 4 r7(I0t 
-7.7 0 . 'Ito (.75o Hpir0 0. 0 
PhImIICT IONI11?'+ 00.0 
140P?70n.n 
1 rNiN.O 
1AII000.0l1 flaQf0l.n11l] 00.0O° 
lLnjn" 00.0 
I11 0 A.0 






W00 (I. 0Q 
L . 4 A0(0 . 0 
'iik3lOn. 
) 1940nn. 0R4?IAf t).O 
130 )370003',7'h t0 .0 
'4i5 4. 19 
TABLE 13.- Continued.
 
(ee) Kansas in CRD SW7 to SRS yields
 
STATE CPD 
KS SW 7 
KS SW 7 
KS Sw 7 
K5 Sw 7 
VS S1,, 7 
KS ISl- 7 
KS S4 7 
KS S W 7 
KS S 7 
KS 5W 7 
KS Sw 7 
KS SW 7 
Is SW 7 
KS SW 7 
KS ,5S 7 
K , S1 7 
KS 5, 7 
KS 514 7 
KS SW 7 
WS s'o 7 
KS St- 7 
KS Sw 7 
KNS,0 
STN YR VYA 
0G '55. 1.03 
Wi'n 56. 1.03 
D)GO 57. 1.03 
DGRO SA. 1.03 
1)t;4 b,. 11.(3
O(nn 60. 1.03 
Dr 61. 1.or, 
f(,i) 6?. 1.04 
(Il 63. 1.n4 
I)fn 64. 1.05 
DlS) 65. 1.05 
)G 6h. 1.16 
0;rl 67. 1.n7 
f) 6F I. I.10 
OrI) 6. 1.11 
n0l) 7ti. 1.12 
ODn 71. 1.13 
nflr) 72. 1.14 
0(6) 73 1.15 
01fP 7,f. 1.16 
fr[) 7, 1.16 
OGfi 71,. 1.16 
9 . 0.7. 
NIt 0 NI W CON PAL 1'ih 
0. 44. 0.39 0.61) 0.tv" 
n. 45. n. .7 11.67 0.06 
0. 46. 0.1q o.c7 0.4 
0. 47. n.16 0.711 0.06 
0. 4. 0.?4 0.6,) 0.0? 
0. 4Q. 0. 1 , O.6? (.07 
0. . N.;'. O.)gA.0 
o. 51. O.IH 0.7'; b.! 
1). '5P. 0.17 I).7; 0.Od 
0. b3. n.19 0.77 0.08 
0. 54. 0.16 0.74 0.10 
2. 5;. 0.17 1).73 (1.10
4. 56,. 0.20 0.70 0.1( 
5,. .7. ',I 0.71 0.11 
7. 5A. n .l 0.71 0.11 
9). s9. 0.1 0.7k 0.12 
In.-0n.0.1? (.7k 0.12 
13. 6n. 0.11 0.77 0.11 
14. 10. .OF O.' 0.10 
16. 6A. n.11 0.7A 0.11 
. An. O.l, 0.71 0.1t 
16. bfl1. 0.I? lP.71 0.1 












































































































































































































































































.0 0. 0 
0.0 0n 
46.43 -.5 
31 .6 -f.P 
2M.QQ P.%3 
17.-10 -8.1 
27.41 -1. ? 
3(.14 -7 . 
4A.63 7.q 

























































































5u(u- '92O j75?P(lfO(n. 0 










I4F Auj ERPIw .Q6 
' TABLE 13.- Continued.
 
























CPD STN Y,4 VYASC P wTC ;r, o1.l 
S;C A WYC 6. 1.01SC H wrc ST. 1.02 gr & ,TC S8. 1.01 
S C wIG . 1.01SC T VC iv). 1.01 
SC I C FI. 1.03qC .4 .TC 6P. .1 3 
Sr 4 o TC:6. 1.(13
C wfC F,4 . I.n3 
5C tA Tr bt. 1.04 
S'C d 4!C 66f. 1.04 
r 4 C ( I . I.09 
SC pt wIC f,. 1.07 (" n TC 619. .1H 
SC t! vTC 71. 1.10 
S C A WTC 71. 1.10 SC A4VC 72. 1.10 
Sc 8 1 C 73. .L] 
SC 4 wIC 74. 1.. SC 0 dTC 7". 1.12 
5( PH TC 7-. 1.I? 
























N I W CON F. l1t40. OOp 0 . (: 
n n4 0.20 l.00. 0.? o.]; (.,)
0. 0. 7 0.33 1. 0 
A. n.7) 0 .21 .00. I.k1 0.19 0.0 
0. n .- t if).17 (1.010. 0).7-0 0.Pi 0.(0
0. 0.74 0. 27 o. i 
N. n.7 0.?A 1.0 
0. 0.73 0.27 n .0 
n. (1.73 0.?7 0. 0 
0. 0.7k 0.?0 0..)
N. n. M 0.21 0.0F. n.74 0.?? n.0 
). n0.7 0 .10 0. 
o. A.71 (I.2.1 0.0 
0. A.7? -.18 0.0 
0. '.73 0.27 o.0 
N. nA 0.1.pU 0.0 
0 0. PO0.20 0.0 
0. 1).')1 0.17 0.0o 
0. 0.0 (1.n 0." 
wAC C ,JAC F 
P0 .3 2q.3?1.? ?#.1 
28.3 30.8 
3?.1 3A..I 










P0e. j 33.P 
?bl.5 30.4 
310.7 -31.3 
4. 4 37.? 












































































































































































.0 0.0 ) 
0).n 0.n 
fn . A I.0 
n1 V .n0)°
n'A0.0 0.n 
21.7 1, .S" 














0. n 0.0 
0,0 ().0 
)..A .0n . 0  
0.) 0.0 
-I.e -1 * 
3.? - ()
'. A -0.5 3 
3.1:4 IR .:'n. 
1.? 0.16 
0.05 
I 1),, 0 

























pf,?'0(.U . 0 
1360000.0 
2144000 .1) 
P1 4-i. 0 
21'ACiOu.0 
?0'4u00 .0 







2t317 I , . 0 





?23A'- 0Q? .0 
1b1l000.f0 




3HQe(P. % ) .010n 
h,'44(01f2.o 
4H 1.0 
41/7?9q, . o 
7eI(3)'C$2. A 
7C2 4 ,U f)0 00. 0 
k l-.14 100).n 





















7h4 7 600.0 
I QoA7-1,7( 
,wE ,N Ek ').- 0.74e:' 3.7? 
TABLE 13.- Continued.
 
(gg) Kansas in CR0 SE9 to SRS yields
 
¢TA" COO 
KS 5F 9 
Kc; Sr q 
K:r SF 9 
KCS SF ) 
KS F a 
w; SF q 
KS SF 0 
K'; Sf Q 
K, 5F Q 
W ,SF 9 
M~5 F Qk51 SF 4 
KS SF 9 
K9 SF 9 
KS .E Q 
KS SF P 
K9 SF qKS SF o 
K - Sp 0 
KS SF 9 
KS 'F Q 





































































MI k CON FAL TI 
[.A 0.0 I)." 
0. 1.00 0.0 1.0 
0. 1:01) 0.0 Q.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 0.0 
0. .n o.0 o.u 
n. .00n 0.( .0 1 
o. I.On f.0 0.0 
0. .0 0. 0 0. 11 
0. . 0n.n 0.0 
0. 1.00 0.0 0.0 
10nJ~(- .0 01, .0. )' J 0 O-11 
b,. 1.O 1)O n.1) 
0. 1.010 0. 0.0 
A. I.ti 0.0 0.0 
(0. 1.00o.0 0. 
il. I1.o 0.0 0.-
O. ) O 0. ,'1') 
0. 1.0ISn O 0 .0 
0. I . o 1i D .1) 
0. 1.00 ,.0 ( . 0 
o. 1.00) n 0.0 









































































































































































































5C0 Fc Y VAP e.IjN i 
21.1 (1.o 0.0 )0.O 
.6 ".0 o0.0 .(0 
19. 3 0.0 0.0 n.0,,0n 
?Q 1 1.) 0 00 i.) 
?4 .. o. ) . 11.1 
30.9 n n(0.0 h.0 
1) ,.f) n0.0 (1.0 
?1i. 0 0. ) o.0 b. 0 
P4?,' .;,A p.t 3 -1.? 31.1 P4".? 11 .(,T N.4 
-31.1 2".4 1A66 1;. 7 21...) ' : & .' I - t,. 
:31.1 2 . 4 :. L ; f., " 
34 ~. I I .2.)1 I. 
?4.c 31 . ".h? -;1. 
33."I jl.7 *?Q.1A P.1 
I3't.l734.4 P7_14 1A9 
34 . 34.0 ?3.P7 0 A 
27.6 3 . ? .77 -7.7 
12.0Q )'. ?0 .0Q1 -4.5 
?S. ,m.1 ?&.3 -­ n h 
1 .67-l 47(­
'M _ p.l-., -0 .47? 





(k. 0.0f'.0 0.0 
ttoO 0 .0(IrB( 
A( n .n 
-N.51 n.7$,.t 
-0.6" n. 76p 
-O.?" 10.7%')1 '(11 n .7 CIO 
a.27?p ?"0 
I 1 0. 7no 
1.41 l.7;0 
3.44 n0 7v) 
.4 (). 7 9o 
3.N nii. 0 
e.6 o,71,1 






65 I'. 0 
$A';'I0,. * I' 
t)0. ) 
43V1 0h0'. 1 
51Ih , (). 0
',7t.0110o 
f-,06000.0 
Ly. HIt 0,Q 
7 d'io. 0 






PO6 4 flo(."740ff0I. 0 





136 , -)0PV. 017?A'l(l0 .0 
14??(, 0 .0 





?j. &0, ' . .') 
'1701{,' .0 
1 IL0on.A 
1-17 2 10.0 
3t(.3l)CJP. h 






(hh) Oklahoma aggregation to 'SRSyields
 
yp S S FSTY FRF4O'4 AC-'RA(3E PRODUCT I ON 
E5 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 
C6 0.0 0.0 F.0 0.0 .0 57 0on 0 0.0 0.0( (1.0 
r, o 0~ 1( 0." 0.0 0.0 
c-z o)., ().o no 0.0 0.10 
60 ) 0 0.0 0., 0n 
f-1 6o o n. 00 0 
fP o n.1 0.0 (I0 ,00 
A 2, 7 ?1.1 1.6 12nR3KI)n ?7664Q7A.0 
64 25, 1-4 7 -7*3 P1) N . ) 3 470P. (P (
6t ?Q." P3.5 ' .4 15oC,'75to0 4"3 741Sr.w4. Q
66 2p2.Q P23. 7 -?4 A 14Qq500.C /-8rff*
At 19.E7 ?lIs. -1.? 1742600.)t k4Yf 
6P ?4.7 ?C.? -0.S 46R1 (10%.0 n 13 63'CA.0 
f4q . e)4 .4 (,. 3 .)35f. I0 ]?7YA.tJ 
7f) )7 - 7 .! 0. 32P -, 712w4p.. j - Rp p rt71 2 0. f, ;3 - I: -P,,' p q P, 0 ,'.t, .Q'. . 4 1 ­7? ;;"7 . 1 -7 7 77;'- 7,) 
7-1 ?I1 . ,! 4 [C O (,'t-:{ I'I } .7 
74 ;'4° -' .% ", 2 n'.t' 17n, , .4 7.0 

























































































NI 1 COW FAL I-',-
0. n.A, u.1p n.( 
0. n.F 0.1? 0." 
0. (n.RA.1? .. 
0. 0 .94A (.1?1 .u 
o. 1 0... 
n. 0.4A 0.(4 0.0 
N. O.97 6.Nfl.(
0. 0),)7 0.03 0.0
11. n.OM (I'.0 0.0O. n.9 (.04 0.0 
. 9q7 O.n3 0 .0 
0.4 0.04 0.0 
0 . f.)voi 0.04 0. )(. I .' O.n;, (I(.o
0. n. Q 1.01 0 .0 
0. I.0) 0.0 0.O 



























































































1748700 . ?'4360192.0 















59 0.000 11'. Q1 13.I 
P? 3.4 








74 3;-.27-. p 74 3'k,.H 
75 3.3 




















1.O 0.0 ().(1 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 
0. 0.011°. °n.r0.0 0.0 
n.o A.0 




?c, . 12.67 
3().s ?. 24 
?7.C) 13.5? 
?'-.~ I I1I P; 
.4 11.?31F 1q°1{'.r, 
e'.-r, ',.44 
?7.3 6.74 









































.0 1]4A9 1;u . (
.o 96460.0 
N.n 1P11000.0 
0.0 P1 () 1
n.0I "if" I fill .. 
A. ) 11400)0.
0.0 lb(P04Oj.
n.o 174k7 u.0 
0.T70; 11 6300.. 
0.750 ] 41A"00.0(
1.7.0 1?7()n(i.0 
0.~ 13?;5(00. 0 
n. 17  3b5o0u.011.7"n I 74I, ()U. It 







n.004066601 1 .,03770 q29Q. D 
270769?.0n 
;1f144000.n34,3,00QA. 0 
40v /7ChcJ?'. v 
















?AFA(Ir R'Id -(i*Pl 
i'RP" 2.35 
TABLE 13.- Continued.­
(jj) Oklahoma in CRD NE3 to SRS yields
 
ACWEAGF PRODUCTION
STATE CPI) STMI YP VYA Nil Nl w Cow FAIL I'Ik A(. t ,t'C F tAC I WAC M CPOP 
nK NF 3 TtiL c:,. I .nP 11o n. o.n (10Of l d P po .t, 0.15 13?433.0 2IRS5150-0?f,. 3. 31.3 ww 
Oln 0. U ?7.7 '10.4 	 30.? n.16 ww 13?4,33.0o 3218130.0rK NF "I TIL q6. 1.n2 ]. 6 39.5 	 132433.0 IOPQ l9T.O
0#,t l " 3 Till- 1,7. 1.n (( 1).(I Ito 2~? A..{ ;)4 . ).(I Wwil 	 ­
h N 3TIAL ln PP. ].000Ov 	 F. 32.3 0.0 9 ww. 13?w33.(] 309elq40 .U". "4 	 3-0 
"41:? 36.1 0.16 Ww 1324,33.0 ?HP0830.0N1F i Till '4, 1~. ;?. A. . 0 .o 0~ p'). L W'A 4100)0.0 -3h-303000.0OK NF Till 1.n ? 2r. I .nr) n (I. RI.2 39.0 0.123 6n. A n. A.o C) 35 .7 0.0)7 ww 146"'0 0 .0 --cjO(100 °O­nK ,v: '4 TillI" : . 0.3 ?7. n. 1 h. O( n.n(13 " . 
n. l.no n.0 I).ui .?. 2. '4. n.I1 ww 110(100.0 t?5 3h00Uo0ON NF -4 TilL l4-?. 1 .04 p(. 0.1(, tw 	 : l?..,70.IQn °- 'A .	 117000 0 00)0 .(1 57 - Till f,3. 1,.;14 31. n. I 1 i.n Z . .4 35rK 	
,l. I .r5 -A?. n . 1.no N.O n .n . P7 .5 ?U.7 31). S 0(.14 ww ]461(00.0 -.+4,.6A 1 0.nK t'F 3 TLIt. 
1)r 1J '" T i IL . I .er c 1 . n°. I n f). l.0o inf) e°o.7 4?°P 36:°] n .]1  ww Ih3(40n . 0o 91}P?OO .O0 
= 	 (1.0.1; Ww 174100.0 A239000.0OK fli - T'1 66 1h 1n"lo r .no0 D.o (1 1" .e '4 .7 3b.3 
PL °. 2 ,,'.1 °. n . ' w"il1 25 0 0nT ' It." 7 . 
.0 
0.5 "h 0 . 1 (Io o.I (n. 0 . 2 , 3'- I?. 	 - 1f%3 1 ).0 6 K NIF 3 	 n ,? " . "o 3'. 3 0.12 VIW 19 2 000.0"1,'493P500.0NKF -i TJI l,.n.1.:1, 3h. n. 	 no n 
OK hF 3 TaOL ,q. I .n9 41. 0. 1fnINO .. . r, "-44 34..) 3",F nw143 	 .O0W :4(N. 300000-0it 	 01 
.12 	 n7, . "-4.'2b(M(.(
T I1; 7(,. 1 .04 4 1. Pn. I ().o n ( "1?.0o i .I3 3 ,.( 1 viw"4 H)"OK NP -4 	 ) 
°
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(pp) Tekas-Oklahoma Panhandle in CRD NW1 to SRS yields
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TABLE 13.- Conti nued.
 
(qq) Texas-Oklahoma Panhandle in CRD HP1 N to SRS yields
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(ss) Texas aggregation to SRS yields
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Yq SP T Y. N'0 A .(4 P.i 
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r'Q r,.0 04i ( ' ~ r0 ( F 0.0 0 fl.0l 0 
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A? Oi .. 
64 111.4 1l. 1 1.4 144)200.0o ?74R-5;8, * 
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TABLE 13.- Continued.
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TABLE 13.- Continued.
 
(uu) Texas in CRD RP2S to SRS yields
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(vv) Texas in CRD CW03 to SRS yields
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